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Abstract

Using the generalized multicarrier approach, we propose two in-band frequency do

main multiplexed (FDM) pilot schemes, namely frequency expanding technique (FET) 

and frequency domain superimposed pilot technique (FDSPT), for single-carrier (SC) 
systems in broadband wireless channels. The frequency domain equalizers for SC sig
nals with FDM pilots are also developed. FDM pilots result in higher peak to  average 
power ratio (PAPR) and required power backoff of an SC signal, comparing with th a t 
of an SC signal w ithout FDM pilots, although the PAPR and required power backoff 

are still lower than  th a t of an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) 
signal. We then propose a PAPR reduction technique for SC signals with FDM pilots, 

using a set of cyclic-shifted Chu sequences. The frame error rate (FER) performance 
of a coded system for our proposed frequency domain channel estimators using time 
domain multiplexed (TDM) and FE T pilots are similar, while using FDSPT pilots 

loses about 1 dB with respect to  tha t of using FET or TDM pilots. To further im

prove the performance of SC systems using FDSPT pilots, we propose a frequency 
domain decision-directed interference cancellation technique, with which the loss of 
using FD SPT pilots reduces by 0.5 dB.

Multiple frames can be used to improve channel estimation for chunk size and 
full bandwidth systems at the expense of slightly increasing the complexity. FDSPT 
pilots can also be used for OFDM systems with channel coding. We compare the 
performance of the proposed channel estimators for SC and OFDM systems using 

TDM and FDM pilot schemes in terms of pilot overhead, cyclic prefix overhead, the 

required power backoff for the high power amplifier (HPA) and the FER. Taking 
into account the required power backoff of a HPA, a serial modem with FDM pilots 
could be designed with a power amplifier with about 2 dB lower maximum power 
rating than  th a t of a corresponding OFDM modem. We also study the impact of 
channel estimation errors on the MSE of the equalizer output. Finally, we compare 
the performance between interleaved frequency division multiple access and direct 
sequence code division multiple access systems with frequency impairments.

iv
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

Future generation (4G) wireless communication systems will support a wide variety 

of user-oriented services and applications in various radio environments, such as those 

from short range to wide area, from low to high data  rate or from low to high user 

mobility. The vision is to communicate anywhere to  anyone at anytime. To achieve 

this goal requires a highly flexible and scalable system with respect to  user bandwidth 

requirements. 4G systems will be all-IP (Internet Protocol) based, providing not only 

voice but also da ta  and multimedia transmission at low transmission cost [1]. In order 

to address high flexibility and scalability with respect to da ta  rates and radio envi

ronments, the future converged wireless world requires in the long-term perspective a 

ubiquitous radio system instead of disparate systems for different purposes (cellular, 

wireless LAN, short-range access, etc.) [2]. Fig. 1.1 shows the concept of a ubiquitous 

radio system, proposed by Wireless World Initiative New Radio (W INNER)1. The 

short range applications are characterized by low mobility but high da ta  rates. On 

the other hand, wide area applications are characterized by relatively lower da ta  rates 

but higher mobility. The data  rate can range from 1 Mbps in the wide area scenarios 

to lG bps in the short range scenarios, while the supported mobility can be greater 

than  100 km /h.

1WINNER is a consortium of 41 partners co-ordinated by Nokia Siemens Networks working to
wards enhancing the performance of mobile communication systems. The improvements of radio 
transmission to be explored by WINNER are crucial for enabling new mobile services and appli
cations anytime and anywhere. The challenge is to make mobile communication systems more 
adaptable to user needs [3].

1
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Figure 1.1: WINNER’S View of A Ubiquitous 4G Radio System Concept

1.1 M otivation

W ith the flexibility and scalability requirements for 4G systems, there exists a chal

lenge for designing a low cost user terminal, especially in the wide area, with high 

spectral efficiency and coverage, and ease of deployment for service providers. The 

choice of modulation and coding schemes can significantly influence performance and 

cost for a given range of data  rates. 4G wireless systems will likely use flexible 

combinations of frequency domain block transmission methods such as orthogonal 

frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and single carrier (SC) with frequency do

main equalization [24,67]. For example, SC may be preferred for the uplink of cellular 

systems (in wide area) because of its low peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) and 

the resulting power amplifier efficiency in the user terminal. SC with frequency do

main equalization using computationally-efficient fast Fourier transform (FFT) and 

inverse FFT  (IFFT) operations can be applied to SC modulation schemes, in which 

da ta  symbols are serially modulated with a high symbol rate, for low implementation 

complexity. Moreover, the SC signal (and OFDM signal) can also be generated in the

2
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frequency domain using the generalized multicarrier (GMC)2 transmission technique 

[4,21]. Frequency domain signal generation facilitates flexible and efficient assign

ment of signals to available spectrum [21]. W ith the GMC approach, a SC signal 

can be viewed as an OFDM signal with discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-precoding,

i.e. the D FT of the data  symbols are used instead of the da ta  symbols before the 

inverse D FT (IDFT) operation. Hence, SC systems generated in this way can also 

be called DFT-precoded OFDM systems. Generating SC signals in the frequency 

domain avoids conventional complex symbol-by-symbol filtering and affords an extra 

degree of spectrum flexibility.

A channel estimation scheme (including pilot arrangement) with low pilot over

head and low implementation complexity is desirable for an efficient coherent receiver. 

For SC systems, the pilot symbols are traditionally time domain multiplexed (TDM) 

within or in between the transmission blocks [28,45,47,48]. W ith the aid of the GMC 

transmission technique and the concept of interleaved frequency division multiple 

access (IFDMA)3 [78], it is also possible to use the in-band frequency domain mul

tiplexed (FDM) pilots and frequency domain channel estimation for SC systems to 

take the advantage of flexible and efficient assignment of signals to available spectrum 

with reasonable implementation complexity.

1.2 Objectives and Scope

In this thesis, we mainly focus on developing and evaluating efficient frequency do

main channel estimation and equalization techniques for future uplink SC wireless 

communication systems using TDM and FDM pilots, in terms of bit error rate (BER) 

and frame error rate (FER) performance, pilot overhead, implementation complexity 

and system flexibility (e.g., compatibility with an OFDM transceiver) in wide area

2Note that a more general class of signals, such as CDMA, OFDMA, MC-CDMA, IFDMA, can 
also be generated using the GMC technique [21], In this thesis, we focus on SC and OFDM signals 
and collectively consider SC and OFDM systems as special cases of GMC systems.

3IFDMA has had many names, such as FDOSS (frequency domain orthogonal signature sequence) 
CDMA since the signature codes for the users are orthogonal in the frequency domain [77],

3
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environments. Moreover, we want to  compare the performance of the SC and OFDM 

systems using FDM pilots. We assume the broadband channels are non-line-of-sight 

(NLOS) m ultipath time-varying fading channels. To achieve our goals, we have the 

following objectives:

•  Analyze the effects of channel estimation errors on BER performance of a fre

quency domain linear minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalizer;

•  Investigate the feasibility of using in-band FDM pilots for SC signals and the 

effects of SC signals with FDM pilots in terms of peak to  average power ratio 

(PAPR);

•  Develop and evaluate frequency domain equalization techniques for SC signals 

with FDM pilots;

•  Design and evaluate frequency domain channel estimators for SC signals with 

FDM pilots in broadband time-varying frequency selective fading channels;

•  Evaluate and compare the performance (BER and FER) of coded SC and 

OFDM systems with TDM and FDM pilots;

•  Apply frequency domain channel estimation techniques, designed for full band

width systems, for chunk and sub-chunk size systems (for which each user oc

cupies partial available signal bandwidth);

•  Investigate the effectiveness of channel estimation over multiple half and full 

duplex frames in time-varying frequency selective fading channels;

•  Evaluate and compare the performance for full bandwidth, chunk size and sub

chunk size systems using different channel estimation techniques;

•  Determine if frequency domain channel estimation using FDM pilots is more 

suitable than  th a t using TDM pilots for uplink SC for future generation wireless 

communication systems in wide area scenarios.
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1.3 Thesis Contributions

We have in this thesis made several contributions to the knowledge of the field of 

digital communications, which are summarized as follows:

1. The analysis of the effects of channel estimation errors, in the frequency domain, 

on the BER performance of uncoded SC systems using frequency domain linear 

MMSE equalizer. (Chapter 3)

•  An analytical expression relating the time-average MSE of the frequency 

channel estimates to BER performance of uncoded SC systems. (Sec. 3.2)

•  The development of a statistical model (Gaussian) for the error of the 

frequency channel estimates and the use of this model to estimate the 

BER performance for both coded and uncoded SC systems. (Sec. 3.3)

2. The development of frequency domain channel estimation and equalization tech

niques using in-band FDM pilots for full bandwidth SC systems. (Chapters 4 

and 5)

•  Design of two FDM pilot arrangement schemes for SC systems using the 

concept of IFDMA signal and GMC transmission technique. (Sec. 4.2)

•  Analysis of SC signal with FDM pilots in terms of its PAPR and power 

spectra. (Sec. 4.2)

•  Development of frequency domain channel equalization techniques for SC 

signals with in-band FDM pilots. (Sec. 4.3)

•  Design of frequency domain iterative decision-directed interference cancel

lation technique for SC signals with FDSPT pilots. (Sec. 4.4)

•  Design of frequency domain non-iterative hybrid channel estimation tech

niques for SC systems using FDM pilots in time-varying frequency selective 

fading channels. (Sec. 5.2)
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•  Design and analysis of a low complexity frequency domain iterative decision- 

directed channel estimation technique for SC systems using FDM pilots in 

time-varying frequency selective fading channels. (Sec. 5.3)

•  Evaluation of MSE and FER performance for the proposed frequency do

main channel estimation techniques. (Sec. 5.2 and 5.3)

3. Comparative study of the performance of different channel estimators using 

TDM and FDM pilots for full bandwidth SC and OFDM systems. (Chapter 5)

•  Evaluation of FER performance for coded SC systems using FDM pilots 

with mis-matched channel knowledge for generation of the Wiener filter 

taps for channel estimation. (Sec. 5.4.3)

•  Evaluation of power spectra of signal emerging from a high power ampli

fier (HPA) with input power backoffs required to satisfy a spectral mask. 

(Sec. 5.5)

•  Comparison of the performance between TDM and FDM pilots with dif

ferent channel estimators for SC and OFDM systems in terms of pilot and 

cyclic prefix (CP) overheads, required input power back-offs and FER. 

(Sec. 5.5)

4. The development of frequency domain channel estimation techniques for chunk 

size and sub-chunk size SC systems using FDM pilots. (Chapter 6)

•  Design of FDM pilots for chunk size and sub-chunk size SC systems. 

(Sec. 6.2)

•  Application of non-iterative and iterative frequency domain channel esti

m ation techniques for chunk and sub-chunk size systems. (Sec. 6.3)

•  Design and evaluation of channel estimation techniques over multiple full 

and half duplex frames for chunk, sub-chunk and full bandwidth systems. 

(Sec. 6.4 and 6.5)

6
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•  Evaluation of MSE and FER performance for a coded chunk and sub-chunk 

size system in time-varying frequency selective fading channels. (Sec. 6.5)

5. The design and analysis of PAPR reduction techniques for SC and OFDM 

signals using a set of FDM pilot sequences. (Chapter 7)

•  Investigation of the feasibility of PAPR reduction for SC and OFDM sig

nals using W alsh-Hadamard sequences for large block size. (Sec. 7.3)

•  Design and analysis of PAPR reduction for SC and OFDM signals using 

cyclic shifted Chu sequences [112] for small and large block size. (Sec. 7.3)

•  Comparison of the performance of using the minimum PAPR [109] and 

sum of square error selection rule [110]. (Sec. 7.4)

•  Evaluation of the effects on out-of-band distortion after HPA for SC and 

OFDM signals with PAPR reduction using Chu pilot sequences. (Sec. 7.5)

6. Evaluation and comparative study of the performance between direct sequence 

(DS)-CDMA and IFDMA systems in the presence of carrier frequency offset 

and Wiener phase noise. (Appendix B)4

•  Performance comparison between DS-CDMA and IFDMA systems without 

frequency offset and phase noise. (Sec. B.2)

•  Analytical results for single-user IFDMA systems with constant carrier 

frequency offsets and Wiener phase noise. (Sec. B.3)

•  Comparison of multiuser DS-CDMA and IFDMA systems with frequency 

offset and phase noise. (Sec. B.4)

Some of the contributions have been published in several papers, while others are 

subm itted for publication. The published and subm itted contributions are as follows:

4Note that we put this contribution in the appendix for the coherence of the thesis. Its main 
connection with the rest of the thesis is through IFDMA, which is used to generate frequency domain 
multiplexed pilots.
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1. Channel Estim ation for SC-FDE Systems Using Frequency Domain Multiplexed 

Pilots (presented in IEEE V T C ’06 Fall) [6]

2. Frequency Domain Channel Estim ation for Single-Carrier Uplink in Time-Varying 

Channels (presented in W W R F  16th Meeting) [7]

3. A Low Complexity Frequency Domain Iterative Decision-Directed Channel Es

tim ation Technique for Single-Carrier Systems (presented in IE EE V T C ’01 

Spring) [8]

4. Design of Time and Frequency Domain Pilots for Generalized Multicarrier Sys

tems (presented in IEEE IC C ’07) [9]

5. PAPR Reduction using Frequency Domain Multiplexed Pilot Sequences (pre

sented in IEEE W C N C ’07) [10]

6. Channel Estim ation for Sub-Chunk-based DFT-precoded OFDM Systems (pre

sented in W W R F  18th Meeting) [11]

7. On the Impact of Phase Noise and Frequency Offsets in Block Transmission 

CDMA Schemes (presented in 1st International Symposium on Wireless Com

munication Systems 2004) [12]

8. A Multiple Access Scheme for the Uplink of Broadband Wireless Systems (pre

sented in IEEE GLOBECOM’04) [13]

9. Carrier Synchronization Requirements for CDMA Systems with Frequency- 

Domain Orthogonal Signature Sequence (presented in IEEE IS S T A ’04) [14]

10. Iterative Frequency Domain Channel Estimation for DFT-precoded OFDM Sys

tems using In-band Pilots (submitted to IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in 

Commun. in 2007) [17]

8
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11. Power Backoff Reduction Techniques for Generalized Multicarrier Waveforms 

(to be presented in EUSIPCO Conference in Sept. 2007) [18]

12. Power Backoff Reduction Tehcniques for Generalized Multicarrier Waveforms 

(subm itted to EU RASIP Journal on Wireless Commun. and Networking in 

2007) [19]

The idea of frequency domain channel estimation using the proposed in-band 

FDM pilots for SC systems is published in [6,7,17]. The low complexity frequency 

domain iterative decision-directed channel estimation technique for SC systems with 

FDM pilots is presented in the accepted paper [8] and the subm itted paper [17]. The 

results for the comparative study of the performance of frequency domain channel 

estimators using TDM and FDM pilots for full bandwidth SC and OFDM systems 

are published in [7] and accepted to appear in [9]. The design and analysis of PAPR 

reduction techniques for SC and OFDM signals using a set of FDM pilot sequences is 

described in the presented paper [10] and the subm itted papers [18] and [19]. Some of 

the results from the performance comparison between DS-CDMA and IFDMA system 

in the presence of frequency offset and phase noise are published in [12]. The use of 

IFDMA systems for uplink broadband wireless system is discussed in [13] and the 

synchronization requirements for IFDMA are addressed in [14],

1.4 Thesis Overview

Our main focus is on frequency domain channel estimation and equalization tech

niques for uplink SC systems with FDM pilots in time-varying frequency selective 

fading channels, while other topics are necessary to support the understanding of our 

proposed channel estimation and equalization techniques, as shown in Fig. 1.2. For 

example, we also consider channel estimation technique for OFDM systems in order 

to compare with our proposed channel estimation techniques using FDM pilots.

Chapter 2 provides necessary background and related literature review. A brief

9
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Figure 1.2: Relation of various Topics Considered in This Thesis

description of a general GMC transm itter and receiver structure is provided first. 

A summary of the comparison between SC and OFDM systems is then given, fol

lowed by the system descriptions, including simulation parameters to  be used later 

in the thesis. Brief descriptions of the frequency domain non-iterative and iterative 

equalization techniques for SC systems are included. We then review the channel 

estimation techniques for SC and OFDM systems in time-varying frequency selective 

fading channels. Finally, we include the challenges of designing channel estimation 

techniques for uplink SC systems.

In Chapter 3, we analyze the effects of channel estimation errors, characterized 

by MSE, on BER performance of uncoded SC systems using frequency domain linear 

MMSE equalization. Analytical and semi-analytical approaches are used to obtain the 

estimation of BER performance given the time-averaged MSE of frequency channel 

estimates.

Chapter 4 provides detailed descriptions of the design of FDM pilots for SC sys

tems and equalization techniques for the SC signals with FDM pilots. Two techniques 

of multiplexing FDM pilots for SC signals are introduced, namely the frequency ex

panding technique (FET) and the frequency domain superimposed pilot technique 

(FDSPT). The PAPR effects of multiplexing FDM pilots for SC signals using GMC

10
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I

transmission technique are addressed, followed by the frequency domain equalization 

of the SC signals with FDM pilots. Moreover, we propose an iterative decision- 

directed interference cancellation technique for SC signals with FDSPT pilots.

In Chapter 5 we propose two non-iterative channel estimators and one iterative 

channel estim ator using the proposed FDM pilots for full bandwidth systems in time- 

varying frequency selective fading channels. The effects of mis-matched knowledge of 

the maximum delay spread and the speed of the user terminal, when generating the 

Wiener interpolation filter taps, is also investigated. Moreover, we compare the per

formance of non-iterative and iterative channel estimators for SC systems using TDM 

and FDM pilot schemes in terms of pilot overhead, CP overhead, the required power 

backoff for the HPA and the FER. We also compare the performance of SC systems 

with th a t of coded OFDM systems with FDM pilots. The FER performance of SC 

systems with FDSPT pilots using the iterative block soft decision feedback equalizer 

(IBSDFE) with an iterative decision-directed interference cancellation technique is 

also included.

Chapter 6 discusses the application of the proposed frequency domain non-iterative 

and iterative channel estimations for chunk and sub-chunk size systems with FDM pi

lots. Similar to  the full bandwidth case, the effects of mis-matched channel knowledge 

on the performance is included. We also consider channel estimation over multiple 

half or full duplex FDD (frequency division duplex) frames, which is shown to out

perform channel estimation over one frame. We also look into the dependency on the 

effectiveness of multi-frame channel estimation.

Chapter 7 investigates the PAPR reduction m ethod using W alsh-Hadamard and 

cyclic shifted Chu sequences for SC and OFDM signals with FDM pilots. We also 

investigate the applicability of the sum of square error selection rule for high order 

modulation of SC signals. The effects of out-of-band radiation for SC and OFDM 

signals with PAPR reduction using FDM pilot sequences after HPA are also included.

Chapter 8 provides the conclusions and some design recommendations as well

11
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as possible future research topics on channel estimation and equalization for GMC 

systems with FDM pilots.

Appendix A provides details on the derivation of some of the m athem atical ex

pressions presented in the main text of this thesis, while Appendix B provides the 

performance comparison between IFDMA and DS-CDMA systems with and without 

carrier frequency offsets and Wiener phase noise.

12
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Chapter 2 

Background and Literature R eview

This chapter provides necessary background and related literature reviews. A brief 

description of a general GMC transm itter and receiver structure is provided first. We 

then give a summary of the comparison between SC and OFDM systems in terms 

of BER performance and various practical implementation considerations, followed 

by the system descriptions, which include the structure of the GMC transm itter and 

receiver with FDM pilots. Brief descriptions of the frequency domain non-iterative 

linear MMSE (LMMSE) and frequency domain iterative block soft decision feedback 

equalization (IBSDFE) techniques for SC systems are included. We then review the 

channel estimation techniques for SC and OFDM systems in time-varying frequency 

selective fading channels. The review of the channel estimation techniques for OFDM 

systems is necessary as we want to consider applying channel estimation techniques 

typically used in OFDM systems for SC systems. Moreover, we apply one of the 

proposed FDM pilot schemes for OFDM systems and compare the performance of 

SC and OFDM systems with FDM pilots. Finally, we discuss some of the challenges 

of designing channel estimation techniques for uplink SC systems for future wireless 

systems.

13
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2.1 Generalized Multicarrier (GMC) Systems

Fig. 2.1 depicts a general GMC transm itter and receiver structure [21, Ch. 6]. In 

addition to SC and OFDM signals, a more general class of signals, such as DS-CDMA 

(direct sequence code division multiple access), MC-CDMA (multicarrier code divi

sion multiple access), IFDMA, can be generated using the GMC transm itter (shown 

in Fig. 2.1 (a)) by either including or bypassing the spreading m atrix and /or the 

FFT  matrix. For example, to  generate SC signals, the spreading m atrix is bypassed 

(or is an identity matrix) and the FF T  m atrix is included, while to generate OFDM 

signals, the FF T  m atrix is also bypassed. Before taking the inverse F F T  (IFFT), 

the space-frequency selector m atrix can be used to allocate data  subcarriers to multi

ple transm itting antennas in a MIMO (multiple-input multiple output) or space-time 

code. The GMC receiver (shown in Fig. 2.1 (b)) reverses the processing of the 

transm itter. After removing cyclic prefix (CP), an FFT operation is used for fre

quency domain processing. The GMC architecture provides a general framework for 

air-interface technologies th a t are applicable to  next generation wireless systems. It 

also suggests a modular signal processing architecture th a t can be exploited to  allow 

modulation and multiple-access schemes to be changed dynamically in response to 

user requirements and the radio environment. All the basic forms of GMC systems 

offer an overall (transm itter and receiver) signal processing complexity th a t is ap

proximately proportional to the logarithm of the maximum channel impulse response 

(CIR) length [21], In this thesis, we consider SC and OFDM systems using the GMC 

approach and collectively refer to GMC systems. The detail structure of the GMC 

systems with FDM pilots will be given in Sec. 2.3.1.

2.2 Single-Carrier versus OFDM Systems

SC and OFDM are two favorite choices of modulation schemes for the uplink trans

mission for future broadband wireless communication system [67, 79], so there are

14
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Figure 2.1: Generalized Multicarrier Transmitter and Receiver Structure [21, Ch. 6]

many comparisons (in terms of different system configurations) in the literature, such 

as [21,24,25,28,33,79]. We summarize the comparisons of the SC and OFDM sys

tems in terms of the power amplifier efficiency, flexibility of spectrum allocations, 

BER performance, quantization effects and sensitivity to phase noise. Our motiva

tion is to give an overview of the main advantages and disadvantages of choosing SC 

systems, which can be taken into account when designing pilot schemes and channel 

estimation techniques for uplink SC systems.

2.2.1 Power Amplifier Efficiency

Transm itter power amplifier efficiency is especially im portant for the user terminal, 

since the power amplifier usually constitutes a substantial portion of the cost of a 

wireless user terminal, and power amplifier cost rises very sharply with peak power 

rating. Peak output instantaneous power exceeding a power amplifier’s linear range 

causes significant spectral re-growth, and BER degradation resulting from nonlinear 

distortion [23]. From the power amplifier efficiency point of view, the SC modulated 

system has the advantage of requiring smaller power backoff since it has lower PAPR 

than  does the OFDM signal. Note th a t larger value of power backoff means more
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expensive power amplifiers. Consider block-wise transmission system with M  data  

symbols and L  samples per block. The discrete time samples of the SC modulated 

waveform, generated using GMC transm itter, can be written as [21]

(  L \
xsc (n )  = ^ 2 a mg I n - m — J , n  =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  L  -  1, (2.1)

m=0 '  '

7r sinf %-M. ^
where am is the m th data  symbol and g(k) = is a bandlimited

pulse waveform. The discrete time samples of the OFDM waveform can be w ritten 

as the IDFT of the subcarriers {a-e}1̂ 1 [22],

 ̂ M —l

x 0FDM(n) = -  ^ 2  aeeJ^ ,  n  = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  L  -  1. (2.2)
e=o

Each sample of x Sc{n ) is a weighted sum of M  data  symbols with the weights decaying 

in magnitude approximately as 1/k. Xo f d m ('f ) is the sum of M  equal-magnitude data  

symbols. This accounts for its higher PAPR than  th a t of xsc(n)-

2.2.2 Flexibility of Spectrum Assignment

Cognitive radio systems, th a t share spectrum  efficiently among different users and 

different systems, should be able to transm it signals with spectra th a t avoid interfer

ence with other users’ spectra [23]. From the flexibility of spectrum assignment point 

of view, OFDM system clearly has the advantage. The SC m odulated da ta  symbols 

occupy spectrally the entire data  signal bandwidth, while each individual da ta  sym

bol of an OFDM system modulates a single sub-carrier [20,22], Consider block-wise 

transmission system with cyclic prefix (CP). The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 

of a block (with size M )  of SC modulated da ta  symbols can be w ritten as

1 M- 1
A T  =  £ = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  M  — 1 (2.3)

* m=0

where am is the m th  m odulated data  symbol. For OFDM, we have

A f F D M  =  £ =  o, 1 , . . .  , M  -  1. (2.4)

16
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Prom (2.4), since each da ta  symbol occupies exactly one frequency, da ta  symbols in 

an OFDM system can be efficiently assigned to different frequencies with different 

powers. However, from (2.3), each frequency of the SC modulated signal is a function 

of all da ta  symbols, which reduces the flexibility of spectrum assignment for SC 

signals.

2.2.3 B it Error R ate Performance

It has been shown th a t the uncoded BER performance of a SC system with CP 

using frequency domain equalizer outperforms the OFDM with CP [24,25] because 

each data  symbol is spread over all frequencies, and hence benefits from frequency 

diversity. For coded SC and OFDM systems, OFDM often uses a powerful coding 

scheme, such as bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM)1 [26], while SC systems 

may employs a coded modulation scheme, such as pragmatic trellis coded modulation 

(TCM) [27] with symbol interleaving. Given the channel state information (CSI) 

at the transm itter, adaptive bit loading combined with adaptive coding and power 

allocation to  the subcarriers give OFDM unrivaled BER performance on frequency 

selective channels. Comparisons of coded linear SC systems using frequency domain 

equalization with non-adaptively loaded coded OFDM systems have shown th a t the 

two systems offer similar, but not identical, BER performance [24,28,30], for the 

same averaged SNR [21, pp. 138]. The BER performance of coded SC and OFDM 

depends on the code rates. For code rates of about 1/2 or less, non-adaptively loaded 

coded OFDM shows a 0.5 to 1 dB average SNR gain over coded linearly equalized 

SC systems with frequency domain equalizers. Higher code rates tend to favor SC 

systems with frequency domain equalizers [21, pp. 139].

1BICM can be, and is, used with SC also, but it cannot exploit variable SNR on each bit.
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2.2.4 Quantization Effects and Phase Noise Sensitivity

Consider the quantization of the transm itting signal. Since the OFDM signal has a 

larger dynamic range (larger PAPR), more bits are required to  represent the signal,

transm itter. This word length has a m ajor impact both  on implementation cost and 

performance. As the word length decreases, the power consumption and complexity 

of digital blocks (such as the digital-to-analog (DAC) and all digital filters) decreases, 

but at the expense of quantization noise, hence the BER performance. Also the power 

consumption of analog blocks will decrease significantly as the dynamic range of the 

signal is lower [31].

Another consideration is the sensitivity to  the frequency offset and phase noise, 

induced by the mobility of the user term inal or generated by the imperfect local 

oscillators (LO). It has been shown in [32] th a t for a given BER degradation, the values 

of the frequency offset and the linewidth of the carrier generator th a t are allowed for 

OFDM are orders of magnitude smaller than  for SC systems carrying the same bit 

rate. The frequency offset and the phase noise induces inter-carrier interference [32]. 

For large number of sub-carriers, denoted as M ,  the SNR degradation due to frequency 

offset and phase noise can be well approximated by [32],

respectively, where A Fc is the carrier offset, R  is a fixed symbol rate and f3 is the 

oscillator linewidth. We see th a t a key difference for the SNR degradation between 

OFDM and SC is th a t the degradation for OFDM depends on the number of sub

carriers M ,  while SC is independent of the number of sub-carriers. For wide area 

scenarios in the proposed future wireless system [79] (where user mobility is a key

which implies larger word length for the implementation of the digital block in the

for OFDM 
for SC,

(2.5)

and
for OFDM 
for SC,

(2.6)
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requirement), M  is proposed to be much larger than  100. This can be one of the 

potential advantages for utilizing SC modulation in the uplink.

2.2.5 Advantages of SC M odulation in the Uplink

Some potential advantages, especially in the wide area scenario, of using SC mod

ulation in the uplink for future broadband wireless communication systems can be 

summarized as follows [23,29]:

•  lower cost of power amplifier and lower battery  drain due to reduced power 

backoff;

•  less sensitive to phase noise induced by user mobility and imperfect LO;

•  inherent diversity for the receiver through frequency-selectivity of the channel;

•  SC modulation is a well-proven technology in many existing wireless and wire- 

line applications and its RF system linearity requirements are well known. Some 

of the disadvantages of SC are remedied in this thesis: e.g. we show how spec

trum  flexibility can be achieved by frequency domain generation of SC signals 

in the GMC context, and we also show how the BER performance of SC on fre

quency selective channels can be boosted by iterative and turbo equalization.

2.3 System Descriptions

Fig. 2.2 depicts the overall system considered in this thesis, where a thicker line means 

complex signal flow and ‘S /P ’ stands for serial to parallel conversion. We consider 

uncoded and coded frame-based single input single output (SISO) communications2, 

where a frame consists of N b blocks (Fig. 2.3). The blocks in the dashed boxes 

of Fig. 2.2 are removed for the uncoded case. Convolutional encoding is performed 

over one frame, while the modulated symbols are transm itted block by block3. A

2 Sometimes it is also called packet-based communications.
3In commonly used OFDM terminology, a block is referred to as an OFDM symbol. Thus an 

OFDM symbol conveys multiple (M ) data symbols.
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CP is added between blocks to  avoid inter-block interference (IBI). A random block 

interleaver over a frame is used before the mapping of coded bits onto the signal 

constellation points. The SC signal is generated using the GMC transmission tech

nique [6,67,69]. The detailed structure of the GMC transm itter and receiver with 

the multiplexing of FDM pilots will be given in the following section. We assume 

independent fading channel realizations every frame, and the channel impulse re

sponse (CIR) is static within one block (or an OFDM symbol). The time-varying 

nature of the channel is realized on a block-by-block basis. The description of the 

time-varying frequency selective fading channels will be given in Sec. 2.3.3. The soft 

Viterbi decoding algorithm is used in the decoder for data  sink.

pilots

Information
Bits

Convolutional Random
Interleaving

Symbol
Mapping

GMC
TX

S/P

Channel

Random Symbol
De-Mapping

GMC
RX

pilots

Figure 2.2: Overall System Block Diagram
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Figure 2.3: Definition of a Frame with Multiple Blocks
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2.3.1 GMC Transmitter and Receiver with FDM  Pilots

Fig. 2.4 shows the block diagram of the transm itter and receiver using GMC signal 

generation [21]. We omit the block index for simplicity. The transm itted block, 

containing da ta  and pilot symbols, consists of L  samples plus a L cv cyclic prefix, 

which is assumed to  be longer than  the channel impulse response (CIR). The complex 

da ta  symbol am has zero mean and unit variance. We assume a size-M data  plus pilot 

symbol block transmission (M  < L ). The da ta  tones Ai, (obtained by subjecting the 

original block of da ta  symbols to  a FF T  operation) and pilot tones Pi (N -point F F T 4 

of Chu sequence { c* ,}^1) are multiplexed into a single frequency domain sequence, 

denoted as X t  of length M .  Note th a t N  < M  < L. The kth  element of a length-TV 

Chu sequence is given by [112]

_  j  ejnrk2lN , for N
e V e n  ( 0  7 \C* “  |  e j * r k ( k + l ) / N  ̂  fo r  N  o d d  '

where r  is relatively prime to N .  For equidistant pilot spacing, each group of data  

has the same size. The signal containing only all the equidistant pilot tones can be 

regarded as an interleaved frequency division multiple access (IFDMA) signal [78], 

which will be described in the next section. By padding enough zeros in the frequency 

domain to  make a to tal length of L  and taking the IFFT, it is equivalent to use a 

sine pulse for pulse shaping in the time domain with an oversampling factor of I  if 

L — M I .  After adding the CP to prevent IBI, a time domain window can be added 

to  reduce the side-lobes of the transm itted spectrum.

In the receiver side, before removing the CP, a cyclic shift of the received samples 

is necessary due to the rolloff of the time window skirt. Taking the L  - point FFT  of 

the received baseband sample yn and then removing the last L — M  frequencies, we 

obtain the received pilot and data  tones

Yt = X t He + Vt , £ = 0,1, •••, M  — 1, (2.8)

4Note that FFT/IFFT is an efficient way of implementing DFT/IDFT [111].
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Figure 2.4: GMC Transmitter and Receiver Structure with FDM Pilots

where H£ and Ve represent the channel response at frequency I  and frequency do

main noise sample at frequency £, respectively. The estim ated da ta  symbol am is 

obtained by taking the IFFT  of the frequency domain equalizer output. Frequency 

domain LMMSE equalization [24,41] and iterative block soft decision feedback equal

ization (IBSDFE) [42] are considered throughout the thesis. A brief description of 

the frequency domain equalizers will be given in Sec. 2.4. Given the pilot symbols 

Pe, a frequency domain channel estim ator (FDCE) is used to estimate the channel 

frequency response, denoted as H for frequency domain equalizer. The ‘FD CE’ 

block (including the FDM pilot arrangement schemes in the transm itter) and the 

‘FD (frequency domain) Equalizer’ block are the main focus of this thesis.

2.3.2 IFDM A Training Signal

IFDMA is a spread spectrum multiple access scheme based on frequency domain 

orthogonal signature sequences (FDOSS) [75,77,78]. 5 While IFDMA was origi

nally conceived as a multi-user spread spectrum signal format which preserves user 

orthogonality on frequency-selective channels, we use it here as a way of generating

5IFDMA has had many names, such as frequency domain orthogonal signature sequence (FDOSS) 
CDMA [77].
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frequency domain pilots with uniform frequency spacing. The IFDMA signal can 

be generated either in time domain [75] or in frequency domain [77]. We are inter

ested in frequency domain generation of the IFDMA signal. Consider transm itting 

a block of M c chips with N d da ta  symbols for the kth. user, denoted as {cn^}^=o 

The number of accommodated users6 is equal to the spreading factor K s, given as 

K s — M c/ N d. The IFDMA signal can be generated by taking the M c-point IDFT 

of the N d da ta  frequencies equally interleaved over M c frequencies w ith K s different 

starting frequencies, given as

x ? = W S txMtX™> k = 0 , l , . . . , K , - l ,  (2.9)

where W mcxMc the M c x M c IDFT matrix, the superscript H denotes the Hermitian 

transpose and the £th element of X p '1 6 C McXl is given as [77]

v ( k) (p\ — f  £ = £'Ks + k f9 m l
X f  V)  ~  \  0 , otherwise (2'10)

where C ^  is the Ad-point DFT of {cn^jn-o1- Notice from (2.10) th a t { X p \ £ ) ,£  — 

0 , 1 , . . . ,  M c — 1} are equidistant line spectra with distance K s between two adjacent 

lines, as shown in the examples of IFDMA signals in Fig. 2.5. It can be shown th a t the 

IFDMA signals for k  =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  K s — 1 are orthogonal signals and th a t the IFDMA 

signal has the same PAPR property as the SC signals [75]. Hence the IFDMA signal 

can be used as low PAPR training signal for SC system when equal-distance pilot 

tones are multiplexed in the frequency domain. Since optimum channel estimation 

using pilot symbols requires th a t the training signal has a flat spectrum and the low 

PAPR requires th a t the envelope of the pilot signal be constant, a Chu sequence 

[112] satisfies both  conditions. Hence the IFDMA signal using a Chu sequence is 

chosen as the training signal, which can be generated using (2.9) with 

being the length-A" Chu sequence (see (2.7)). Note th a t we have K s different starting 

frequencies for the pilot tones. The IFDMA signal can also be considered as a special

6We consider here all users have the same spreading factor although users can have different 
spreading factors as long as Mc = K'sN'd, where K's /  K s and N'd /  Nd [77].
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case of the chunk size system (where users occupy partial signal bandwidth), which 

will be discussed in Chapter 6. In Appendix B, we compare the performance between 

the IFDMA and DS-CDMA systems in the presence of carrier frequency offsets and 

Wiener phase noise.

2.3.3 Time-varying M ultipath Channel M odel

The complex baseband time-varying m ultipath channel can be described by [35,36]

Qo

h ( t ,T) = ' ^ , Cq(t)&(.T - Tq(t)) I2' 11)
9 = 1

where cq(t) is the time-varying complex gain of the qth path, rq(t) is the gth delay 

of the path  and Q0 is the number of paths. Consider a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) 

communication link. The random fluctuations of cq(t), arising from a large number 

of reflections and scattering from rough granular surfaces, can be modeled as a zero 

mean wide sense stationary Gaussian random process in time using the Central Limit 

Theorem [91]. The envelope of cq(t), denoted as r (t) =  |c9(f)|, then has a Rayleigh
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probability density function, given as [35,36,91]

/ r (r) =  (2.12)

where a% is the variance of r. Assuming a wide sense stationary uncorrelated scat

tering (WSSUS) model, first introduced by Bello [37], the auto-correlation of cq(t) in 

time t  can be calculated as

R cc(At) = E {cq(t + At)c*q(t)}

= VqRt(A t)  (2.13)

where * denotes complex conjugate, aq is the average power of the gth path  and R t (At)  

represents the normalized auto-correlation of cq(t) in time. The Fourier transform of 

R t(A t)  with respect to  t  gives the Doppler spectrum due to the time variations, caused 

by the relative motion between the base station and user terminal. We assume th a t 

all paths have the same classical Jakes’ power spectrum [38], given as

I/I < foni i     — j IJ I — JUmax
W fDmax Y 1 ( yDmax ) (2-14)

0, otherwise

where jomax is the one-sided maximum Doppler spread. Given the speed of the user 

term inal and the carrier frequency, /omax can be easily obtained as [34]

f D m a x  =  — , (2.15)c

where v is the speed of the user terminal in [m/s], f c the carrier frequency in [Hz]

and c =  3.0 x 108 [m/s] is the speed of light. Taking the inverse Fourier Transform

of (2.14), R t (At)  can be found as

R t{At) =  J0(2n fDmaxA t)  (2.16)

where J 0(-) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind.
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By taking the Fourier transform of (2.11) with respect to  r ,  the m ultipath time- 

varying channel frequency response can be obtained as

/ OO

h(t, T)e~j2*fTdr
■OO

Qo
= ^ 2 c q{t)e~j27rfT*. (2.17)

9 = 1

The auto-correlation of (2.17) in time and frequency can then be calculated as [39] 

R HH( A t , A f )  =  E { H ( t  + A t J  + A f ) H * ( t , f ) }
Qo

= ' ^ R cc{At)e~j2^ fT'<
9 = 1

=  R t( A t ) R f ( A f )  (2.18)

where R f ( A f )  is defined as

Qo

Rf (Af) = Y , ° - y j2*AfTg- (2.19)
9 = 1

Note th a t we normalize the to tal average power of the channel impulse response to 

unity, i.e. Y lq h ^ q  = 1- From (2.18), we see th a t the auto-correlation of 

can be expressed as a product of a time domain correlation Rt{A t)  and a frequency 

domain correlation R f ( A f ) .  This separability is the key to the channel estimation 

using cascaded 1-dimensional (ID) finite impulse response (FIR) Wiener filtering 

[40,81], which is used throughout the thesis and will be described in Sec. 2.6.3.

In practice, when the channel statistics are not available or when real time calcu

lation of auto- and cross-correlation of the CIR is prohibitive, we use a robust channel 

estim ator [39], where we assume the Doppler spectrum  and the power delay profile is 

uniform and only need to calculate the correlations of the channel once. The value 

of R t(A t)  for a uniform power spectrum  can be found as [74]

R f ( A t )  =  srnc(2fDmaxA t)  (2.20)

where sine (a;) =  and fomax is the one-sided maximum Doppler frequency. The

value of R f ( A f )  for a uniform power delay profile with a one-sided maximum delay
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spread, denoted as Tmax, can be found as [74]

R*f(A f )  = sinc(27rrmaxA /) . (2.21)

Note th a t in the discrete time domain, A t is the sampling period and A /  is the 

subcarrier spacing.

2.3.4 Simulation System  Parameters

In this section, we summarize different sets of system parameters and channel power 

delay profiles used throughout the thesis. Since channels are modeled according to 

different scenarios, we focus on the wide area (urban macro) scenario, where high 

mobility is a key requirement [61]. Table 2.1 shows the first urban-macro channel used 

in the W INNER Project [79] and the corresponding WINNER system param eters are 

shown in Table 2.2. The channel model has 18 paths and the maximum delay spread 

is 4.625 /is. The number of symbols per block is 826 symbols and the maximum 

Doppler frequency is 324 Hz. We call parameters in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 system 

parameters Set 1 for convenience. Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 show slightly different sets 

of system parameters adopted later by WINNER. The channel model now has 20 

paths and the maximum delay spread is 1.47 /is, about 3 times smaller than  th a t for 

param eter Set 1. We call param eters in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 system parameters 

Set 2 for convenience. There are two subsets of param eter values for parameters 

Set 2. The main difference between the two subsets of parameters are the carrier 

frequency (4.2 GHz and 3.7 GHz) and the number of subcarriers in use (416 and 

1024). Moreover, their signal bandwidths (16.25 MHz and 40 MHz) are different. We 

labeled them  parameters Set 2-A  and Set 2-B correspondingly. Note tha t Set 1 has 

higher maximum Doppler frequency and larger cyclic prefix length than  th a t for Set

2. Both param eters Set 1 and Set 2 are targeting wide-area applications.
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Definition of SN R

The SNR used throughout this thesis is defined as the ratio of to tal average received 

power from data, pilots and cyclic prefix to  to tal noise power in the signal bandwidth, 

given as

E a (Ndata +  Np • Sp) ^1 +
SNR =  - f -------- —  „  v r , 7 (2.22)

■No (Ndata  +  N p +  Lcp)

where ^  is the ratio of energy per coded da ta  symbol to  the noise power in the signal 

bandwidth, Ndata is the number of da ta  symbols per coded frame, Np is the number 

of pilots per coded frame, Sp is the pilot boost factor, is the length of the cyclic 

prefix, and N fft  is the FF T  size, defined as N f f t  =  Ndata + Np.

Definition of
iV 0

In order to  take into account the pilot overhead in the calculation of we use the 

following definition, given as

Eb_ = Eg_ _ (Ndata +  Np • Sp) ( l  +

No No Ndata ■ r log2(A)

where is the ratio of energy per da ta  bit to the noise power in the signal bandwidth, 

r is the channel coding rate and A is the constellation size. Note tha t we assume

Sp =  1 in this thesis. If Sp =  1, it can be shown th a t SNR =  ■&. so th a t (2.23) can

also be used to relate ^  and SNR, given as

Eb (Ndata +  Np) f l  +  N P 1
NT =  S N R  if? > , Kr  ' ■ (2.24)No N d a t a - r  log2(A)

Table 2.1: Urban Macro Power Delay Profile Set 1 [79]

Power [dB]

Delays [ps]

-3.0 -5.22 -6.98 -5.22 -7.44 -9.2 -4.72 -6.94 -8.7 -8.19 
-10.41 -12.17 -12.05 -14.27 -16.03 -15.50 -17.72 -19.48

0.0 0.01 0.03 0.36 0.37 0.385 0.25 0.26 0.28 1.04 
1.045 1.065 2.73 2.74 2.76 4.6 4.61 4.625
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Table 2.2: Simulation System Parameters Set 1 [79]

Parameter Value
Carrier frequency [GHz] 5.0

Duplex Mode FDD
System bandwidth [MHz] 20.0

Modulated symbols per block (M) 826
Symbol rate [Msps] 16.25

Channel coding (convolutional) (133,171)o
Time domain windowing rolloff factor [%] 5.3

Modulation QPSK
Upsampling factor (7) 12

Number of blocks per frame (N b ) 10
Maximum Doppler Frequency [Hz] 324

Cyclic prefix length [/xs] 5.00

Table 2.3: Urban Macro Power Delay Profile Set 2 [67]

Power [dB] -0.5 0 -3.4 -2.8 -4.6 -0.9 -6.7 -4.5 -9.0 -7.8 
-7.4 -8.4 -11.0 -9.0 -5.1 -6.7 -12.1 -13.2 -13.7 -19.8

Delays [ns] 0 5 135 160 215 260 385 400 530 540 
650 670 720 750 800 945 1035 1185 1390 1470

Table 2.4: Simulation System Parameters Set 2

Parameter Value A [67] Value B [68]
Carrier frequency [GHz] 4.2 3.7

Duplex Mode FDD FDD
Subcarrier spacing [Hz] 39062.5 39062.5
Cyclic prefix length [/xs] 3.2 3.2
Total symbol length [/zs] 28.80 28.80

Number of subcarriers in use (M) 416 1024
Signal BW [MHz] 16.25 40.0

Time domain windowing rolloff factor [%] 8.3 5.5
Modulation QPSK QPSK

Upsampling factor (I) 10 5
Maximum Doppler Frequency [Hz] 194.4 171.3
Number of blocks per frame ( N b ) 12 12

Channel coding (convolutional) (133,171)o (133,171)o
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2.4 Frequency D om ain  C hannel E qualization for
SC System s

Frequency domain channel equalization for SC systems is considered in [24,28,29,41, 

42]. We consider a frequency domain linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) 

equalizer and an iterative block soft decision feedback equalizer (IBSDFE) equalizer, 

similar to the equalizer proposed in [42]. Note th a t frequency domain block iterative 

equalizer using hard decisions is considered in [53].

2.4.1 Linear M M SE Channel Equalization

Fig. 2.6 shows the general structure of a frequency domain linear equalizer. The MSE

c

SIP P/S;M-pomt
IFFT

Figure 2.6: Structure of a Frequency Domain LMMSE Equalizer

of a frequency domain linear equalizer output can be calculated as

J  E {\am Q"m\ }
1 M—1

= i2}
1=0

- M —\  2 A f—1

=  M  E  \C' H‘ -  i l2 +  J f  E  <2-25>
e=o e=o

where am is the data  symbol, am is the estimate of the ra th  da ta  symbol from the 

equalizer, A( is the M -point D FT of am, A e is the M -point DFT of dm, He is the actual 

channel frequency response, a 2 is the white noise variance and Ce is the £th frequency 

domain equalizer tap  of C  e  CMxl . We assume th a t E  { | ^ | 2} =  E { |a m|2} =  1. For 

frequency domain LMMSE equalizer, the optimum equalizer taps, in terms of MSE,
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can be found as [24]

C t =  2- =  —1 (2.26)
| h f f  +  a 1

where * denotes the complex conjugate. Notice tha t the filter taps require the full 

bandwidth channel frequency response (CFR) { H g } ^ 1 and the noise variance a 2. 

By substituting (2.26) into (2.25), the minimum MSE of the equalizer output when 

the channel frequency response is known at the receiver can be found as

M —1 2

Jo = m T ,  |Hg12 -|- (j2 ' (2-27)
r=o 1

2.4.2 Iterative Block Soft Decision Feedback Equalization

To further improve the system performance, we consider low complexity IBSDFE, 

which alleviates the issue of error propagations usually occurring in a time domain 

decision feedback equalizer. Fig. 2.7 shows the structure of the frequency domain 

IBSDFE proposed in [42]. The feedforward filter taps are denoted as C G CMxl,

B*

P/SS/P

Figure 2.7: Structure of A Frequency Domain Iterative Block Soft Decision Feedback
Equalizer

while the feedback filter taps are denoted as B G CMxl. After taking the DFT of 

the received signal {yn}n=oi the received frequency samples Y  G CMxl are element- 

by-element multiplied by C* to obtain the equalized frequency samples Z F. In the 

Oth iteration, the estim ated data  symbols a are obtained by taking the IDFT of 

Z F = U  =  Y  • C, assuming there is no contribution from the feedback loop, i.e.
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Z b — 0. This is just a linear MMSE equalizer, as described in the previous section. 

Hence, the £th element of C  is calculated using (2.26). Starting from the ith  iteration 

(i > 1), the feedback loop is used. Hence,

u  a) =  zg} + zg}
=  Y - C (i)* +  B (i)*-A(i_1), * =  1 ,2 , . . .  (2.28)

where * is the complex conjugate and A ^-1  ̂ is the DFT of the estim ated da ta  symbols 

from the (i — l ) t h  iteration, using a conditional mean estimator, given as

a t 1] = E {a m/ u ^ 1)}, ra =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  M  — 1 (2.29)

where u ^ -1  ̂ is the equalizer output at the (i — l ) t h  iteration. Assuming th a t the 

residual inter-symbol-interference (ISI) of the equalizer output is small, we assume 

the m th  output of the equalizer, denoted as um, is a Gaussian random variable with 

mean depending on the signal constellation points {7^}f=1 and variance of. A is 

the constellation size. Hence the conditional mean of the data  symbol am, given the 

equalizer ouput u ^ _1f  can be calculated as [52]

1} =  E {a m/ u £  1}}

E?=i 7?P(wm_1) /7c)p(7?) (2.30)
E £= i P(u™ 1}/7 ?)p(7J 

where the conditional density function p(wm_1V7?) is given as,
I (i —1) I21 |

lc) =  (i_i)2e ^ ~ 12 • (2.31)
7TVm

For QPSK, with 7 C =  ^ ( ± 1  ± j ) ,  £^{a/u^_1^}, denoted as a ^ _1f  can be found as 

( t « h  ( +  i  ‘- h  )  (2-32)

where we assume th a t am~^2 = for m  =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  M  — 1, tanh(-) is the hyper

bolic tangent function, is the real part of z  and A{^} is the imaginary part of

z. Assuming th a t for QPSK |7 ?| =  1 for <r =  1, 2 , . . . ,  A, it can be easily shown th a t

E{\am\2/ u ! t 1)} = 1, ra =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  M  — 1. (2.33)
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The feedforward and feedback filter taps at the ith  iteration are found by mini

mizing the MSE between the actual and the estim ated data  symbols at the equalizer 

output, subject to  the constraint tha t the gain of the channel plus forward filter for 

the ra th  data  symbol be equal to unity7, given as

M—1

=  1(2.34)
i=0

subject to
1 M—1

-  £  C ;H e = 1. (2.35)

Expanding the MSE term  in (2.34) and using the Lagrange multiplier factor p, the 

optimum solution of feedback and feedforward filter taps can be found, by setting the 

derivatives equal to zero, to be

B f  = £ = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  M  — l  (2.36)

and

where for QPSK,

Ht
CT  = , „ Vlo^ )  , ^ =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  M  — 1 (2.37)

m=0

and the Lagrange multiplier factor can be found as

Q-2
o ih.^ cW.

7F~

1 M - 1

T  <2-38)

( i )  =
^  i \h ( \2 • t / .o y j

2^e=o

Using (2.34), (2.36) and (2.37), the minimum conditional MSE for QPSK at the xth 

iteration can be then be found to  be

(2.40)

7Note that in [42], this condition is not invoked.
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2.5 O verview  o f C hannel E stim ation  for SC Sys
tem s

Channel estimation using training (pilot) symbols, sometimes called data-aided chan

nel estimation [49], is employed in current 3rd generation (3G) [5] and will likely be 

employed in the proposed future beyond 3G (B3G) wireless communication systems 

[67, 79]. Although suboptimal and bandwidth consuming, channel estimation using 

training symbols remains attractive in practice because of the decoupling of symbol 

detection from channel estimation, which reduces complexity and relaxes the required 

identifiability conditions [43,45]. As mentioned in Chapter 1, we focus on the channel 

estimation using pilot symbols for block-based SC systems in time-varying frequency 

selective fading channels. The pilot symbols for SC systems are traditionally time 

domain multiplexed (TDM) within or in between the transmission blocks. W hen 

the TDM pilot symbols are inserted periodically (in the time domain) to  track the 

time-varying channels, it is also known as pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM) 

[45-48,50]. An analysis of BER performance for PSAM system in flat fading chan

nel is given in [47] and frequency selective fading in [48], which consider continuous 

transmission. PSAM for block transmission for SC system in time-varying frequency 

selective fading channels is considered in [28,45, 50, 51] and the references therein. 

Using the pilot symbols, classical least square (LS) or linear MMSE estimators [52] 

are then used to estimate the CIR. Since the estimation is performed in the time 

domain, it usually involves the pseudo-inversion of a m atrix with the size of the pilot 

(known decision) symbols [45,50]. Brief descriptions of the time LS and LMMSE 

channel estimation for block transmission will be provided in Sec. 2.5.2.

Iterative decision-directed channel estimation (IDDCE) can be used to improve 

the performance of the channel estimation after the initial channel estimation using 

PSAM [16,58]. Soft decisions for the coded symbols from the channel decoder are 

used as pilots to  further improve the performance channel estimation, thus improving 

the overall system performance. In [16], a time domain decision-directed channel
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estim ator is incorporated into the iterative process of a frequency domain equalizer 

to  improve the channel estimates. The channel estimation involves the inverse of a 

m atrix with size of the decisions. In [58], the authors propose an iterative filtering 

technique using the decisions, again, from the channel decoder to  improve the channel 

estimates in time-varying flat fading channels. This iterative filtering technique is 

adapted in [56] for OFDM in time-varying frequency selective fading channels (see Sec. 

2.6.4). Note th a t we include the description of channel estimation using TDM pilots 

in order to  compare the performance with th a t of the proposed channel estimation 

techniques using FDM pilots.

2.5.1 TDM  Pilot Arrangements

Fig. 2.8 shows the TDM pilot arrangement for a frame with N B blocks and CP. All 

pilot symbols are placed at the beginning of the block (packet) [28,50, 51] and not 

all the blocks within a frame are equipped with pilots to reduce the pilot overhead. 

For frequency domain processing of block transmission, a CP is inserted to avoid IBI 

and be able to use circular convolution [28]. Since we consider the low complexity 

DFT channel estim ator [70,92], the periodic behavior of the training symbols is also 

required, resulting in extra training symbols as the CP of the training block, as shown 

in Fig. 2.8. If we fixed the block size to M  symbols, (M  — L c — N )  da ta  symbols 

are transm itted for blocks with pilots, e.g. b lock# 2 in Fig 2.8. The number of 

pilots within a block, denoted as N ,  depends on the maximum delay spread, while 

the number of blocks with pilots, denoted as N b, depends on the maximum Doppler 

frequency. We will describe how to calculate the minimum values of N  and N b in 

Sec. 2.6.1 when we consider the FDM pilot arrangements for time-varying frequency 

selective fading channels. For blocks without pilots, interpolation filters, such as the 

DFT and Wiener filters, are used to  estimate the channel frequency response.
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D a ta  sy m h o ls

Figure 2.8: TDM Pilot Arrangements with CP

2.5.2 Tim e Domain Least Square (LS) and LMMSE Channel 
Estimator

The discrete time baseband received pilot (known decision) signal in the time domain 

can be expressed as

y  =  T h  +  v  (2.41)

where T € CNxNch is a convolution m atrix containing pilot (known decision) symbols, 

h G CNchXl is the CIR and v  € C ^* 1 is the noise vector. N ch is the number of discrete 

time channel samples. We assume th a t N  > N Cft. The LS estimate of the CIR is 

given as [52]

h Ls =  (THr)-T ify (2.42)

where H is the Hermitian transpose and ( r Hr ) _1TH is also known as the pseudo

inverse of T. From (2.42), the LS channel estim ator does not require statistics of the 

CIR and noise variance. By exploiting the statistics of the CIR and noise samples, 

LMMSE estimates of the CIR is given as [52]

hLMMSE =  RhhrH(rRhhr/f +  (2.43)

where Rhh =  E { h h H} is the auto-correlation m atrix of the CIR and a 2 is the noise

variance. We see th a t from (2.42) and (2.43), the estimation of the CIR using a

LS or LMMSE estim ator requires the inversion of N  x N  matrix, which requires
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0 ( N 3) complex multiplications and additions. Note tha t the inverse m atrix can be 

pre-computed since the pilots are known. However, in the case of decision-directed 

channel estimation, the inverse m atrix needs to  be updated on-line.

2.6 Overview of Channel Estimation for OFDM  
Systems

Channel estimation techniques for OFDM systems can be divided into two main cate

gories, namely pilot-aided channel estimation (PACE)8 and decision directed channel 

estimation. The PACE technique uses sparse pilots to obtain the LS estimates9 of the 

CFR at the pilot locations. We consider a rectangular time-frequency pilot grid for 

time-varying frequency selective channels, which will be described in the next section. 

Given the LS estimates, the overall channel frequency response is then obtained by 

interpolation filters, such as the DFT channel estim ator [54,92] and cascaded ID FIR  

Wiener filters [72-74,81], as shown in Fig. 2.9. Given the received frequency samples

k,£

1
IS Interpolation

Estimator Fiter

H k,e

Figure 2.9: Typical Channel Estimation Techniques for OFDM Systems

at the k th  block G C Mxl with pilot frequency samples G CMx 1, the LS 

estimates can be calculated as

Yk,e
H ktt =

Pk,t
=  H k,e + Vlkli k G ^  and £ G f i (2.44)

8Sometimes it is also known as frequency domain PSAM [40],
9The LS estimates in this thesis are equivalent to the initial raw channel estimates at the pilot 

locations since the number of channel frequency response (CFR) samples to be estimated is the same 
as that of the noisy received frequency samples. They are also called a posteriori LS estimates in 
[40].
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where V^e — ^  are statistically independent and identically distributed complex 

Gaussian noise samples at the pilot location scaled by the deterministic (k , £)th pilot 

tone, denotes the index of the blocks with pilots within a frame of size N B, given 

as

*  = { 0 , K t, . . . , { N b - l ) K t} (2.45)

where K t is the pilot distance (in blocks) in time and Q  denotes the frequency loca

tions of the pilots within the kth  block, given as

= (2.46)

where K  is the pilot spacing and N  is the number of pilots per OFDM symbol. 

Note th a t we assume the starting position of the pilots is zero for (2.45) and (2.46). 

We consider the DFT and mis-matched Wiener channel estimators in this thesis 

for reasonable complexity and performance. Note however th a t other interpolation 

techniques are also available, such as polynomial interpolation techniques [62-64]. 

The low complexity DFT-based channel estim ator acts like a sine interpolation filter, 

requiring no channel statistics. In the other hand, the Wiener interpolation filter 

requires channel auto- and cross-correlations to  minimize the expected MSE between 

the estimated and the actual channel frequency response. More detailed descriptions 

of both estimators will be provided in Sec. 2.6.2 and Sec. 2.6.3, respectively.

The decision-directed channel estimation technique uses the re-modulated data  

symbols (using the tentative decisions) to  obtain the LS estimates [40]. Although 

better spectral efficiency can be achieved and more pilots are available for better 

interpolation performance, the performance of the decision-directed channel estima

tion heavily depends on the reliability of the da ta  decisions, which depends on the 

accuracy of the channel estimates and the operating SNR range. To improve the 

reliability of the decisions, iterative channel estimation (ICE) using the log-likelihood 

ratio (LLR) of the coded symbols from the a posteriori (APP) decoder can be used 

[55-57]. The channel estimates in the 0th iteration is usually obtained by the PACE
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technique. W ith the aid of channel coding, more reliable decisions can be obtained 

for channel estimation for a lower range of SNRs. In terms of implementation com

plexity, it is still prohibitive to consider the optimum joint MAP data  detection and 

channel estimation as the trellis expansion induced by the channel estimation task in 

the decoder enhances greatly the complexity of the conventional forward/backward 

procedure [23,57]. In this thesis, we consider suboptimum iterative decision directed 

channel estimation using 2-dimensional (2D) filtering techniques, separating the data  

detection and channel estimation processes. A low complexity iterative decision di

rected channel estimation technique for OFDM systems is described in Sec. 2.6.4. 

This channel estim ator for OFDM systems is later modified for SC systems using 

FDM pilots, which will be described in Sec. 5.3.

2.6.1 FDM  Pilot Arrangements

Fig. 2.10 shows an example of a 2D rectangular pilot grid in the time-frequency 

plane, where N b is the number of blocks per frame, K  is the subcarrier difference 

between two pilots, and pilots are added in the first and last block. Note th a t the

T
block# Nb- 1

. T
£  block# 2

^  +
block# 1

+

‘ Pilot tones / Data tones

• OO - O • l o o  ...o • OO ■ o
t v
i: i

o OO ...O o  o o  - o  -
ii

O o o  - O
- X ■: 1.. ■■■■■■f ■' ■ ■
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O OO ...O -
1
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• OO ...o • l o o  - O  - • OO - O
. . .  I  ..,..4 ..... . 1 , .v „ : . .  1 ........ . . . . .
x : 1 t  > i t
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Figure 2.10: Time-Frequency Rectangular Pilot Grid
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optimum structure of the 2D pilot grid for a 2D Wiener interpolation filter was 

found to be a diamond shaped grid [65]. The rectangular grid should sample the 

frequency selectivity and time variation of the channel sufficiently often to allow 

adequate tracking performance. Let D f  and Dt denote the pilot distance in frequency 

direction and in time direction, respectively. Hence, in our example, we have D f = K  

and Dt = N B — 1. According to  2D sampling theorem, the values of Df  and Dt are 

fundamentally limited by the following conditions, given as [6 6 ,74]

1 . „  . 1
D f <

T~max A  F
and Dt < (2.47)

2 fDmaxTs

where Tm a x  is the maximum delay spread, A F  the subcarrier spacing, f o m a x  the max

imum Doppler frequency and TB the time duration of the block including CP. Note 

th a t a factor of two in the denominator of D f  is not included due to the assumption of 

single-sided power delay profile. In practice, an oversampling factor of two is usually 

used to  achieve reasonable complexity and performance. Hence, the number of pilots 

N  and blocks with pilots Nb can be calculated as

N  =
M
D f

'N,
Df

(2.48)and Nb =

where [•] is the ceiling function (rounded up to the next integer).

2.6.2 DFT-Based Channel Estimator

Fig. 2.11 depicts the general structure of a DFT-based channel estimator. Consider

Leakage
Reduction
Windowing

Windowing j 
Effect f 

Removing i
Reduction |— ►  

i Windowing i

N-poinl
IFFT

Zero
Padding

Figure 2.11: A General Structure of DFT-Based Channel Estimator

the solid-line blocks, bypassing the blocks of windowing. The estim ated CIR, denoted 

as h, is found by taking the iV-point IDFT of the LS estimated channel frequency
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response using pilot symbols (see (2.44)), given as

h =  W #*wH (2.49)

where W ^ XjV is the IDFT m atrix and H is the Hermitian transpose. Interpolation is 

used to  obtain the channel frequency response between the pilot symbols, by simply

padding zeros and taking the M -point DFT of the padded sequence, denoted as h '.

Hence,

H =  W MxMh' (2.50)

where

h' =

/

<
h o ,  h i , . . . ,  h j v - i ,  O i x ( M _ jv )

T

h o ,  ■ ■ ■, h/v-A -i, Q i x ( m - n ) ,  hjv-A> •

--------1
1—

1 1fe;

rq/ T s =  k 
T (2.51)

where Ts is the sample tim e10, k is an integer, tq is the 5 th  path  delay, q — 1 , 2 , . . . ,  Q0 

and A can be approximated by [92]

A =  (2 .5 2 )

The modified zero padding (lower part of (2.51)) is used for non-sample spaced CIR, 

which results in the power of each tap  being not localized at a certain position but 

being spread over the whole time range, an effect called leakage [92]. To further en

hance the performance of the DFT-based channel estimation, windowing techniques, 

e.g. those considered in [54,92], can be used to reduce the leakage effects and smooth 

the estimated CIR before taking the M -point DFT. Note th a t in this thesis, the 

windowing techniques are not used.

2.6.3 Cascaded 1D-FIR W iener Channel Estimator

Conceptually, the discrete shift-variant 2D Wiener filter is the optimal linear pilot- 

aided estim ator in terms of MSE for 2D PACE, however, two cascaded orthogonal 

ID filters are simpler to implement and virtually as good as true 2D filters [81]. We

10In the SC context, this is called symbol time.
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start filtering in the frequency direction for a particular block with pilots, e.g. the 

&oth block. The channel estimates in the frequency direction can be obtained as,

i f - 1

H'(k0,£) = Y  W ^ ( k 0,£)H{k0,£i), ^ e f i  and k0 £ *  (2.53)
t= 0

where H(ko,£i) is the LS estimates of the channel frequency response at the pilot 

locations, as defined in (2.44), I f  is the number of the frequency direction filter taps. 

Note th a t f t  and \Er are defined in (2.46) and (2.45), respectively. {ko,£i} are chosen 

such th a t they are the nearest in distance to the (/co,^)th frequency. The optimum 

solution of (2.53) in terms of MSE is the solution of the Wiener-Hopf equations [71], 

given as

w , ( k 0,e) =  \ w f \ k a,e ) ,w f \ k < h e ) , . . . ,w ' t '’~1\ b , i ] \

= r£t(ko, f)® 7 :1 (2.54)

where the ith  element of rAe(k0, £) is

r®{ho,e) = Eimko^HikoJi)*}

=  rAe{ £ -£ i ) ,  (2.55)

where £ = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  M  — 1 and * denotes complex conjugate. The (i, y)th element of 

is

=  E i H i k j A W k f j f Y y  + a H i e i - e j )

= rAe(£i -  £j) + a 25(£i -  £j) (2.56)

where £^£f  E ft . Note th a t the selection of pilots for a particular £ is based on

the absolute distance between the pilot frequency and frequency £. The MMSE of 

H(ko,£) can be calculated as [52,71],

J0% , t )  =  E { \Hka/-  % / }

= l - T ^ k o J ^ ^ T ^ k o J ) .  (2.57)
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Similar to the filtering in frequency direction, to filter in time direction, we fix the 

frequency index I. The channel estimates in the time direction can be found as

i t - 1

H(k,£)  =  (2-58)
j =o

where I t is the number of time direction filter taps and kj £  \E>. Similar to  (2.54), the 

optimum solution can be calculated as,

w,(M) =
=  rH M ) * , - 1 (2.59)

The j th  element of rAt(k,£)  is

r“ (M ) =  (%,<)'}

=  rAk(k -  kj) (2.60)

and the (i, j ) th  element of is

2

= E { H ( k i,£)H(kj ,£)*} + — 5(ki - k j )
Otw

(7^
= fA k ih  -  kj) H S(ki -  kj) (2.61)

OLyj

where fe*, kj £  T' and a w is the SNR improvement factor due to the filtering in 

frequency direction, given as by trials [72]

I f  + It
Q^ ~ V "  2 ' (2'62)

Similar to (2.57) the corresponding MMSE can be calculated as

J 0( M )  =  E { \ H k / - H k,e\2}

= 1 -  r£ fc( M ) $ t-1rXfc(M ) . (2-63)

Note th a t we only need to calculate (2.54) and (2.59) once if we assume the channel 

and noise statistics remain unchanged. This is possible if we assume a robust channel
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estim ator which has a uniform (rectangular) power delay profile and a uniform (rect

angular) Doppler power spectrum  [39], for which the statistics may be mismatched to 

a wide range of the power delay profiles and Doppler spectrum. From (2.55), (2.56), 

(2.60) and (2.61), it is obvious th a t we need the cross- and auto-covariance of the 

actual channel. Using (2.20) and (2.21), the corresponding cross-covariances for a 

robust channel estim ator with maximum delay spread rmax and maximum Doppler 

frequency fDmax can then be obtained as,

rAk(k -  kj) = sinc(2f DrnaxTB(k -  kj)) (2.64)

rAe(£ -  &i) = siuc(2TmaxA F s(£ -  £i)) (2.65)

where k =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  N B — 1, £ =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  M  — 1, kj E £i £ Q, f o max is the one-sided 

maximum Doppler frequency, Tm a x  is the one-sided maximum delay spread and TB 

is the data  block plus the CP duration, A F  is the carrier spacing. Using (2.64) and

(2.65), the auto-covariance, $ f ( i , j )  and 4>t(i, j )  can be calculated according to  (2.56)

and (2.61), respectively.

2.6.4 Iterative Decision-Directed Channel Estim ation

Fig. 2.12 depicts a low complexity iterative channel estimator for OFDM systems 

based on filtering and decoding [56]11. Initial channel estimates using a cascaded 

1D-FIR Wiener filtering with pilot symbols are used by the soft I/O  detector to 

calculate the input a posteriori likelihood ratio, denoted as L Iffposti given the input 

a priori likelihood ratio, denoted L ^  from the interleaver in the previous iteration. 

The input extrinsic information (denoted as L ^ t) is calculated as — Vff.  After

the de-interleaving, L becomes the output a priori likelihood ratio for the A PP 

decoder, which then calculates the output a posteriori likelihood ratio, denoted as 

Lappost’ f°r the coded symbols [59]. The output extrinsic information is calculated as 

L f f f  =  Lff^ost — Lff f1. After the interleaver becomes the input a priori likelihood

11 We limit our descriptions of the channel estimator on the iterative procedures. Detailed descrip
tions of the calculation of LLRs can be found in [56].
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ratio which is used by the soft m apper to calculate the soft decision of the 

coded symbols for the cascaded 1D-FIR Wiener filtering. The re-estimated channel 

estimates are used for the soft I/O  detector for the next iteration. In Sec. 5.3, we 

modify the estim ator in Fig. 2.12 so th a t a similar frequency domain IDDCE (except 

th a t LLRs are not used for low complexity consideration) can be used for SC systems 

in time-varying frequency selective fading channels.

To data sink

Soft Mapping

APP

Interleaver

2x1D  
Wiener Filtering

Soft In/Soft Out 
Detector

Figure 2.12: Iterative Decision-Directed Channel Estimator for OFDM Systems [56,79]

2.7 Challenges of Designing Channel Estimation  
Techniques for Uplink SC Systems

Table 2.5 depicts the summary of the individual requirement for the challenges of 

designing channel estimation techniques for future uplink SC systems in time-varying 

frequency selective fading channels. Note th a t HPA stands for high power amplifier 

and CE stands for channel estimation. It is almost impossible to satisfy all the re

quirements listed in Table 2.5 at the same time as there exist fundamental trade-offs 

among different requirements of the challenges, as shown in Fig. 2.13. Therefore, 

our approach to  the design of channel estimation technique for uplink SC systems is 

based on the specific applications. For example, in the uplink, we need low cost ter

minal w ith long battery  life for high mobility user terminals with broadband access. 

Hence the requirements of power backoff, implementation complexity and flexibility
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of spectrum allocations of pilot signals are prioritized.

Table 2.5: Summary of Challenges of Channel Estimation for Uplink SC Systems in Time- 
varying Frequency Selective Fading Channel

Challenges Requirements Comments

Spectrum Allocations 
of Pilot Signals

Flexible
Since single user can occupy full or partial, 
or even discontinuous signal bandwidth, 
pilot signals should be flexible to assign 
to the corresponding signal bands.

Power Backoff 
of HPA

Low Longer battery life and lower cost of user 
terminal.

Pilot Overhead Low Better spectral efficiency.
MSE Performance Small Translates to better FER performance.

Support of Mobility High High user mobility for wide area scenario 
is a key requirement.

Implementation
Complexity

Low Lower cost and battery drain, smaller 
processing delay.

Comparison with CE 
for OFDM Systems

Comparable Should be comparable with that of OFDM 
systems in terms of the above requirements.

Power Backoff / I ___________i \ Pilot / I ------ _ _ _ J S Support of .
of HPA \ i  1 / Overhead r ----- —  V Mobility

. ' \  \

Flexibility of MSE ^_______ K
--5^

Implementation
Spectrum Allocations Performance Si t/ Complexity

Figure 2.13: Illustration of Trade-offs among Different Requirements of the Challenges
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Chapter 3

Effects of Channel Estim ation  
Errors on BER  Performance of SC 
System s

Before designing and developing FDM pilot schemes and channel estim ation tech

niques for uplink SC systems, we analyze the effects of channel estimation errors 

(CEE) , characterized by mean square error (MSE), on BER performance of a fre

quency domain linear MMSE equalizer. Our motivation is to analytically study, in the 

frequency domain, the effects of CEE on the MSE of the equalizer output, which can 

be related to the BER performance using a Gaussian approximation. This analytical 

technique can be used to decouple the designing process of channel estimation from 

system performance. We first obtain an approximate expression for the BER perfor

mance in terms of the actual channel frequency response (CFR) and the MSE of the 

channel frequency estimates. We also use a semi-analytical approach to obtain the 

BER, by modeling the frequency channel estimates as the actual channel estimates 

plus a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and a variance of the averaged MSE 

of the channel estimates. Simulation results are used to verify our analytical and 

semi-analytical results.
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3.1 Introduction

Assuming the residual error at the equalizer output is Gaussian, with zero mean and 

with a variance of J0, the BER performance of an uncoded QPSK system with perfect 

channel estimates, i.e. the channel is known at the receiver, can be obtained by using

where Q(x) is the Q-function defined as Q(x) = Jx°° e_t2/2df, Ja is the MMSE of

the equalizer output when the channel is known and the data symbols have zero mean 

and unit variance. In particular, for a frequency domain symbol-rate-sampled linear 

MMSE (LMMSE) equalizer in m ultipath channels, J0 can be found, in the frequency 

domain, as in (2.27), rew ritten here for convenience as

the noise variance. Previous work on the BER estimation for an uncoded BPSK SC 

system using frequency domain equalizer with imperfect channel estimates is found

LMMSE equalizer taps, assuming frequency domain LS channel estimation. W ith 

a Gaussian approximation for the residual ISI and using the PD F for the frequency 

domain LMMSE equalizer taps with LS frequency channel estimates, an analytical 

result for BER performance of an uncoded BPSK system with LS channel estimates is 

obtained, requiring numerical integrations. Note th a t in practice the BER is usually 

obtained by actually simulating the complete system with a channel estimation sub

system, which implies a longer simulation time.

In this chapter, we analyze the effects of channel estimation errors, characterized 

by MSE, on BER performance of a frequency domain LMMSE equalizer. Our goal 

is to estim ate the BER performance for an uncoded QPSK system with CEE, given 

the averaged MSE of the channel frequency estimates and the actual CFR. The first

(3.1)

(3.2)

where M  is the number of da ta  symbols, is the CFR at the f th  frequency and o 1 is

in [76]. The authors derived the probability density function (PDF) of the frequency
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approach is to analytically obtain an expression for the BER performance in terms 

of the actual CFR and the MSE of the CFR estimates. This analytical approach 

assumes the knowledge of the second order statistic (or MSE) of the CFR estimates 

and uses the MSE of the CFR estimates to  calculate the MSE of the equalizer output, 

which is then used to estimate the BER performance. The realizations of the CFR 

estimates are not required. The second approach (called the semi-analytical approach) 

is to  obtain the BER by direct substitution of the simulated realizations of the CFR 

estimates, modeled as the sum of the actual CFR and the channel estimation error 

(generated by a Gaussian random variable), into the calculation of the MSE of the 

equalizer output. The semi-analytical approach assumes not only the knowledge 

of the second order statistic of the CFR estimates but also the realizations of the 

simulated CFR estimates, which are used to obtain the MSE of the equalizer output 

by using Monte Carlo simulation. The difference between the analytical and the semi- 

analytical approach is the way of how to obtain the MSE of the equalizer output.

3.2 Analytical Approach

Our approach is to  first derive the MSE of the LMMSE equalizer output with CEE. 

We assume th a t the averaged MSE of the channel estimates over all frequencies is 

known and th a t the residual ISI can be approximated as a Gaussian random  variable 

so th a t (3.1) and the following equation

can be used to  estimate the BER of an uncoded QPSK system with imperfect channel

output. Notice th a t using (3.1), we need only the MSE of the equalizer output, while 

using (3.3) we need to calculate S N R eqz from the m th  data  output of the equalizer.

(3.3)

estimates, where Q{x) is the Q-function and S N R eqz denotes the SNR at the equalizer
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3.2.1 Calculation of S N R eqz

The equalizer output for the m th  data  symbol am can be w ritten as

T c m  (3-4)

where k is a gain variable related to the channel impulse response and the equalizer

taps and em is the sum of the residual inter-symbol interference (ISI) and the equalizer

output noise, which can be w ritten as

&m r €m T  (1 k)dm (3-5)

where em =  am — am. Prom (3.4), S N R eqz can be found as 

E  {\nam\2}

E  {\k \2} E  {\am\2}

S N R , , ,  -  B { W 2 }

E  {l«m|2} +  E  {|1 -  «|2} +  2S  [E {1 -  k} [E {em< }  -  E {|em|2}]}
=  g  {|«|»}

B { M 2} [2 £ { k} - 1] +  E { | 1 - k |2}

where we make the following assumptions:

1. E { \ a m\2} — 1

2. E  {\n\2\am\2} = E  {\k \2} E  {\am\2}

3. E { e ma*m} = 0

4. E  E  "{^1E  {€mo,my

where the second assumption comes from the orthogonal condition in deriving MMSE 

equalizer [35, pp. 624] and E  {|em|2} is the MSE of the equalizer output. From (3.6), 

it is obvious th a t in order to  calculate S N R eqz we need to  find E { |em|2}, Z?{|k;|2} 

and E { k}. Note th a t the last assumption implies th a t k is independent of emam.
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3.2.2 Determ ination of J a  =  i?{|em|2} 

Define the CFR with CEE at the f th  frequency as

H e =  H e +  A  H t ( 3 .7 )

where A He is the channel estimation error at the £th frequency. By substituting

H t

\H(\2 + cr2

into

and using
<?=o £=0

H e =  H e — A H e ,

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

the MSE of the equalizer output using the imperfect channel frequency estimate He 

can be found as

M - 1

J a ~

2 2 M—1U1 -

\H e \2 +  a 2e = o

2 M —l  1 1 M —1
CT 1 1

~  M  2 ^  I #  12 +  a 2 +  M  2 - J

t=o

H t

\H e \2 +  a 2

e=o e = o
23?

a H t  A H e

m 2 + 0"?r
H t A H e

\H e \2 +  a 2
(3.11)

where Ja = E  {\em\2} and 3?fy} represents the real part of a complex number z. Note 

th a t the detailed derivation of (3.11) is shown in Appendix A .I. To further simplify

(3.11), we make the following assumptions:

M - 1
^ ^ ~ E ^ = o  \ H t k ^  (Assumption la) 

M - 1 \Ht \2 ^  v ^ M - 1  \Ht I2
2- E ;1 o w w f e F  (A*umptkm lb)

3. E {H }A H e}  =  0, t  =  0,1, • • • , M  — 1 (Assumption 2)

4. E{\AHe\2} =  Ua#, =  0 ,1, • • • , M  — 1. (Assumption 3)
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Assumption 2 comes from the orthogonal projection theorem used when deriving the 

LMMSE channel estim ator [71]. Assumption 3 assumes tha t the MSE of the channel 

estimates at different frequencies are constant. Taking the expectation with respect 

to A He, (3.11) can then be simplified as

2  M ~1  i  2  M ~ 1 I tj  12

Ja k m  £  w + + £  w 2+ ( 3 ' 1 2 )

where Ja  represents the expected value of Ja - Notice th a t the first term  in (3.12) is 

just the MSE of the equalizer output when the channel is perfectly known (see (3.2)). 

The second term  in (3.12) is the increase in MSE due to channel estimation error. 

Note th a t in our derivation, the channel estimation error A He is not necessarily a 

Gaussian random variable, as long as it satisfies Assumption 2 and Assumption 3.

3.2.3 Determ ination of E { k }  and i?{|/c|2}

Using (3.8) and (3.10), k can be calculated as

^ M - 1

K  M  /( = 0

1 Î z }  \He -  L±nen e 
= —  Y  J— ^ --------------  (3.13)M  TJ. 2 I ^2 v '

-  a Hfm

Taking the expectation with respect to A He, E { k} can be found as

1 I TJ 12

“  M E  (3-14)
t=0 1

where in addition to  Assumption 2, we also assume

•  E ^ o 1 J P + a 2 ~  E ^ o 1 ~h$+*2 - (Assumption lc)
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We next find E { \ k \}2, given as 

E { \ k \2} = E
1 M ~ l  \ H k

—  Y  —M  ^

2 \

A H eH*

1=0 Hf \2 + a 2

M - 11 " 4^  \He\2 (\He\2 + a 2AH)
M 2 E

S E E

’= 0  

M—1M—1
( l ^ | 2 +  ^ 2)2

| ^ |2|tffe|2
^ £ ^ ( W  + *2)(W  + *2)e^k k̂ e

(3,15)

where in addition to  using Assumption lb , lc  and 2, we also assume:

, s-^M-1 ]Af|4
' ^ = °  (|A£|2+<t2^

E m -i |#£|4
e=o (|/r£|2+a2)'2 (Assumption Id)

rj v - \M —1 v -\M —1 
<£• 2^=° 2^=° uhl2l.fhl2

(|A£|2+CT2 )( |^ |
^ \ - \ M —1 \~ y M —1 

f— iT  ~  2 ^ = 0  2—i k=0+a ) l^k k&
\He\2\Hk\2 

[=° (\Ht \*+**)(\Hk\ q ^ y  (Assumption

le)

3. J5 '{A ^A i7^} =  0, k ^  £ (Assumption 4)

Note th a t the detailed derivation of (3.15) is included in Appendix A.2. Assumption 4 

states th a t the channel estimation errors at different frequencies are uncorrelated. 

Using (3.14) and (3.15), we can also find E {|1 — k |2}, given as

E {|1 -  k \2} =  1 -  2E { k} +  E { \ k \¥ (3.16)

Substituting (3.12), (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16) into (3.6), we obtain the approxi

mated SNR of the equalizer output with imperfect channel estimate, given as

E {  N 2}S N R eqz (3.17)
(2 E { k ]  -  1 )J4 +  £ { | /c |2}  -  2E { k }  +  1

Using the Gaussian approximation for the residual ISI of the equalizer output, the 

estimated BER can then be found by substituting (3.17) into (3.3) or (3.12) into 

(3.1). Notice th a t using (3.3) requires not only the MSE of the equalizer but also the 

first and the second order statistics of the gain variable k .
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3.3 Semi-Analytical Approach

Another approach to  estimating the BER is to  first model the channel estim ation error 

(CEE) A Hg as a random variable with known probability density function (PDF) and 

substitute (3.7) into (3.9) for direct evaluation of the MSE of the equalizer output,

given as

.. M—1

f=0

H \
\Hg\2 + (J2

- H g -  1
o A/—1 

(7 v~^v

+  T f
(,=o \Hg\2 + a 2

(3.18)

where Js = E  {\am — am|2} is the MSE of the equalizer output using a semi-analytical 

approach and Hg = Hg + AHg. Js  is then substituted into (3.1) to estimate the BER. 

This approach is semi-analytical since we have an expectation operation E{»}  with 

respect to the CEE A Hg in the equation. Assuming th a t a PD F for A Hg is known, 

Monte Carlo simulation is used to  obtain Js  for a particular realization of the actual 

channel frequency response (CFR), by simulating the realizations of the CEE A Hg and 

substituting Hg =  Hg + AHg into (3.18). Note th a t the difference between (3.18) and

(3.12) is th a t for a particular realization of the actual CFR, Monte Carlo simulation 

is not required for (3.12).

The key to this approach is the accuracy of the statistical modeling of the channel 

estimation errors. We model both the FFT  and Wiener channel estimation error 

AHg as an independent, zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance being 

the time-averaged MSE of the channel frequency estimates, given as

1 M - 1

a*»  = Ta  £  lAff ' l 2 (3-19>
e=o

where M  is the number of da ta  symbols per block (or per OFDM symbol). We first 

evaluate the accuracy of the modeling of AHg by comparing the cumulative density 

function (CDF) of AHg, obtained by simulation, with th a t of a Gaussian random 

variable with zero mean and a variance of <j \ h . Fig. 3.1 shows the CDF of the 

real part of AHg, denoted as Esj{ah€}(^), and th a t of a Gaussian random variable,
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the CDF of the Real Part of AH( from an FFT Estimator
(M = 416 and N  = 52) and that of a Gaussian Random Variable with Zero Mean and a 
Variance of a \ H =  0.088 at SNR =  10 dB

denoted as F g ( x ) .  The channel estim ator used is the FFT estim ator (M  = 416 and 

N  = 52) with a \ H = 0.088 (see Fig. 3.5) at SNR =  10 dB in W INNER C2 channel 

with no mobility (see Table 2.3). Note th a t N  is the number of pilots per block. 

832000 samples and 201 bins (ranging from -1 to 1) are used to obtain the estim ated 

CDF of A He. Observe th a t the two CDFs almost coincide with each other.

Fig. 3.2 shows the CDF for the same parameters as th a t of Fig. 3.1, except tha t 

SNR =  20 dB and o \ Hl = 0.018 (see Fig. 3.5). In this case, the two CDFs do not 

match, which results in a slightly off estimation of the BER performance at SNR =  

20 dB. The mismatch comes from the fact th a t the interpolation error of the FFT  

channel estim ator at high SNR, which are likely correlated for different frequencies, 

dominates the white noise. Moreover, at high SNR, the edge effect of the FF T  channel 

estim ator [70] is more significant such th a t Assumption 3 is inaccurate.

The plots of Fs}{ah£}(^) and F q (x ) for Wiener channel estimation errors with
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the CDF of the Real Part of A He from an FFT Estimator
(M  =  416 and N  =  52) and that of a Gaussian Random Variable with Zero Mean and a 
Variance of o \ H =  0.018 at SNR =  20 dB

SNR =  10 dB and SNR =  20 dB are shown in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, respectively. In 

both  cases, F ^ a h ,} ^ )  and Fq (x ) almost coincide with each other. Note th a t a \ H at 

SNR =  10 dB and 20 dB are obtained from Fig. 3.6. From Fig. 3.1 to Fig. 3.4, we 

can conclude th a t the modeling of A Hi  as a zero mean Gaussian random variable with 

variance of a \ H is a reasonable choice, at least for FFT  and Wiener Estim ators in 

W INNER C2 channel. The disadvantage of this approach is th a t different estimation 

error may require different statistical models although the Gaussian approximation 

seems to be a reasonable choice. By replacing J0 in (3.1) with the time average of Js, 

the estim ated BER for an uncoded QPSK system can be estim ated as,

B E R « Q | t / ^ - ^ |  (3.20)

Note th a t we use (3.20) instead of an equation similar to (3.17) for simplicity. We 

next verify our analytical and semi-analytical approaches using computer simulation.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the CDF of the Real Part of AHg from a Wiener Estimator 
(M  =  416 and N  =  104) and that of a Gaussian Random Variable with Zero Mean and a 
Variance of o \ H =  0.045 at SNR =  10 dB
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the CDF of the Real Part of AHg from a Wiener Estimator
(M  =  416 and N  =  104) and that of a Gaussian Random Variable with Zero Mean and a 
Variance of o \ H =  0.0051 at SNR =  20 dB
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3.4 Simulation Results

The simulation system param eter used is Param eter Set 2-A, except th a t no channel 

coding is used, the channel is static and each frame contains one block. The channel 

estimators used for evaluation are the FFT  and the Wiener estim ator using FET 

pilots (to be discussed in Chapter 5). 2000 channel realizations are used to  obtain 

the simulation results.

3.4.1 MSE of Equalizer Output

Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 depict the comparison of the simulation and analytical results 

for obtaining the MSE of the equalizer output E  {\am — dm\2} using the FF T  and 

Wiener channel estimators, respectively. (3.12) and (3.18) are used to obtain the 

analytical and semi-analytical results, respectively. The time-averaged MSE of the 

corresponding channel estimate is also included for reference. We can see th a t the 

analytical and semi-analytical approaches produce the same MSE of the equalizer 

output as th a t from the simulation. A discrepancy is observed for high SNR (> 17 

dB) in Fig. 3.5, resulting from the assumption th a t the MSE of the channel estimates 

is constant over all frequencies. At high SNR, the interpolation error of the FFT  

channel estim ator dominates the effects of the noise such th a t the assumption of a 

constant time-averaged MSE for all frequencies is invalid.

3.4.2 BER Estim ation

Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 show the performance of the uncoded BER estimation ap

proaches using FFT  and Wiener estimators with FET pilots in W INNER C2 channel 

(no mobility), respectively. The simulation and analytical BER performance for sys

tems with known channels are included for reference. First consider Fig. 3.7 for the 

FFT  estimator. Using (3.1), both analytical and semi-analytical approaches produce 

accurate BER estimations for SNR <  17 dB. A discrepancy occurs in the high SNR 

region, e.g. SNR >  17dB, resulting from the inaccurate modeling of channel estima-
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of Simulated and Analytical Results for MSE of Equalizer Output 
with Channel Estimation Errors using FFT Channel Estimator
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of Simulated and Analytical Results for MSE of Equalizer Output 
with Channel Estimation Errors using Wiener Channel Estimator
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Figure 3.7: Evaluation of BER Estimation Approaches for an Uncoded QPSK System
using FFT Channel Estimator with FET Pilots in WINNER C2 Channel (no mobility)

tion error at high SNR, as shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.5. Using (3.3), the estimated 

BER curve is about 1 dB off the simulated BER curve. The difference can be ex

plained by Assumption 4 for deriving (3.15), which is used by (3.3). This implies th a t 

at high SNR, the CEE from an FF T  estim ator is correlated at different frequencies, 

i.e. E{AHgAH^.}  ^  0 for k  ^  £. Moreover, the use of (3.1) and (3.3) to  estimate the 

BER relies on the Gaussian approximation of the equalizer output noise.

Similar results are obtained for the Wiener channel estimator for QPSK, as shown 

in Fig. 3.8, except th a t the estim ated BER curve using (3.3) is only about 0.5 dB away 

from the simulated BER curve, implying th a t the correlation of the Wiener channel 

estimation error at different frequencies is smaller than  th a t of an FFT estimator. 

Moreover, there is no discrepancy between the simulation results and the analytical 

results using (3.1) at high SNR, such as SNR =  20 dB, resulting from an accurate 

modeling of CEE at SNR =  20 dB, as shown in Fig. 3.4. Both analytical and semi- 

analytical approaches are also applicable for uncoded 16-QAM SC systems, as shown
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Figure 3.8: Evaluation of BER Estimation Approaches for Uncoded QPSK SC Systems
using Wiener Channel Estimator with FET Pilots in WINNER C2 Channel (no mobility)

in Fig. 3.9. The formula used to obtain the analytical and semi-analytical BER for 

16-QAM systems is given as [104],

BER «  | e r fc T S N R j  + \e r f c  +  i er/c ['  j ^ S N R \  , (3.21)

where erfc(x) — e~t2dt is the complementary error function and S N R  is the

signal to  noise ratio, which can be S N R eqz, or depending on the particular 

approach used.

Fig. 3.10 illustrates the application of the CEE model for the semi-analytical 

approach for a coded QPSK system, where ‘C E’ stands for channel estimation. In 

this case, we assume the simulated CFR estimates are the estimates from the channel 

estimator. Param eter Set 2-B (see Table 2.3 and 2.4) is used in the simulation. The 

channel estim ator used is the cascaded 2 x ID Wiener channel estimator. We can 

see th a t the semi-analytical approach produces consistent BER and FER results with 

th a t of the simulation results.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of BER and FER Performance using Different Simulation Ap
proaches for a Coded QPSK System with FET Pilots in WINNER C2 Channel (Parameter 
Set 2-B)
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3.5 Summary

An analytical and a semi-analytical approach for estimating the BER performance 

of an uncoded QPSK and 16-QAM SC system with CEE have been developed. The 

effect of CEE on the MSE of the equalizer output was also analyzed. It was found th a t 

the MSE of the equalizer output with CEE is the sum of the MSE for the known CSI 

and the scaled MSE of the channel estimates. By modeling the CEE as a Gaussian 

random variable, the MSE of the equalizer output for systems with imperfect channel 

estimates can also be estimated. Using a Gaussian approximation on the residual ISI 

and equalizer output noise, the MSE of the equalizer output with CEE is then used 

to obtain the estim ated BER.

Using computer simulation, it was shown th a t both the analytical and semi- 

analytical approaches produce the same estim ated MSE of the equalizer output. 

Moreover, bo th  analytical and semi-analytical approaches can accurately estimate 

the BER performance of uncoded QPSK and 16-QAM systems. It was also shown 

th a t using the semi-analytical approach, the BER and FER performance of a coded 

QPSK system can be estim ated accurately. The approaches developed in this chap

ter provide alternative tools for estimating the BER performance without simulating 

the complete system, given the averaged MSE of the CEE and the actual channel 

frequency response.
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Chapter 4 

Design and Equalization of SC 
Signals w ith FD M  Pilots

This chapter provides detailed descriptions of the design of frequency domain multi

plexed (FDM) pilots for SC systems and equalization techniques for SC signals with 

FDM pilots. Two techniques for multiplexing in-band FDM pilots for SC signals are 

introduced, namely the frequency domain superimposed pilot technique (FDSPT) 

and the frequency expanding technique (FET). The PAPR effects of multiplexing 

FDM pilots for SC signals using the GMC transmission technique are addressed, fol

lowed by the frequency domain equalization of the SC signals with FDM pilots using 

a frequency domain LMMSE equalizer and a frequency domain IBSDFE equalizer. 

Moreover, we propose an iterative decision-directed inter-symbol interference cancel

lation technique for SC signals with FDSPT pilots. Finally, a brief summary of this 

chapter is included.

4.1 Introduction

In order to fulfill the requirement of flexible and efficient allocation of SC signals to 

available spectrum, we need to consider the feasibility of utilizing FDM pilots for SC 

modulated systems, an approach similar to the pilot arrangement of an OFDM sys

tem. We consider channel estimation for SC systems with frequency domain equaliza

tion using FDM pilot techniques which have been typically used for OFDM systems.
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In particular, we consider the application of two dimensional pilot assisted channel 

estimation (PACE) techniques, first proposed for OFDM by Hoeher [80], to SC sys

tems. Instead of using the whole OFDM symbol for channel estimation, this PACE 

technique periodically inserts pilot tones1 w ith equidistant pilot spacing, reducing the 

pilot overheads [81,82]. Aiming for application in time and frequency selective chan

nels, we multiplex multiple pilot tones within the signal bandwidth using an IFDMA 

signal with a Chu sequence (described in Sec. 2.3.2), which has constant envelope and 

uniform spectrum. We consider the effects of inserting the pilots in terms of PAPR 

and compare with th a t of an OFDM signal. We also compare with the performance 

for conventional time domain multiplexed (TDM) pilots. W ith one additional FFT  

operation and using the generalized multicarrier (GMC) transmission technique [21], 

the SC signal with pilot tones can be generated.

Two techniques of FDM pilots for SC systems are considered here. One is to 

superimpose pilot tones onto scaled or deleted da ta  tones, and is term ed frequency 

domain superimposed pilot technique (FDSPT). Early work on the insertion of pilot 

symbols in the frequency domain for SC systems can be found in [83,84], called 

transparent tone-inband (TTIB), in which a single reference tone is inserted in the 

middle of the signal bandwidth using a notch filter along with suitable mixing and 

filtering in the passband and it is intended for flat fading mobile communication 

systems. A “da ta  dependent superimposed training” (DDST) technique is introduced 

in [85,86], and in general form, in [87], to  distort the data  symbol sequence (in the 

time domain) to create periodic frequency nulls for insertion of pilot tones. The main 

difference of our FDSPT technique with param eter a  =  0 (defined later) from those 

of [85, 86] and [87] is th a t it is defined and implemented in the frequency domain 

instead of the time domain. It is also applicable to pilots with arbitrary spacing in 

the frequency domain. Other previous works on superimposed pilots include [88,89] 

and [90], in which periodic pseudo-random pilots are added to data, and are extracted

1 Pilot tones refer to the pilots in frequency domain, while pilot symbols refer to the pilots in time 
domain.
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Figure 4.1: Graphical Illustration of Two Variants of FDM Pilots: Frequency Expanding 
Technique (FET) and Frequency Domain Superimposed Pilot Technique (FDSPT)

for channel estimation at the receiver by time-averaging over multiple periods.

The other main pilot technique considered here is to shift groups of da ta  frequen

cies for multiplexing of the pilot tones, called frequency expanding technique (FET), 

a technique usually employed by OFDM systems, where it is called PACE (pilot- 

assisted channel estimation) [80,81]. In this thesis, the generation of the transm itted 

SC signals with FET pilots is in the frequency domain. Moreover, the general train

ing and precoding framework of [87] includes both  FET and FDSPT, but is based on 

a specific channel estim ator (DFT channel estimator). For FET pilots, there is no 

limitation on the specific channel estimator used.

4.2 Analysis of SC Signals with FDM  Pilots

4.2.1 Frequency Domain Superimposed P ilot Technique

The idea of FDSPT is to periodically scale the da ta  tones for superimposing of the 

IFDMA pilot tones, as shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). The advantage is not to expand the 

signal bandwidth, thus maintaining the spectral efficiency. However, as will be shown 

later, it suffers performance degradation due to the loss of part of the useful data  

tones and induces slightly higher PAPR than  th a t of SC signals without FDM pilots. 

We want to  obtain an expression for x n in Fig. 2.4, where for FDSPT, Xg is the £th
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element of

X s =  [PPo +  otAo, A i , ..., (3P\ + OiAx, A k +i , A m - i] (4-1)

where a  and (3 are the scaling factors for the data  and pilot tones at pilot locations, 

respectively, Pe is the t th  pilot tone and K  is the pilot spacing. To analyze the 

implication of periodically frequency scaling and superimposing in terms of PAPR, 

define a frequency-scaling window as

„  f a  I  e  f2 , .

e '  =  { i  e t a  (4'2)

where the frequency index of the pilots 17 is defined in (2.46) and 0 <  a  < 1. The

baseband transm itted signal (with IFDMA training signal) x n can then be expressed 

as
1 M - 1 n N - 1

S t  V— '  . „  ■■ 1-nnl P  V— > „  .■ 2nnkK , .
x s(n)  =  -  ^  A eQee3 l  + -  ^  p ke L (4-3)

i=o k=o
'---------- v---------- '  '--------- V-

distorted data signal I F D M A  training signal

where 0 <  (3 <  1, the subscript $ represents the signal for FDSPT and L  denotes 

the number of oversampled data  samples per block. The second term  in (4.3) is 

a deterministic and common term  to FDSPT, FET and OFDM signals using an 

IFDMA signal as a training signal. Therefore, for the purpose of comparing the 

PAPR performance among the signals using these techniques, we focus on the first 

term  in (4.3), given as

M - 1

x 's(n ) =
1=0

1 M - 1 n M —\ N —l

1=0 1=0 i=0

=  -  ( i  -  a ) ! i  W  si° c ( j  -  (4.4)
i t 1,

where {a'n}^Zq is the oversampled data  samples without frequency scaling. Note tha t 

the details of the derivation of (4.4) are shown in Appendix A.3. The second term  

of (4.4) can be considered as the inter-symbol interference term  due to  the scaled
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Figure 4.2: Magnitude of I- and Q-Phase of SC Signal with FDSPT with and without
IFDMA Training Signal (a = 0, rj = 3.125%, QPSK)

data  frequencies. To visualize the effects of the scaling of the da ta  frequency samples, 

consider the case of a single sample per symbol, i.e. I  — 1 and L  =  M .  (4.4) can be 

simplified as

M - 1

M
i)

k=0 
M —l

, /\ / V '' sine(m  — A:) ■ / m ~ k ) K ( N - 1)

k^m

(4.5)

interference term

where m  = 0 ,1 ,..., M —l, am is the m th  data  symbol and rj' = (1 —a)ij and rj = 

is defined as the pilot overhead. It is obvious, from (4.5) th a t the removal of da ta  

frequencies reduces the symbol energy, while adding a random interference term. Fig. 

4.2 shows the I-Q plot of the signal without pilots x"m  and with pilots X s { n ) ,  and with 

da ta  suppressed at the pilot frequencies with a  =  0, I  = 1 and a pilot overhead 

of rj = 3.125%. Although the signal constellation points are still distinguishable, as 

shown in Fig. 4.2, the PAPR is expected to  be slightly higher than  th a t of the SC 

signals w ithout pilots, as a result of removal of da ta  frequencies for pilot tones.

Prom (4.4), it is obvious tha t the envelope fluctuation is the largest when a  =  0. 

The transm itted signal with a  = 0 and without the pilot tones can be directly derived
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by summing all the data  tones, given as

1 M —l

x's (n) = j Y X t e , r  =  0 , 1 , N  — 1
£=0£±tK

N - l ( i + l ) K - l

= |E  E
i= 0  £ = i K + 1 

N - l ( i + l ) K - l  M - l
1  V — V — ^  V — ^  a 2 irm £  _• 2 - ttn i

= L 2 ^  2 ^  Y  a™e M e L
i= 0  £ = i K + 1 m = 0 

1 M - l  N - 1 K - 2

=  i  Y  flm Y  ej2< % - % ) {iK+1) Y  ej2< ^ y
m = 0 i= 0  £=0

M ' ^ - 2  (  m L \
= T  E  “"•»* 1" -  W ) <46)

m =0 '  '

where gs (x) =  SmC/ ^  --- 7̂ £ e'^£ Is the sampled impulse response of a channelsine sine I ~~j~ x j

with periodic nulls, M '  =  M  — N  and n = 0 , 1,..., L — 1. The high sidelobes of the 

gs {n — j j f )  pulse increase the PAPR.

4.2.2 Frequency Expanding Technique (FET)

The FET evenly expands groups of frequencies for multiplexing of IFDMA pilot tones, 

as shown in Fig. 4.1 (a). The FET pilot scheme has slightly lower spectral efficiency 

due to the expansion of data  frequencies to  accommodate for the pilot tones, which 

results in no performance loss but slightly higher PAPR than  th a t of the conventional 

SC signal. Note tha t the FET is the frequency domain pilot technique commonly used 

in OFDM systems. When using FET, the multiplexed data  and pilot tones X * is the 

£th element of

X e  =  [P0, Ao, •••, P \ , A k - \ ,  P jv-i, •••, A m - n - i] (4.7)

where pilot tones Pe are periodically multiplexed with the data  tones At. Note th a t 

N  more data  symbols can be sent using FDSPT. The baseband transm itted samples
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x n in Fig. 2.4 is given as

M - l  N - l
/  ■, 1  V— '  -■ 'li.nl 1  \ „  j 2nnkK . .

xe{u) = j ^ 2 Xee L + Pke L (4-8)L  ' Le=o k=0t±iK  ̂ '--------- v--------- /
^  I F D M A  t r a in in g  s ig n a l

d i s to r t e d  d a ta  s ig n a l

where the subscript E represents the signal for FET. Similar to  the FDSPT case, we 

consider the distorted data  signal term  in (4.8), which can be further expanded as

1 M - l

x 'e {u ) =  T  ^  r =  0,L
£ = 0  £̂ rK

N - l  ( i + l ) K - l

Lt E  £
i=0 t = i K + 1 

n N —l ( i + l ) K —l M' — l
1  \ ^ \ \  ^ \  _  • 2-Km(t—i—l) . 2nn£

7  2 ^  2 ^  2 ^ a™e 3 M' e L 
i=0 i = i K + 1 m = 0

, ,, M' — lM 'M  -7rn ^  /  \  —j i r ( ( M ' V m>\ a \

=  ~J7 e 1 2 2  a™9 E{m,n)e  v *  ) (4.9)
m=0

w h p r p  «zr ( m  Tl) — smc (N (Kn /L- m ( K - l ) / M ' ) )  s i n c ( ( K - l ) ( n / L - m / M ' ) )  M  _  N  ,wnere gE [m, n) -  sinc(A'„/L_m(A:_1)/M/) x sinc(n/L-m/M') » M ~  M  iV ana

n  = 0 ,1 ,..., L  — 1. It is obvious th a t the time-varying modified pulse shaping filter

^ ( m ,  n ) results in higher PAPR than  a SC system without multiplexing pilot tones,

as further shown in Sec. 4.2.3. Fig. 4.3 shows the I-Q plot of the transm itted

waveform without pilots s'FET(n) and with pilots sFEr{n) w ith I  — 1 and 3.125%

pilot overhead. In contrast to  Fig. 4.2 (a), the signal constellation points are not

distinguishable, due to the expanding of the signal bandwidth. Note th a t the signal

constellation points can be recovered after removing the pilot tones and shifting the

groups of the data  tones to  their original locations, subjected to  noise power. The

PAPR for the signal with and without pilots is similar, as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). It is

interesting to see th a t by comparing Fig. 4.3 with Fig. 4.2 the SC signal with FET

pilots has slightly higher PAPR than  th a t of the SC signal with FDSPT pilots.
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Figure 4.3: Magnitude of I- and Q-Phase of SC Signal for FET with and without IFDMA 
Pilot Signal (rj =  3.125%, QPSK)

4.2.3 PA PR  and Power Backoff Considerations

For an OFDM system, the probability th a t a PAPR value exceeds a certain value 

depends on the number of subcarriers. The larger the number of the subcarriers, 

the higher the probability [93]. We want to compare the number of data  symbols 

contributing to the higher PAPR for (4.6) and (4.9) with th a t of an OFDM system. 

First consider the transm itted samples for OFDM, generated using Fig. 2.4 without 

the FFT  prior to  the MUX operation, given as

1 M - l

x o (n ) = £  o-rne3^ ,  n = 0 , 1 , . . . , L - 1  (4.10)
m = 0m^iK

where the subscript o  represents the signal for OFDM. From (4.10), there are (M —N ) 

random data  symbols contributing to the PAPR. Note th a t N  — M / K .  For SC 

modulated with FDSPT with a  = 0 and FET, the number of random da ta  symbols 

contributing significantly to  the PAPR is much less than  (M  — N )  due to the modified 

sine pulse shaping filters in both cases. Hence, the PAPR for a SC system with 

FDSPT or FET is lower than  th a t of an OFDM system with the same amount of 

pilot tones. It is also shown th a t SC m odulated signal with FET has slightly higher 

PAPR than  th a t of FDSPT.

We use simulation to  further verify our analysis on the effects of adding FDM
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of CCDF of Magnitude of x(n) for SC Modulated Signals with 
FDM Pilots (Parameter Set 1)

pilots. Consider Fig. 4.4, where x n is either from (4.3) or (4.8). Param eter Set 1 

(M  =  826, L  =  826 x 12, N  =  118) is used for the simulation. The FDSPT with 

a  — 0 and FET have about 2 dB advantage over OFDM and 1.5 dB disadvantage over 

SC m odulated signal without pilot tones at complementary cumulative distribution 

function (CCDF) =  10-4 . The higher the value of a  is, the lower the PAPR. However, 

the higher the value of a  the worse the performance of the channel estimator. There 

exists a fundamental trade-off between the PAPR and the performance of the channel 

estimator.

Fig. 4.5 shows the spectrum generated using the SC m odulated signal with FD

SPT with various a  values, FET and OFDM with IFDMA pilot signal with a Chu 

sequence, where p is the power backoff of a high power amplifier (HPA) in dB. Note 

th a t param eter Set 1 (M  =  826, L  =  826 x 12, N  — 118) is used for the simulation. 

The non-linear high power amplifier (HPA) model used is the Rapp model [113] with 

p0 =  2, where p0 is defined in Sec. 7.5 when we discuss the issue of reducing PAPR
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Figure 4.5: Power Spectra of Signal Emerging from a Rapp Model (p0 =  2) Power Amplifier, 
with Backoffs Required to Satisfy a Spectral Mask (Parameter Set 1)

of SC signals with FDM pilots. The spectrum  for the system without FDM pilots 

is the same as th a t for the TDM pilots. The ETSI 3GPP spectral mask is scaled 

to fit the generated spectrum. The backoff values, used for illustrative purposes, are 

obtained by trial and error such th a t the power spectrum is just within the mask. As 

expected, the OFDM signal requires the largest backoff, while the SC without pilots 

requires the least. The SC with FET requires 0.5 dB more backoff than  th a t of SC 

with FDSPT (a = 0). Note th a t the spectral mask could have been shifted slightly 

to the right for FDSPT, since its net da ta  symbol rate is slightly higher, although 

this has not been done in Fig. 4.5.

4.3 Channel Equalization of SC Signals with FDM  
Pilots

Channel equalization of SC signals with FDM pilots is performed in the frequency 

domain. The FDM pilots are first removed and then equalized using either frequency
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domain LMMSE or frequency domain IBSDFE, applying the corresponding channel 

frequency response at the data  frequencies.

4.3.1 Frequency Domain LMMSE Equalization

First consider FDSPT. Given th a t the channel is known, the pilot tones are removed 

from the received signal tones before equalization,

y ;  =  Y e - ( 3 H ep e / K

=  OiHiA.^ T  Vf, £ G 12 (4.11)

where the set pilot frequency indices Q is defined in (2.46). At £ ̂  12, from (2.8), the

received data  frequencies are given as Yi =  Hi A t + V?. The linear MMSE equalizer

taps for a single received sample with FDSPT can then be calculated as

0 = 1 Hp+a*’ ^ =  0-1 A f -  1 (4-12)

where * denotes the complex conjugate and

i f  _  /  £ G £ 1  , ,
h ' - \ h , i  i n .  (413)

The corresponding MMSE of the linear equalizer can be shown to  be

^.2 1 ^

J s = m 1 L  \H'e \2 +  a 2 (4 ' 1 4 )e=o 1 e'

The estimated data  symbols using FDSPT can be obtained by taking the M -point 

inverse FF T  (IFFT) of where

Y "  —  /  .
l ~ \ Y t , £ $ n .  ( 4 -1 5 )

Using (2.26), the equalization of SC signal with FET is performed as A t  =  Y^C^ 

where £ =  0 ,1 ,..., M  — l  and £ ^  12. The MMSE of the linear equalizer for FET can 

be shown to be
^2  M —l  ^

Je = M - N  ^  |F £|2 +  (t2' 4̂ ' 16^e=o 1 c1
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Let A =  [Ai, ...,AK- i , A K+i, i]- The estim ated data  symbols using FET can

be obtained by taking the (M  — iV)-point IFFT  of A. The BER for both cases 

(assuming known channel) can be estim ated as

B E R  & Q

where J  is either Js  or Je  and where the residual error is assumed to be Gaussian (see 

Chapter 3). Since the channel is assumed to be known in the derivation of (4.17), 

(4.17) can be considered as a lower bound on the BER th a t can be achieved with 

FDSPT and FET pilots.

Fig. 4.6 depicts the BER for an uncoded system using FDSPT with different 

values of a  using frequency domain LMMSE, given the channel is known. Param eter 

Set 1 (see Table 2.1 and Table 2.2) is used in the simulation for both  the uncoded and 

coded cases. Note th a t ^  in Fig. 4.6 is calculated according to  (2.23) with Np =  0 

for FDSPT and Np = N  for FET. We assume the channel is static for the uncoded 

case. The BER performance of FET and no pilots are also included for comparison. 

The theoretical results are consistent with the simulation results. The larger the value 

of a  or the smaller the value of rj (pilot overhead defined as 1 / K )  is, the better the 

BER. The performance degradation for FDSPT with a  =  0 is significant due to the 

large value of 77 and the presence of pilots in every block. Channel coding can be used 

to compensate for part of the degradation (see Fig. 4.11).

4.3.2 Frequency Domain IBSDFE Equalization

First consider FDSPT. The feedback and feedforward frequency domain IBSDFE 

equalizer taps described in Section 2.4.2 at the zth iteration, denoted as B ' ^  and 

Cgl\  for a single received frequency sample can be calculated using (2.36) and (2.37) 

with He being replaced by H'e, defined in (4.13). The corresponding MMSE of the 

frequency domain IBSDFE at the zth iteration can then be calculated using (2.40) 

with Hi being replaced by H't  The estim ated da ta  symbols using FDSPT can be
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Figure 4.6: BER Performance of FDSPT and FET for Uncoded System using frequency 
domain LMMSE Equalizer with Known CIR (Parameter Set 1)

obtained by taking the M -point IFFT  of U7^ ,  which is given as

U'(i) =  Y"C/(i)* +  B'*A(i_1) (4.18)

where Y "  is defined in (4.15). The equalization of SC signal with FET is performed 

using (2.28) w ith £ ^  f2. The estim ated data  symbols using FET can be obtained by 

taking the ( M - N )-point IFFT  of given in (2.28) with £ ^  Cl. The corresponding 

MMSE of the frequency domain IBSDFE at the zth iteration for FET can then be 

calculated using (2.40) with £ ^  ft.

Since the residual error of the frequency domain IBSDFE cannot be well charac

terized as Gaussian, (4.17) cannot be used to  estimate the corresponding BER. We 

use computer simulation to obtain the BER for systems with FDSPT pilots using 

frequency domain IBSDFE, with known CSI. Fig. 4.7 shows the BER for an un

coded QPSK system with FDSPT pilots with different values of a  using frequency 

domain IBSDFE, given the channel is known. Param eter Set 1 (see Table 2.1 and 

Table 2.2) are used in the simulation for both the uncoded and coded cases. Note
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th a t ^  in Fig. 4.7 is calculated according to  (2.23) with Np =  0 for FD SPT and 

Np =  N  for FET. The BER performance of FET and no pilots are also included for 

comparison. For a  = 0 and the pilot overhead ratio rj — 14.2%, error floor occurs 

at BER =  10-2 , resulting from a large ratio of the removal of da ta  tones for pilots. 

For a  =  0.2 and r] =  14.2%, the performance degradation is about 1.2 dB, relative to 

the FET pilots with the same pilot overhead. W hen the pilot overhead is reduced by 

half, i.e. rj =  7.1%, FET and FDSPT with a  — 0 produce similar BER performance. 

In general, using frequency domain IBSDFE provides better interference (due to  the 

scaling of da ta  tones at the pilot frequencies) cancellation capability than  th a t of us

ing linear MMSE equalizer, as shown in Fig. 4.7. Again, since the channel is assumed 

to be known in obtaining the BER for frequency domain IBSDFE, the BER can be 

considered as a lower bound on the BER th a t can be achieved with FDSPT and FET 

pilots.

■110'

-210

-310 -B — a= 0 , ti=14.2%  
■©— 0= 0.2 , T)=14.2%  
A - o = 0 , 11=7.1%
$  -  F E T ,ti= 14.2%  

FET, ii=7.1%
-X —  no  pilots

6 8 10 12 14 16
Eb/N o [dB]

Figure 4.7: BER Performance of FDSPT and FET for Uncoded System using frequency 
domain IBSDFE Equalizer with Known CIR (Parameter Set 1)
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4.4 Interference Cancellation of SC Signals with  
FDSPT pilots

The removal of the da ta  tones for superimposing of the pilot tones results in BER 

performance degradation. The second term  of (4.4) can be considered as the intersym

bol interference term  due to the scaled data  tones. It is obvious th a t the interference 

level decreases with a  and increases with r). Given the estimated channel frequency 

response (CFR), denoted as He, and the DFT of the data decisions {am} either from 

the frequency domain equalizer (FDE) or the decoder output, denoted as At, we can 

compensate for the removal (or scaling) of the data  tones by re-constructing the re

ceived frequency samples using hard decisions at the pilot frequencies f t ,  as shown in 

Fig. 4.8. After the initial iteration, Switch S' is at the left hand side for I  £ f t  and at

FDE
a m

De- V
1
•

Interleaver

•
*

A |

FFT
m t 

•
<  • Interleaver Encoder

Figure 4.8: Block Diagram of the Proposed Decision-directed Interference Cancellation
Technique for SC Signals with FDSPT Pilots

the right hand side for i e . f l .  The compensated received frequency samples, denoted 

as Y't , can be obtained as

Y '  =  I  HeAt i  e f l  .  q n

** \ H t A e + Vt t £ f t  (419)

where Vt is the £th noise frequency sample. Notice th a t the difference between Y't 

and Ye (see (2.8)) is th a t for i  e  ft ,  Ye contains the received frequency samples for 

the transm itted pilot tones, while Y't contains the received frequency samples for the
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transm itted da ta  tones. Moreover, to obtain Y't , the DFT of the data  decisions and 

CFR are needed. Note th a t the f?th received frequency sample for a block without 

pilots, denoted as Y't, is given as

Ye = HeA e + Ve, £ = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  M  — 1 (4.20)

where M  is the number of data  symbols per block.

The objective of the interference cancellation algorithm for SC signal w ith FDSPT 

pilots is to obtain Y£, using At  and Ht, such th a t Y[ «  Ye for £ = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  M  — 1. 

Let Hg = H(, + A  Hi and A t = At + A At, where A Ht and A At  are defined as the 

channel estimation and the decision errors at the £th frequency, respectively. Y't , can 

be re-written as

Y '  =  /  +  V*  ̂ e  ^  14 911
1 \  HtAt + Vt ^ ’

where V't is the interference due to the channel estimation and da ta  decision errors,

given as

V ’t =  A H tA A t  + A H eA e +  HeA A e. (4.22)

Comparing (4.21) with (4.20), we notice th a t the difference between Y't and Yt is the

noise term  at the pilot frequencies fi. Consider the variance of V/, which is given as

° V i =  ° A  Ht ° A A t +  a A i ie +  At (4 -23)

where we assume th a t A H t, At, Ht and A At  are jointly uncorrelated and the vari

ance of At  and Ht are normalized to  1. cr\H( and o \ A( are the variance of channel

estimation and data  decision errors at the £th frequency. Note th a t in the absence

of channel estimation and data  decision errors, i.e. Oy, = 0, the received frequency 

samples at f t  are noiseless. In this case, the performance of the FDE would be at 

least as good as th a t without FDSPT pilots.

Fig. 4.9 shows the BER performance of an uncoded QPSK system using FDSPT 

pilots (a  =  0) in the W INNER C2 channel (see Table 2.3) with iterative decision- 

directed interference cancellation. Param eter Set 2-B is used for the simulation. The
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CSI is assumed to be known, i.e. o \ Ht =  0. Note th a t o \ Al % 0. A linear MMSE 

equalizer is used to  show the performance of the iterative interference cancellation 

technique. For rj = 6.25%, the BER performance is about 0.8 dB away from the one 

without FDSPT pilots. The irreducible BER degradation, resulting from the da ta  

decision errors, is more obvious for larger values of r], such as rj =  12.5%. Moreover, 

one iteration gives similar performance to tha t of three iterations.

n=i2,5%

cr
LLIm

X -  0 iteration 
■1"  11 iteration 
■B— 3 iterations 
 no pilots

105 15 20
SNR [dB]

Figure 4.9: BER Performance of FDSPT for Uncoded System using Linear MMSE Equal
izer with Iterative Decision-directed Interference Cancellation and known CSI (Parameter 
Set 2-B)

The performance improvement is not obvious when an IBSDFE (instead of linear 

MMSE) equalizer is used, resulting from the existing interference cancellation capa

bility of the feedback filter within the IBSDFE equalizer. Consider the equalization 

of the received frequency samples at Cl for SC signals with FDSPT signals (a  =  0) 

without the proposed interference canceler. Assuming channel frequency nulls at Cl, 

i.e. Hg =  0 for £ G Cl and using (4.18), it can be shown that

f / f = A ? _1), £ e C l ,  (4.24)
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where ^ is the £th frequency of the DFT of the feedback soft decisions from the 

(i — l) th  iteration. W hen a linear equalizer is used, we have

U f ] = 0 ,  i  G Cl. (4.25)

Comparing (4.24) and (4.25), we see th a t the IBSDFE equalizer provides essentially 

the same degree of interference cancellation capability for SC signals with FDSPT 

pilots. W ith the proposed interference canceler, we have

U f  = C f Y l  +  (4.26)

where and are defined in (2.36) and (2.37) respectively. Comparing (4.24) 

and (4.26), we see the difference is th a t feedforward and feedback filter are applied 

on the received frequency samples Y't and when the proposed canceler is used.

Note th a t this difference is applicable only at the pilot frequencies Cl. Hence, we can 

conclude th a t the IBSDFE equalizer with decision directed interference cancellation 

technique at Cl is almost equivalent to a version of IBSDFE in which the forward 

filter is after the feedback and subtraction operation. The only differences are (1) 

in IBSDFE with interference cancellation, hard decisions are subtracted, instead of 

soft decisions; and (2) in IBSDFE, Y? is forced to zero for pilot tones, since there is 

no data  there (or a  = 0). Their BER performance for uncoded QPSK system are 

similar, as shown in Fig. 4.10.

4.5 Simulation Results

We evaluate the BER performance for a coded SC system with non-iterative channel 

estim ator FFT-LLSLF (Linear Least Square Line Fitting) (to be described in Sec. 

5.2.1) using FDSPT and FET pilots. Our goal is to compare the performance of 

the channel estimation using FET and FDSPT pilots with different values of a. 

Param eter Set 1 is used for the simulation (see Table 2.1 and Table 2.2). Note 

th a t the BER and FER curves are obtained from 10000 frames if the number of bits
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LUm t) = 6 .25%

■  ■  without IDIC 
• —  with IDIC (3 iterations) 
-  -  no pilots______________

8 10 12 14 186 16
SNR [dB]

Figure 4.10: BER Performance of FDSPT (a =  0) for Uncoded System using IBSDFE
Equalizer with Known CSI (IDIC: iterative decision-directed interference cancellation), Pa
rameter Set 2-B

in errors is less than  100000. BER with channel estimation using TDM pilots is also 

included for comparison. The pilots are added in every frame of 10 blocks according 

to  the row vector [1100110011], where an ‘1’ represents pilots being added and a ‘O’ 

represents no pilots being added in the corresponding blocks. Fig. 4.11 shows the BER 

for the system with channel estimation using TDM and FDM pilots, where N  = 118 

pilots are used for blocks with pilots and is defined in (2.23). Note th a t frequency 

domain LMMSE equalizer is used. We observe tha t with the same number of pilots 

for a frame, TDM and FDM pilot arrangements have similar BER performance. Note 

th a t using the TDM pilots, the spectral efficiency is slightly lower than  th a t of using 

the FDM pilots. In the time domain, an extra CP of length-Lcp is required so th a t 

circular convolution can be used for both  the training and da ta  symbol block. On the 

other hand, the two dimensional FDM pilot arrangement requires th a t a maximum 

pilot spacing in frequency and time axis is satisfied, which depends on the maximum
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10°

► -T D M  
-B —  FET, K=7
 FET, K=8

FD SPT, a= 0  
M  -  FD SPT, a = 0 .2  
A  -F D S P T , a= 0 .3 5  
■ f —  FD SPT, a= 0 .5  
- 0 —  FD SPT, a= 0 .7 0 7  

-  -  Known CSI

Figure 4.11: BER Performance of FDM Pilots for Coded System using frequency domain 
LMMSE Equalizer with Channel Estimation (Parameter Set 1)

delay of the channel and the maximum Doppler frequency, respectively. Exceeding 

this maximum spacing results in overlapping of the original spectrum with its alias 

[94]. In this specific example, the maximum pilot spacing is K  =  7. For K  =  8, 

an error floor occurs at around BER =  5 x 1CT3 as a result of spectrum  aliasing. 

Although the higher value of a  gives better PAPR, it however produces worse BER 

performance for large value of a . W hen a  =  0, there is no interference from the data  

frequencies at the pilot locations, resulting in better channel estimates. Hence, there 

exists a fundamental trade-off between the channel estimation performance and the 

BER performance.

4.6 Summary

Two techniques of in-band FDM pilot multiplexing have been presented: FDSPT, 

where pilots are superimposed on scaled data-carrying tones, and FET, where groups 

of data carrying tone are shifted for multiplexing of pilot tones. It was shown th a t
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both techniques yield larger envelope variations of the SC signal. However, the SC 

signals w ith FDSPT and FET have still lower PAPR than  th a t of an OFDM signal, 

resulting from the smaller number of random da ta  symbols contributing to  the peak 

envelope variations. The application of FDSPT depends on the pilot overhead ratio 

and the time variation of the channel. Using FDM pilots in the system provides 

the option of channel estimation in frequency domain at the expense of slightly in

creasing the PAPR. Also, frequency domain signal generation and pilot multiplexing 

facilitates flexible and efficient assignment of signals to  available spectrum. Table 

4.1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages among different pilot arrangement 

schemes, where higher PAPR means more power backoff. The IBSDFE equalizer with

Table 4.1: Comparison of Different Pilot Arrangement Schemes

Advantages Disadvantages

TDM
No BER degradation, 

low PAPR
Higher overhead, 

less spectrum flexibility

FET
No BER  degradation, 

good spectrum flexibility
Higher PAPR, 

slightly higher overhead

FD SPT
Least overhead, 

good spectrum flexibility
slightly higher PAPR, 

BER degradation

decision directed interference cancellation technique at the pilot frequency indices f2 

is almost equivalent to a version of IBSDFE in which the forward filter is after the 

feedback and subtraction operation. The only differences are (1) in IBSDFE with 

interference cancellation, hard decisions are subtracted, instead of soft decisions; and 

(2) in IBSDFE, the received frequency samples at f2 are forced to zero (or a  =  0) for 

multiplexing of pilot tones.
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Chapter 5 

Channel Estim ation using FDM  
Pilots for Full Bandwidth System s

In this chapter, we propose two non-iterative frequency domain channel estimators 

and one frequency domain iterative decision-directed channel estim ator (IDDCE) us

ing the FDM pilots, described in the previous chapter, for full bandwidth systems in 

time-varying frequency selective fading channels. In this thesis, we define full band

width systems as the systems in which a single user occupies the whole available signal 

bandwidth. In the next chapter, we consider channel estimation for systems in which 

a single user occupies only part of the non-contiguous available signal bandw idth1. 

The effects of mis-matched knowledge of the maximum delay spread and the speed of 

the user terminal, when generating the Wiener interpolation filter taps, is also investi

gated. Moreover, we compare the performance of non-iterative and iterative channel 

estimators for SC systems using TDM and FDM pilot schemes. We also compare 

the performance of SC systems with th a t of coded OFDM systems with FDM pilots. 

The FER performance of SC systems with FDSPT pilots using the IBSDFE equalizer 

w ith iterative decision-directed interference cancellation technique is also included.

1It is necessary to separate the discussion of channel estimation techniques for full bandwidth 
systems and chunk-based systems since different pilot schemes and channel estimation techniques 
maybe be required for the two systems. For example, in chunk-size systems, the number of pilots is 
limited by the size of a chunk, which affects the design of the corresponding channel estimator.
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5.1 Introduction

Using FDM (FDSPT and FET) pilots, we first propose two non-iterative hybrid 

channel estimation techniques, with DFT-based channel estim ator in the frequency 

direction and linear least square line fitting (LLSLF) or linear Wiener filtering in the 

time direction of the time-frequency plane. Our motivation is to  design a low complex

ity non-iterative channel estim ator for uplink SC systems in time-varying frequency 

selective fading channels, comparing it later to more complex iterative approaches. 

The implementation complexity of a DFT channel estimation is usually low, result

ing from the efficient implementation of the FFT  and requiring no channel statistics. 

However, in terms of performance of the channel estimator, the non-iterative channel 

estimators may not be adequate in some applications. Hence, to  further improve 

the performance of the channel estimation, we propose a low complexity iterative 

decision-directed channel estim ator (IDDCE). The proposed IDDCE is a modified 

version of the iterative channel estimation (ICE) for OFDM systems, originally pro

posed in [56] for OFDM systems and briefly described in Sec. 2.6.4. The averaged 

MSE performance of the proposed non-iterative and iterative channel estimators is 

included to evaluate their performance.

Since Doppler spectrum  and channel delay profile are usually a priori unknown, 

mis-matched channel statistics are assumed when generating the W iener filter taps. In 

this chapter, we also evaluate the effects of using mis-matched channel statistics, such 

as the maximum channel delay spread and the vehicle speed. Moreover, to  evaluate 

the effectiveness of our proposed FDM pilot schemes, we compare the performance 

of SC systems using FDM pilots with th a t using TDM pilots. We also compare with 

the coded OFDM systems using FDM pilots. The comparison is based on required 

power backoff of the high power amplifier (HPA), the CP overhead, pilot overhead 

and the FER performance.
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5.2 Non-Iterative Channel Estimation for SC Sig
nals with FDM  Pilots

The channel estimation techniques for OFDM systems, described in Sec. 2.6.2 and 

Sec. 2.6.3, can be used for channel estimation of SC signals with FDM pilots. The 

channel estimation is accomplished by estimating the channel frequency response 

(CFR) at the pilot frequencies (£ € f t )  and then interpolating among these estim ated 

frequencies to obtain the channel estimates for the whole block, using non-iterative 

channel estimators, such as a DFT-based channel estim ator2, a cascaded 2 x ID 

Wiener filtering or iterative decision-directed channel estimation techniques. In addi

tion to the cascaded 2 x ID Wiener filtering used for OFDM systems, in this section 

we propose two hybrid channel estim ators3 (FFT-LLSLF or FFT-W iener estimators) 

and one frequency domain iterative decision directed channel estimation (IDDCE) 

technique for SC systems (to be described in Sec. 5.3). For FET, (2.44) can be used 

to  find the initial raw estimates of the channel frequency response at £ £ 12. For 

FDSPT the initial estimates can be calculated as

Yk,
Hk,e —

PPk,e
= H^e + Vj!e, k E and £ E f t  (5.1)

K t  = ^ L  + ^ L - (5-2)

where
ft'Ai I4,i
0Pk,e PPkjt

From (5.2), we see th a t when a = 0 and (3 =  1, the initial estimates using FDSPT are 

the same as th a t of using FET. In other words, the performance of the non-iterative 

channel estimators using FET and FDSPT will be the same when a = 0 and 0 = 1 .

5.2.1 Hybrid Channel Estimator: FFT-LLSLF

This hybrid channel estim ator uses a DFT-based channel estim ator in the frequency

direction and linear LS line fitting (LLSLF) [52] in the time direction, assuming th a t

2We sometimes call a DFT based channel estimator an FFT channel estimator in this thesis.
3 Hybrid means that the estimators used in the time and frequency directions are not the same.
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the channel is linearly time-varying. The motivation for this hybrid estim ator is its 

low complexity and requiring no channel and noise statistics. The obvious price to 

pay for low complexity is the performance of the channel estimators. The linear 

assumption in the time direction requires high pilot overhead when the maximum 

Doppler frequency f Dmax is high.

5.2.2 Hybrid Channel Estimator: FFT-W iener

To improve the performance in the time direction (at the expense of slightly higher 

complexity), while using low complexity DFT-based channel estimation in the fre

quency direction the other proposed hybrid channel estim ator uses the DFT-based 

channel estimation in the frequency direction and Wiener filtering in the time direc

tion. The objective is to reduce the computational complexity involved in Wiener 

filtering in the frequency direction as usually M  »  N b , when on-line calculation 

of Wiener filter taps is required. Note th a t if the Wiener filter taps are pre-stored, 

the hybrid estim ator has slightly higher com putational complexity than  th a t of using 

2 x ID Wiener filtering.

5.3 Iterative Channel Estimation for SC Signals 
with FDM  Pilots

To further improve the performance of the channel estimator, the tentative symbol 

decisions can be treated as extra pilot symbols and fed back to  the channel estim ator to 

re-estimate the entire time and frequency grid. We want to consider a low-complexity 

IDDCE for SC systems, inspired by the two-dimensional iterative decision-directed 

channel estimation for OFDM system (see Sec. 2.6.4). From Fig. 2.12 we know 

th a t tentative decisions can be used to improve the performance of the non-iterative 

cascaded 1D-FIR Wiener filtering. The next question to  ask is whether we can directly 

apply the frequency domain iterative decision-directed channel estim ator for OFDM 

systems for SC systems? The answer is no since the envelope of the frequency response
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of the decisions is not constant, resulting in the issue of noise enhancement when 

calculating the raw estimates of the CFR. A low complexity thresholding technique 

is used to overcome the issue of noise enhancement. We next describe our proposed 

low complexity frequency domain IDDCE for SC systems using FDM Pilots.

5.3.1 Proposed Low Com plexity Frequency Domain IDDCE

We modify the frequency domain IDDCE described in Sec. 2.6.4, originally designed 

for OFDM systems, for SC systems with FDM pilots4. Instead of using the LLR 

of the coded symbols from the output of an A PP decoder, the hard decisions either 

from the equalizer output or the decoder output are used for low complexity. This 

is suboptimum, but as we will see from the simulation results, it gives performance 

close to  the case of known CFR. Fig. 5.1 shows the structure of the proposed fre

quency domain IDDCE for SC systems with or without involving the decoder. The

FFT Encoder

Irlerleaver Decoder

Frequency
Replacement

2x10 Wiener 
Channel 

Estimator #2

IBSDFE

2x1 D Wiener 
Channel 

Estimator #1

Figure 5.1: Block Diagram of the Proposed Frequency Domain Iterative Decision-Directed 
Channel Estimator for SC Systems with or without Decoder

dotted hard decision block is used when the decoder is not involved, ignoring the 

inter leaver/de-inter leaver and encoder/decoder. During the initial channel estima

4Although we only consider SC systems with FDM pilots, the proposed IDDCE technique can 
also be used for SC systems using TDM pilots as long as the initial channel estimates are available.
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tion using a cascaded 2 x ID Wiener filter # 1 , the switch S  is in the upper position. 

The initial estim ated CFR is then used by the IBSDFE, producing the soft de

cision of the transm itted data  symbol am. If the decoder is not involved, the hard 

decision of am, denoted as am, is then used to  calculate At  by taking the FF T  of am. 

If the decoder is involved, after de-interleaving and soft Viterbi decoding, the hard 

decisions of the decoder output bk are re-encoded and interleaved to obtain the hard 

decisions of the transm itted da ta  symbols am. Given the received frequency sample Yt 

and At, our next task is to find the raw estimates of the channel frequency responses 

for the Wiener filtering process, given as [40,52]

y
Ht = -AL , £ = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  M  — 1 (5.3)

At

where At  is the FF T  of am, given as

1 M - 1

^  =  £ — 0 ,1 , . . . ,  M  — 1. (5.4)
X m = 0

Note th a t we ignore the block index k  for simplicity.

5.3.2 Issue of Noise Enhancement

Using the Central Limit Theorem [91], A e in (5.4) can be approximated as a Gaussian 

random variable with zero mean and unit variance. From (5.3), assuming all the 

decisions from the equalizer are correct, the variance of Ht given At  can be found as

a j = E { \ H t - H e\2} = ^ 2 (5-5)

where a 2 is the noise variance. It is obvious th a t from (5.5), when \At\ is small, noise 

enhancement makes interpolation of Ht to  find Ht difficult.

5.3.3 Optimum Technique: MMSE Estimator

Using (5.3) to find the LS (or raw) estimates for the second Wiener filter can result in 

noise enhancement. Our first approach to overcome this issue is to  use an optimum 

MMSE estim ator to  find the raw estimates. Assuming tha t all the decisions are
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correct so th a t An =  An for I  =  0,1, • • • , M  — 1, the received frequency samples can 

be written, in m atrix form, as

Y  =  A H  +  V (5.6)

where A  is a diagonal m atrix with [A0, /R , • • • being the main diagonal

elements, H  =  [Hq, H i , • • • , H m - i]t  is the CFR and V  =  [Vo, VR ■ ■ ■ , Vm - i]t  is the

vector of noise frequency samples. Since Y  and H  are jointly complex Gaussian, the

where H denotes the Hermitian transpose, C h h  and C y v  — o'2!  are the covariance 

m atrix of the CFR and the noise samples, respectively. Inspecting (5.7), we notice

means th a t we need to calculate the filter taps on-line for each block. Note th a t by 

dividing Y  into smaller size vectors, a smaller size of matrix inversion can be used 

to  reduce the complexity, at the expense of slight performance degradation, as shown 

in Fig. 5.4. (5.7) provides an optimum solution with relatively high complexity for 

practical implementation of the proposed iterative channel estimator.

5.3.4 Sub-optimum Low Com plexity Technique: The Fre
quency Replacement Algorithm

To overcome the issue of high complexity provided by (5.7) and the issue of noise en

hancement, we propose to replace the frequency channel estimates at noise enhanced 

frequencies with the initial channel frequency estimates (or the channel estimates in 

the previous iteration) using a threshold A. We called this method frequency replace

ment (FR). The mixed LS estimates using tentative decision tones and the channel 

frequency estimates in the previous iteration are given as

MMSE (conditional mean) estim ator for H , given Y  and A , is given as [52, pp. 533]

(5.7)

th a t to obtain H ' not only requires the knowledge of the covariance m atrix of the CFR 

C H h  but also the DFT of the da ta  decision A, which varies from block to block. This

\ M  > A 
1-4̂ 1 ^  ^

(5.8)
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where £ = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  M  —1 and H f ev is the channel frequency estimates in the previous 

iteration. Since Ag can be modeled as a Gaussian random variable, \A(\ has a Rayleigh 

probability density function. Hence, the probability of replacing the frequencies can 

be calculated as

P r{ \A t \ < \ )  = 1 -  e~ x2 (5.9)

where we assume E-flA^2} =  1. Assuming th a t P r{ \A 0\ < A} =  P r{\A i\  <  A} =

. . .  =  P v{ \A m - i \ <  A}, the average number of frequencies replaced for a particular 

block can be calculated as

N fr  = M  ( l  -  e“A2)  (5.10)

where M  is the number of frequencies per block. It should be noted th a t the value 

of the threshold A determines the number of frequencies to be replaced. W hen A is 

too low, noise enhancement persists. In the other hand, if A is too high, most of 

the channel frequency estimates in the previous iteration will be re-used, resulting 

in similar performance as th a t of the previous channel estimates. Assuming tha t 

I?{|A^|2} =  1, the threshold value should be chosen between 0 and 1, i.e. 0 <  A <  1. 

In Section 5.3.6 of this thesis, the best threshold value A is found by simulation. The 

FR algorithm is a low complexity technique, as no m atrix inversion is required.

5.3.5 W iener 2 x ID Filtering of Raw Estim ates

Using the frequency channel estimates from either (5.7) or (5.8), another 2 x ID  

Wiener filter (similar to  the one used for initial channel estimation) with the smallest 

pilot distance in both  time and frequency direction (denoted as Dt and D f,  respec

tively), i.e. D f = Dt =  1, is used to refine the channel estimates for the whole frame. 

Note th a t denser pilots for Wiener filtering in general gives better smoothing perfor

mance. In this case, we use the sixteen nearest pseudo pilots for smoothing in the 

frequency direction, while we use Q (number of blocks per frame) pseudo pilots for 

smoothing in the time direction. Switch S  in Fig. 5.1 is then in the lower position, 

allowing the improved channel frequency estimates to  be used by the IBSDFE and
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forming a closed loop for the next iteration. The difference between the 2 x 1  D  Wiener 

filter # 1  and 2 x 1  D  Wiener filter # 2  in Fig. 5.1 is th a t the values of D f  and D t in 

2 x ID Wiener filter # 2  is always 1, while the corresponding values for 2 x ID  Wiener 

filter # 1  is D t — (Q — 1) >  1 and D f  =  K  > 1. In our simulation, we assume Q =  12 

and K  =  4 and the pilots are added in the first and the last block of the frame.

5.3.6 Determ ination of the B est Value of A

We first determine the best value of A by simulating a SC system with IDDCE using 

different values of A over a wide range of SNR. Param eter Set 2-B  (see Table 2.3 

and Table 2.4) is used for the simulation and channel realizations for 2000 frames are 

simulated. Fig. 5.2 shows the averaged MSE of the IDDCE using FR algorithm with 

various values of A at SNR =  5, 10, and 20 dB. The averaging is taken over the whole 

estim ated time-frequency plane, given as

1 N b - i m - i  2

K  - -H (5-n)a k=0 i=0

where M  is the number frequencies and N b =  12 is the number of blocks per frame. 

For all three SNR values, the best (in terms of smallest MSE by observation) values 

for FR algorithm was found to be around A =  0.3. W ith A =  0.3 and using (5.9), the 

probability of replacing a particular frequency using FR algorithm is

P r{ \A e\ <  A} =  1 -  e-(a3)2 =  8.6% (5.12)

and the average number of frequencies replaced in a blocked is, using (5.10), N fr  =

M  x 8.6% ~  89. This means th a t we are using most (91.4%) of the tentative decision

tones for channel estimation for the next iteration.

5.4 Performance Evaluation

The averaged MSE of the channel estimates and FER are used to  evaluate the perfor

mance of the proposed channel estimators and the system performance with channel
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Figure 5.2: Effects of the Threshold Values for IDDCE (Parameter Set 2-B)

estimation, respectively. Moreover, we compare the performance of non-iterative and 

iterative channel estimators for SC systems using TDM and FDM pilot schemes in 

terms of pilot overhead, CP overhead, the required power backoff for the HPA, and the 

FER. We also compare the performance of SC systems with th a t of OFDM systems 

with the same param eter set.

5.4.1 Averaged MSE

Fig. 5.3 depicts the averaged MSE for the non-iterative channel estimators. (5.11) is 

used to  obtain the averaged MSE of the channel estimates. Param eter Set 2-A  is used 

for the simulation and channel realizations for 2000 frames are used to generate the 

MSE results. A ‘1’ represents pilots are present in the corresponding block, while a ‘O’ 

means no pilots are placed in the corresponding block. 2 x ID Wiener means cascaded 

2 x ID Wiener filters. I f,  It and I  represent the number of filter taps in the frequency 

direction, the time direction and the time-frequency plane, respectively. For a fair 

comparison, we fix the to tal number of pilots in a frame at 208 pilots per frame so
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Figure 5.3: MSE Performance of Different Non-Iterative Channel Estimators for Parameter 
Set 2-A

th a t the pilot overhead is 1/24 =  4.17%. We found th a t two more blocks with pilots 

are required when using FFT-LLSLF estimator. The FFT-LLSLF channel estim ator 

appears as the worst estim ator among the three estimators. This is expected, as 

the channel and noise statistics are not incorporated into the FFT estimator. The 

hybrid estim ator improves the performance for low SNR, compared with tha t of the 

FFT-LLSLF estimator. It is obvious the Wiener filtering outperforms the LLSLF 

estimation in the time direction. For high SNR (> 16 dB), the MSE caused by the 

FF T  estim ator dominates the MSE caused by the white noise, resulting in a similar 

performance as th a t of using LLSLF. At low SNR region (<  10 dB), the hybrid 

estim ator provides a low computational complexity solution for the cascaded 2 x ID 

Wiener filtering. The averaged MSE for the linear optimum 2D Wiener filtering is 

also included for reference. As concluded in [81], there is not much gain, in terms 

of averaged MSE, using all the pilots for estimation (see the curves with a cross (2D
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Wiener) and a diamond (2 x ID Wiener) in Fig. 5.3, which are almost coincident).

Fig. 5.4 depicts the averaged MSE for the IDDCE with FET pilots. Param eter 

Set 2-B is used for the simulation. The averaged MSE performance curve for non

iterative W2 x ID and a frame with all Chu pilots are also included for comparison. 

The MSE performance of using all Chu pilots can be considered as the optimum 

MSE performance for IDDCE since there exists no noise enhanced raw estimates and 

decision errors. The legend ‘H-ICE1, A =  0.3’ means hard decision iterative channel 

estimation with 1 iteration and FR  algorithm with A =  0.3 is used. The ‘C ’ in the 

legend ‘H-ICE1-C, A =  0.3’ means th a t decoding is included in the channel estimation 

process. We see from Fig. 5.4 th a t the IDDCE with FR algorithm in general gives 

MSE performance improvement over the non-iterative cascaded 2 x ID Wiener filter. 

However, in the low SNR region from 5 dB to 12 dB, the MSE performance of the 

IDDCE with FR algorithm without involving the decoder is degraded as a result of 

decision errors. The IDDCE using the FR algorithm with re-encoding improves the 

MSE performance at the low SNR region. The use of the optimum MMSE estim ator 

to  obtain the raw estimates for the second Wiener filtering gives MSE performance 

close to  th a t of using all pilots in the high SNR region ( > 1 2  dB), where decision errors 

are small. On the other hand, in the low SNR region (<  10 dB), the low complexity 

IDDCE using FR algorithm with a threshold gives comparable MSE performance to 

th a t of using the optimum MMSE estimator. Moreover, when a smaller size of m atrix 

inversion, e.g. 16 x 16, is used, the MSE performance is similar to  th a t of using the 

proposed low complexity IDDCE.

5.4.2 Frame Error R ate (FER)

Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 depicts the FER of the coded systems with TDM, FET and 

FDSPT pilots using different non-iterative channel estimators, where ‘W ’ stands for 

Wiener filtering. Param eter Set 2-A (see Table 2.3 and Table 2.4) is used for the 

simulation and frequency domain IBSDFE equalization (see Sec. 4.3) is used. First
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Figure 5.4: MSE Performance of IDDCE using FET Pilots for Parameter Set 2-B

consider Fig. 5.5. The FFT-W iener channel estim ator (see Sec. 5.2.2) has about 0.5 

dB improvement at FER =  10—2, compared with th a t of an FFT-LLSLF estimator. 

The FET and TDM have similar performance at FER =  10-2 , while FD SPT loses 

about 1 dB to  both TDM and FET. Consider Fig. 5.6 for Wiener filter interpolation. 

In general, the performance at FER =  10-2 improves about 0.6 dB over th a t using 

the FFT-LLSLF estimator. The performance for the two-dimensional (2D) Wiener 

estim ator is also included for reference. Notice th a t the performance degradation 

using the FFT-W iener estim ator is only 0.2 dB relative to th a t of a cascaded 2 x ID 

Wiener estimator.

Fig. 5.7 shows the frame error rate (FER) performance of the coded SC systems 

with FDSPT (a  =  0) and FET pilots using the proposed IDDCE technique using 

the FR algorithm with A =  0.3. Note th a t Param eter Set 2-B  and the IBSDFE 

equalizer are used for the simulation. Comparing with the non-iterative 2 x ID 

Wiener interpolation, the IDDCE without the decoder in the loop improves about 

1 dB for FER =10-2 and about 1.2 dB when decoder is included in the iteration.
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Figure 5.5: FER Performance of FDM Pilots for Coded System using IBSDFE Equalizer 
with Non-Iterative Channel Estimations (Parameter Set 2-A)
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Figure 5.6: FER Performance of FDM Pilots for Coded System using IBSDFE Equalizer 
with Non-Iterative Channel Estimations (Parameter Set 2-A)
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This is about 0.2 dB away from the known CSI case. The use of IDDCE for FDSPT 

(a  =  0) pilots improves about 1 dB for FE R =10-2 with the decoder in the loop and 

about 0.5 dB with the decoder not in the loop, compared with th a t of non-iterative 

2 x ID Wiener filtering. For FDSPT {a — 0), the FER performance is about 1 

dB, at FE R =10-2 , away from the known CSI case. For OFDM systems with FET 

pilots, shown in Fig. 5.8, the improvement for IDDCE without the decoder over 

the non-iterative estim ator is about 0.2 dB, while the improvement for IDDCE with 

the decoder is about 1 dB, which is about 0.2 dB away from the known CSI case. 

Similar to the SC case, using FDSPT pilots for the OFDM system requires about 1 

dB extra SNR at a FER of 10-2 . Finally, Fig. 5.9 shows the FER for coded SC system 

using FDSPT (a — 0) pilots with iterative decision-directed interference cancellation 

(described in Sec. 4.4). W hen the decoder is included, the improvement is about 0.5 

dB, which is about 0.3 dB from FET pilots and 0.5 dB away from the performance for 

known CSI. In other words, using the proposed iterative decision-directed interference 

cancellation technique, the improvement is about 0.5 dB at FER =  10-2 .

5.4.3 Effects of M is-M atched Delay Spread and Vehicle Speed

Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11 depict the effects of mis-matched values of maximum delay 

spread Tmax  and vehicle speed v  using non-iterative 2 x ID Wiener filtering and 

frequency domain IDDCE(A — 0.3), respectively, where different scenarios of mis

matched parameters are summarized in Table 5.1. T'max  and v '  are used for generating 

the Wiener filter taps instead of the exact values of r m a x  and v .  Scenario A  assumes 

th a t the values of T'max  and v '  are matched to  rmax and v ,  while Scenario B  assumes 

th a t only Tmax  is matched and v  is arbitrarily assumed to be a relatively large value, 

such as 100 km /hr. Scenario C  assumes th a t Tmax  and v  are both  mis-matched to 

T'max  and v '  and they are assumed to be equal to the CP duration T c p  =  3.2 j i s  and 

100 km /hr, respectively. The effect of maximum vehicle speed is insignificant as the 

performance degradation is about 0.1 dB at FER =  10—2, as shown in Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.7: FER Performance of Coded SC Systems with FDM Pilots using the Proposed 
IDDCE and IBSDFE Equalizer (Parameter Set 2-B)
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Figure 5.8: FER Performance of Coded OFDM Systems with FDM Pilots using the IDDCE 
Proposed in [56] and Linear Equalizer (Parameter Set 2-B )
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Figure 5.9: FER Performance of FDSPT Pilots for Coded SC Systems using IBSDFE
Equalizer with Iterative Decision-directed Interference Cancellation, with Channel Estima
tion (Parameter Set 2-B)

However, the effect of maximum delay spread is more significant. The performance 

degradation with respect to the performance for scenario A  is about 1 dB and 0.4 dB 

at FER =  10-2 for non-iterative and iterative channel estimators respectively. This 

implies th a t the estimation of the maximum delay of the channel is more crucial than  

the speed of the vehicle when a priori knowledge of the channel statistics for channel 

estimation is required. Moreover, the frequency domain IDDCE is more robust to 

the mis-matched effects of Tmax  and v, as shown in Fig. 5.11.

Table 5.1: Different Scenarios of Mis-Matched Parameter for Generating Wiener Filter
Taps

Scenario Tmax  [h '1’] v' [km/hr]
A Tmax — 1.47 <2 II Cn O

B Tmax =  1-47 100
C Tcp =  3.2 100
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Figure 5.10: FER Performance of FDM Pilots for Coded System using IBSDFE Equalizer 
with Non-Iterative Channel Estimation (Parameter Set 2-A)
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Figure 5.11: FER Performance of FDM Pilots for Coded System using IBSDFE Equalizer 
with Iterative Channel Estimations (Parameter Set 2-A)
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5.5 Comparison of OFDM and SC System s using 
TDM  and FDM  Pilots

In this section, we compare the performance of OFDM and SC systems using TDM 

and FDM pilots, in terms of pilot overhead, CP overhead, the required power backoff 

for the HPA and the FER performance. Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13 show the FER 

performance of a coded OFDM system with FDM pilots using non-iterative (Wiener 

2 x ID) and iterative channel estimation (ICE), respectively. The results for ICE 

are obtained using the iterative channel estim ator briefly described in Sec. 2.6.4 and 

proposed in [56]. Note th a t the case for coded OFDM systems using FDSPT pilots

LL

— © —  FET, Scenario A/B
 'Ht1 FET, Scenario C

□  FDSPT, Scenario A/B
 f r — FDSPT, Scenario C
-  -  -  Known CSI

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
SN R  [dB]

Figure 5.12: FER Performance of FDM Pilots for Coded OFDM Systems using Linear
Equalizer and Non-iteratve Channel Estimator (Parameter Set 2-A)

is not considered in [56]. In OFDM systems, since each data  symbol is represented by 

a subcarrier, the removal of the data  tones for pilot tones permanently removes the 

da ta  symbols at the pilot locations. Hence, for an OFDM system, the use of FDSPT 

pilot must be accompanied by channel coding, which can be used to recover the loss 

of da ta  symbols (see also Fig. 5.8). This is a case similar to the OFDM systems with
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Figure 5.13: FER Performance of FDM Pilots for Coded OFDM Systems using Linear
Equalizer and Iterative Channel Estimator (Parameter Set 2-A)

punctured codes, if the FDSPT pilot scheme with a  =  0 is used.

Using the results from Fig. 5.10 to  Fig. 5.13, Table 5.2 summarizes the FER 

performance of the coded OFDM and SC systems, in terms of SNR for a FER of 

10-2 , the pilot and CP overhead of non-iterative and iterative channel estimators. 

Since the performance between Scenario A and B are similar, their performance is 

shown in the same column. Comparing the performance of Scenario A with the 

performance of Scenario C for W2 x ID and IDDCE, the price for lack of the exact 

channel knowledge is about 1 dB and 0.4 dB respectively. Using TDM pilots requires 

slightly more pilots. Notice th a t in all cases the cyclic prefix is still the main source 

of overhead in a block.

As discussed in Sec. 4.2.3, using FDM pilots for SC systems requires slightly 

higher power backoff of a HPA than  using TDM pilots although it is still lower than 

the required power backoff for OFDM systems. Fig. 5.14 shows the power spectra of 

the SC signals with different pilot schemes and OFDM signal with FET pilots, where p
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Table 5.2: Comparison of OFDM and SC Performance and Overhead for TDM and FDM 
Pilot Schemes (SNR at FER =  10-2 is obtained from Fig. 5.10 to Fig. 5.13 and IBSDFE 
equalizer is used for SC systems)

Pilot Schemes SNR (dB) at FER = 10~2 Pilot
overhead

/ total pilots \ 
V total data /

Cyclic
prefix

overhead 
t  total CP \ 
\ total data /

Scenario
A or B c

W 2xlD IDDCE W 2xlD IDDCE

OFDM-Known CSI 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 N/A 16.1 %
OFDM-FET 11.4 10.1 12.4 10.4 4.4% 16.1%

OFDM-FDSPT 12.3 11.0 13.2 11.2 0% 16.1%
SC-Known CSI 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.3 N /A 16.1%

SC-TDM 10.9 9.7 11.9 10.1 5.1% 18.0%
SC-FET 10.7 9.7 12.1 10.1 4.4% 16.1%

SC-FDSPT 11.7 10.5 12.9 10.9 0% 16.1%

denotes the required power backoff, 104 pilots are added in the first and the last block 

(M  =  416) of a frame (Q =  12) and a Chu sequence is used as the pilot sequence. 

The value of p in each case was determined so as to  accommodate the transm itted 

spectrum emerging from a power amplifier modelled by a Rapp model with p0= 2 

[113] (or see (7.13)), satisfying a typical spectral mask. Table 5.3 summarizes the 

required power backoff in dB for SC and OFDM systems. The SC signal with TDM

Table 5.3: Comparison of Required Power Backoffs for OFDM and SC Systems

Pilot Schemes
Power back-off 

to satisfy 
spectral mask

Additional back-off 
for pilot blocks

Average data SNR 
penalty due to increased 
back-off on pilot blocks

OFDM-FET 10 0 0
SC-TDM 8 0 0
SC-FET 8 1 0.2

SC-FDSPT 8 1 0.2

pilots requires the least power backoff (8 dB), while OFDM requires the most (10 dB) 

among different pilot schemes. The SC signals with FDM pilots requires additional
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Figure 5.14: Power Spectra of Signal Emerging from a Rapp Model p0 =  2 Power Amplifier, 
with Back-offs Required to Satisfy a Spectral Mask, p =  Power Back-off

1 dB power backoff for the blocks with pilots, resulting in a reduction of data  power 

and received SNR if the pilot power is to be fixed for not compromising the channel 

estimation performance. Since not all the blocks are with pilots and the channel 

coding and interleaving are carried over a frame of 12 blocks, the effect is small, as 

seen in the last column of Table 5.3. For this particular example, a serial modem 

with TDM or FDM pilots could be designed with a power amplifier with about 2 dB 

lower maximum power rating than  th a t of a corresponding OFDM modem.

Qualitatively similar results are obtained for other values of the Rapp param eter 

p0, and for different numbers and configurations of pilots. p0 — 2 corresponds to 

a relatively low quality power amplifier th a t has a significant AM /AM  non linearity 

even for input voltages below the saturation level. For p0 =  10 power back-offs can be 

achieved of 8.5 dB and 6 dB for OFDM and serial modulation respectively. Further 

PAPR and back-off reduction can be achieved for serial modulation if square root 

raised cosine filtering w ith excess bandw idth is applied.
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5.6 Summary

Channel estimation techniques for OFDM systems with PACE can be used, with some 

modifications, for SC systems with FDM pilots. The low complexity FFT-LLSLF 

channel estim ator gives the worst MSE performance, while the frequency domain 

IDDCE with optimum MMSE estimation and decoder provides the best MSE per

formance among the proposed channel estimators, with higher complexity. The low 

complexity FR algorithm with a threshold is used to  replace the optimum MMSE es

tim ator, with a slight performance degradation. The cascaded 2 x ID W iener channel 

estim ator outperforms both hybrid channel estimators. The FFT-W iener estim ator 

produces similar MSE performance as tha t of 2 x ID Wiener channel estim ator for 

low SNRs (< 10 dB). At low SNRs (<  10 dB), the MSE performance of the frequency 

domain IDDCE depends on the reliability of the tentative decisions. A simple hard 

decision re-encoding can be used to  improve the reliability of the tentative decisions 

at the expense of slightly higher complexity.

Using the non-iterative W2 x ID Wiener estimator, the FER performance degra

dation for full bandwidth system is about 1.4 dB and 2.4 dB for FET and FDSPT 

respectively. An additional 1 dB of SNR is needed if exact knowledge of the maximum 

delay spread and the speed of the user terminal is not known and the worse case chan

nel knowledge is assumed for generating the Wiener filter taps. Using the proposed 

low complexity IDDCE with the FR algorithm, the FER performance for coded SC 

systems using FET pilots and FDSPT pilots with iterative interference cancellation 

was found to be about 0.2 dB and about 0.5 dB away from the FER performance with 

known CFR at FE R =10-2 , respectively. FDSPT pilots can also be used for OFDM 

systems with channel coding. It was found th a t an extra 1 dB of SNR is required at 

FER  10-2 , compared with th a t using the conventional FET pilots for OFDM systems. 

Note however th a t FDSPT pilots require no pilot overhead. Taking into account the 

required power backoff of a HPA, a serial modem with TDM or FDM pilots could be
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designed with a power amplifier with about 2 dB lower maximum power rating than  

th a t of a corresponding OFDM modem.
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Chapter 6

Channel Estim ation using FDM  
Pilots for Chunk and Sub-chunk 
Size System s

This chapter deals with channel estimation for chunk and sub-chunk size systems 

with FDM pilots. We consider non-iterative (Wiener 2 x ID) and iterative (IDDCE) 

channel estimation for sub-chunk-based (IFDMA1 and block-IFDMA (B-IFDMA)) 

systems using the proposed FDM pilot arrangements. Similar to  the full bandwidth 

case, the effects of mis-matched channel knowledge on the performance is included. 

We also consider channel estimation over multiple half or full duplex FDD (frequency 

division duplex) frames, which is shown to  outperform channel estimation over one 

frame. The effectiveness of multi-frame channel estimation depends on the pilot 

spacings in time, which is upper bounded by the sampling theorem. The frame error 

rate (FER) performance loss due to imperfect channel estimation is shown to  be more 

for B-IFDMA than  for IFDMA, full chunk size and full bandwidth systems.

6.1 Introduction

To facilitate adaptive transmission, the transm itted data is arranged in a basic time- 

frequency unit, term ed a chunk, which contains a small number of consecutive subcar

1In Appendix B, we compare the performance between IFDMA and conventional direct sequence 
CDMA (DS-CDMA) systems with and without carrier frequency offsets and Wiener phase noise. 
Note that this topic is included in the appendix for the coherence of the thesis.
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riers for some consecutive OFDM symbols [67], as shown in Fig. 6.1. Each user can 

be assigned multiple chunks within the same signal bandwidth for better frequency 

diversity gain. Interleaved frequency domain multiple access (IFDMA) [78], which has 

the same PAPR property as a SC signal, can be considered as a case of a sub-chunk 

size system, where each user is assigned a single subcarrier in each of a set of equally- 

spaced chunks. When intra-chunk sleep mode2 is enabled in a regular chunk based 

system, it is term ed block-IFDMA (B-IFDMA) [96,97]. Fig. 6.3 and 6.4 illustrate 

subcarrier placements, including pilots, for IFDMA and B-IFDMA signals. These 

sub-chunk signals occupy small blocks, smaller than  chunks, and equally-spaced, in 

multiples of the chunk size, in frequency and time. As pointed out in [97], they are 

useful for non-frequency-adaptive transmission modes, assuming the chunks or blocks 

are far enough apart in frequency to  fade independently.

For both chunk and sub-chunk (IFDMA and B-IFDMA) size systems, the sepa

ration between blocks is chosen to  be larger than  the coherence bandwidth so th a t 

higher frequency diversity gain can be obtained. This separation requirement however 

increases the overall number of pilots being added within a frame (defined as N b con

secutive OFDM symbols) for satisfactory channel estimation performance, resulting 

from the fact th a t inter-chunk interpolation is not applicable. In [98], various practical 

channel interpolation techniques in frequency for chunk-based OFDMA systems are 

studied, while in [99], chunk-based channel estimation in time and frequency for up

link OFDM system is investigated using iterative channel estimation (ICE) over one 

frame. Both [98] and [99] consider regular chunk size OFDM system (8 subcarriers 

per OFDM symbols per chunk) with multiple pilots.

In this chapter, we consider non-iterative and iterative pilot-assisted channel es

tim ation using cascaded 2 x 1  dimensional (2 x ID) Wiener filtering [81] for IFDMA 

and B-IFDMA systems. In particular, we consider channel estimation for chunk and

2In intra-chunk sleep mode, the transmission is switched off for some OFDM symbols for power 
savings in the user terminal [96,97].
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sub-chunk size systems3 using FDM pilots. In [95], consecutive previously received 

OFDM symbols are used to  smooth the frequency channel estimates for the cur

rent OFDM symbol to improve the performance of the channel estimation. We also 

consider channel estimation (smoothing and interpolation) over multiple half duplex 

frames (in which half of the frame is used for transmission and half for reception) to 

improve the performance of chunk- and sub-chunk-based channel estimation.

6.2 Description of Chunk and Sub-chunk Size Sys
tem s

6.2.1 Chunk Size Systems

A chunk [67] is defined as the smallest unit of time-frequency resource allocated to

the users in the system, as shown in Fig. 6.1. A chunk consists of N f  consecutive

F requency  
(in sub-carriers)

M-1

_________I

■ ■ ■ ■ A Fram e

H-----N,----->1

I I I

I fr ■

i

Nf

Nb-1
^  Tim e  

(in b locks)

Figure 6.1: Resource Allocations of a Chunk Size System for a Frame

subcarriers for the consecutive Nt blocks. In general, the values of N f  and Nt are 

chosen such th a t there is minimal frequency- and time-selectivity within a chunk. In 

[67], Nt =  12 and N f  = 8 ( 1 2 x 8  =  96 subcarriers) are chosen for a chunk in the wide 

area scenario, which will be considered as a regular chunk size in this thesis. Recall

3Both chunk and sub-chunk size systems can have DFT-precoded OFDM or OFDM versions. 
The OFDM version of B-IFDMA is called B-EFDMA [97].
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th a t we define a frame as an N b  x M  time-frequency plane in Sec. 2.6.1. If n b

N t
> 2

or M
N f > 2, each user can have multiple chunks within a frame. It is obvious tha t 

the smallest chunk is one subcarrier, i.e. N t  =  1 and N f  =  1. To generate SC signals 

with FDM pilots for chunk size systems, we can modify the vector of multiplexed 

da ta  and pilot tones X , denoted as X 5  for FDSPT pilots (see (4.1)) and X # for FET 

pilots (see (4.7)) in the case of full bandwidth systems, and use Fig. 2.4 w ith the 

modified vector X. The vector of multiplexed data  and pilot tone for SC signals with 

FET pilots for chunk size system is given as

X e =  [Po, A 0, . . . , A K- 2, P i, , Ayf-3, ®NF-Nf> P 2 , AiVf-2 , • • • ,

one block

Pjv—2 , A(Nblk-i)(Nf- 2), • • • , p v - l ,  • • • , A Nblk(Nf-2)-l,0N F-Nf]T, (6.1)

where K  denotes the pilot spacing, OjvF is a zero row vector of size Np, N f  is the 

subcarrier separation between chunks, N  is the to tal number of pilots for an OFDM 

symbol, N f  is the number of subcarriers per OFDM symbol per block, iVWfe is the

number of blocks of subcarriers per OFDM symbol, Pi is the ith. pilot tone and Ai

is the f th  da ta  tone. Comparing (6.1) with (4.7), it is apparent tha t the zero vector 

^NF-Nf is inserted in between blocks of subcarriers, while for full bandwidth systems, 

all the subcarriers are either da ta  or pilot tones. Notice th a t in to tal N^k • (N f  — 2) 

da ta  symbols per OFDM symbol (with pilots) can be transm itted in this OFDM 

symbol. Similarly, for FDSPT pilots (a  =  0), X  can be obtained as

X s =  [Po, A \ , . . . ,  A k - i , Pi, . . . ,  Awf - 1, 0 NF-Nf , P 2 , AiVf, • • •,

one block

Pjv—2 , • • •, Pjv-i, • • •, A NblkNj- i ,0 N F-Nf ]T■ (6.2)

Note th a t in this case • N f  da ta  symbols per OFDM symbol (with pilots) can 

be transm itted. As an example, consider the chunk size system with N t  = 12 and 

N f  = 8. For a frame with M  = 416 and Nb = 12 (or Param eter Set 2-A ), we 

have y  — 52 chunks per frame. Fig. 6.2 shows an example of the chunk resource
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allocations for 5 users w ith frame size 416 sub-carriers x 12 blocks, and with two 

FDM pilot symbols at the first and the last block of each chunk. S tarting from the

‘ Frequency
(in sub-carriers)

User 1 User 1

User 1User 1

User 1 User 1

U ser  5  

U ser  4  

U ser  3  

U ser  2  

U ser  1 

Pilots

/  Pilot arrangem ent in a  chunk

Block#12 Block#23

11 23 Time (in blocks)

Figure 6.2: Allocation of Chunks for Five Active Users

Oth subcarrier, the chunks are allocated to  each user in a round-robin manner such 

th a t the first two users are assigned 11 chunks, while the last three users are assigned 

10 chunks. Note th a t blocks of subcarriers are separated at a sufficient distance so 

as to  gain full frequency diversity. We assume the same allocation scheme is used for 

each frame. Note tha t some of the simulation results, such as those in Fig. 6.12 and 

Fig. 6.13, are based on the example shown in Fig. 6.2.

6.2.2 Sub-chunk System s

The generation of SC signals for sub-chunk size systems with FDM pilots is similar to 

th a t for chunk size systems. We only need a different vector of multiplexed da ta  and 

pilot tones X . For IFDMA systems with FET pilots, since each block of subcarriers 

has only one subcarrier, X  contains only the pilot tones, given as

Xg =  [P0, Ojvf - i ,  P i ,  O n f - i , ■ ■ ■, P n - i , 0 n f - i ]T - (6.3)
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In this case, IVWfc =  N  and no da ta  symbols can be transm itted in this OFDM 

symbol. It is obvious from (6.3) th a t interpolation is impossible (resulting in higher 

pilot overhead) if the coherence bandwidth exceeds the separation between blocks of 

subcarriers, i.e.

B c <  Np • A F  (6-4)

where N p  is the separation in subcarriers, A F  is the sub-carrier spacing in Hz and 

B c denotes the coherence bandwidth, which can be estimated as [34]

B c fa (6.5)
ooy

where o> is the root mean square (rms) delay spread of the channel. For IFDMA 

systems with FDSPT with a ^ O ,  the vector of superimposed pilot and data  tones is 

given as

Xg =  [ccAo +  /3Pq, Ojvf - i ,  &Ai + f3P\, Ojvf - i ,  • • •, +  @Pn - i> Ojvf - i  ]T (6-6)

where a  /  0 and (3 are the scaling factor for da ta  and pilot tones, respectively. In 

this case, N  (or Nuk) da ta  symbols can be transm itted. However, since a  /  0, a 

more complex channel estim ator is necessary to  cancel the inference resulting from 

the data  tones, such as time averaging and joint equalization and channel estimation 

[15].

For B-IFDMA systems with FET pilots, the vector of multiplexed data  and pilot 

tones is given as

x f  =  [Pqi A q, . . . , A K- 2, Pi, . . .  , A nc- 3, OjVF-jVc) P2 , A Nc- 2 , . . . ,
one block

Ptv-2 , A(Nblk_ i)(jvc—2), ■ ■ ■,-Pat-i, • • . ,  AjvWfc(Arc-2)-i,0jvF-jvJT, (6.7)

where Ojvf -atc is a zero row vector of size Np  — N c, Np  is the subcarrier separation 

between chunks, N  is the to tal number of pilots for an OFDM symbol, N c < N f  is 

the number of subcarriers per OFDM symbol per chunk, P? is the £th pilot tone and 

A( is the P h  data  tone. Notice th a t if N c =  N f,  (6.7) is equivalent to (6.1). Replacing
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N f  in (6.2) with Nc, we have the vector X for B-IFDMA system with FD SPT pilots 

(a = 0), given as

X f =  rp0, Ai , . . . ,  A k - i, P i , , A nc- i , 0n f- nc, P'i , A Nf, . . . ,
one block

Pjv—2 , A(Nblk- i )Nf, . . . ,  Pjv-i, • • •, A NblkNf- i ,  Ojvf —jvc]T- (6.8)

6.3 Chunk and Sub-chunk Size Channel Estima
tion over One Frame

For chunk size and B-IFDMA systems, more than  one pilot can be placed for each 

block of subcarrier, while for IFDMA systems, no more than one pilot can be used for 

each single-subcarrier block. Channel estimation techniques using FDM pilots for full 

bandwidth systems, discussed in Chapter 5, can be applied for the chunk size systems. 

The difference is th a t we only need to estimate the channel frequency response for the 

frequencies assigned to the desired user. We consider low complexity LLSLF in both 

time- and frequency- direction as usually the time and frequency selectivity of the 

channel within a chunk are linear. We also apply the cascaded 2x ID Wiener filtering 

and the proposed IDDCE channel estimation techniques for chunk and sub-chunk size 

systems.

6.3.1 P ilot Arrangements for Sub-chunk Size System s

Fig. 6.3 shows an example of a pilot arrangement for IFDMA systems, where N p = 32 

and the first and the last OFDM symbols of a frame of N b  =  12 OFDM symbols 

are pilots. Pilot-carrying subcarriers are spaced by Np — 32 subcarriers, which is 

assumed to be enough to yield substantial frequency diversity in the non-adaptive 

transmission mode. The pilot overhead is 2/ Np  =  1/6 and the number of useful 

subcarriers is Np x Nc x Np — 384. Note th a t for IFDMA Nc = 1 and the number 

of active OFDM symbols, denoted as Q,  for channel estimation is Q = Np  =  12.

Fig. 6.4 shows three possible pilot arrangements for B-IFDMA systems with
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time

frequency

1023992

Figure 6.3: F1T2 Pilot Arrangement for IFDMA Systems

N c = 4, N F = 32, N blk = 32 and Q — 3, where Q is the number of active OFDM 

symbols (or the window size) for channel estimation. Note th a t since N f  =  2NC, we 

also call the regular chunk size systems 2B-IFDMA  systems. The to tal number of 

useful subcarriers is Nuk x N c x Q =  384, which is the same as th a t of the IFDMA 

system described in Fig. 6.3. Also notice th a t for this B-IFDMA system, there are 

only 3 OFDM symbols th a t are transm itting in a frame, while the remaining 9 OFDM 

symbols are in sleep mode to save energy [97]. The designation “FxT y” means th a t 

pilot-carrying OFDM symbols contain x  pilots per chunk per OFDM symbol, and th a t 

y  OFDM symbols per chunk contain pilots. F1T1 incurs a pilot overhead of 1/12 and 

F1T2 incurs a pilot overhead of 2/12. In these arrangements, the same inter-block 

spacing of 32 subcarriers is used, assuring good frequency diversity between blocks. 

Note th a t when a single pilot is used in either time or frequency, the channel estimates 

in time or frequency are assumed to be constant.

6.3.2 N on-iterative Channel Estim ation

Assuming th a t the chunk size is selected so th a t the time- and frequency- selectivity 

are linear, for low complexity a LLSLF interpolator, requiring no channel statistics, 

can be used to  estimate the channel frequency response for a chunk. The LLSLF 

requires at least four pilot symbols within a chunk, as shown in Fig. 6.2. The 

application of cascaded 2 x D  FIR  Wiener filtering for chunk size and B-IFDMA
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(a) F1T1 Arrangement
0  data
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(b) F2T1 Arrangement
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•  • • •
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0000 00000000 frequency
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(c) F2T2 Arrangement

time

A 0  0  A

0 0 0 0
-32

frequency

1023992

Figure 6.4: Pilot Arrangements for B-IFDMA Systems
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systems is similar to  th a t for full bandwidth systems. The number of filter taps is 

limited by the number of pilots (usually small) used within a chunk or sub-chunk. In 

our specific example (Fig. 6.2), the number of filter taps in both time- and frequency- 

di recti on is two, i.e. / /  =  I t =  2. The small number of filter taps limits the MSE 

performance of the Wiener filtering. Note th a t when the frequency distances among 

blocks of subcarriers are close enough, the pilots from multiple blocks of subcarriers can 

be also used to  interpolate the channel frequency response. However, less frequency 

diversity would be expected in this case, meaning tha t there exists a trade-off between 

frequency diversity and pilot overhead.

6.3.3 Iterative Decision-Directed Channel Estim ation

W hen iterative channel estimators are used, more pilots can be used for channel 

estimation after the initial estimation. In our five user example, after the initial 

estimation, the number of filter taps in frequency direction is I f  = 8 and in the time 

direction It =  Q = 12. This will enhance the MSE performance of the chunk size 

channel estimators, as shown in Section 6.5. In case of B-IFDMA, we have I f  = 4 

and in the time direction It = Q = 12. For IFDMA, we have I f  — 1, which means no 

frequency diversity and implies worse performance, and I t — 12.

6.4 Channel Estimation for Chunk and Sub-chunk 
Size Systems over M ultiple Frames

Interpolation and smoothing of channel estimates over more than  one frame has the 

potential to improve channel estimation performance, given th a t a certain amount 

of correlation of the channel in time exists4. Fig. 6.5 shows pilot arrangements for 

smoothing over multiple half-duplex frames5, where ‘FB ’ stands for full bandwidth. 

Q is the number of OFDM symbols over which smoothing is performed. For example

4The higher the terminal velocity, the less time correlation between OFDM symbols exists, and 
the less effective will be multi-frame estimation.

5 For each half-duplex frame (consisting of 24 OFDM symbols), half of the frame is used for 
transmission and half for reception.
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Q = 48 for IFDMA indicates smoothing over 4 successive half-duplex frames, and 

Q = 6 for B-IFDMA indicates smoothing over 2 successive half-duplex frames. Note 

th a t a sleep mode of 9 OFDM symbols is included for the B-IFDMA system of 

Fig. 6.4. It is obvious smoothing over multiple frames improves the overall channel

(a ) P ilot A rran g e m e n t fo r IFDMA/2B-IFDMA/FB S y s te m s

1 12 
------------------------ F ram e  0—

36

- F r a m e  1 -

<«------------------------------------------------------W indow  of C h an n e l E stim atic

< ----------------W indow  of C h an n e l E stim ation  fo r Q  = 24 ---------------- ►

n for Q  =  48 ----------------------- A  J$01 ::

TX ▲ • • - • A TX A  •  •  ■ ■ ■ • A TX

73 84
- F r a m e  3—

(b) P ilot A rran g e m e n t for B-IFDMA S y s te m s

 W indow  of C h a n n e l E stim ation  for Q  = 12—

-W in d o w  o f C h an n e l E stim ation  for Q  = 6 -

Steep
Mode

1 12 
* -------------------------F ram e  0 -

36

-F r a m e  1 -

7 5  84
- F r a m e  3--------►

Tim e

Figure 6.5: Pilot Arrangement for Multiple Half Duplex Frames

performance of channel estimates for all the frames. More pseudo pilots (and thus 

higher filter order in time) are available for channel estimation if we consider the half

duplex frames within the estimation window as a super frame with Q consecutive 

OFDM symbols. For example, in Fig. 6.5 (a) Q can be either 24 or 48 OFDM 

symbols, while in Fig. 6.5 (b) Q can be either 6 or 12 OFDM symbols. The frequency 

channel estimates are obtained for only the active OFDM symbols. In other words, 

it is not necessary to  obtain the frequency channel estimates for the transmission 

(TX) period or sleep mode of B-IFDMA. Moreover, the pilots for the super frame 

are not uniformly distributed any more. For example, in Fig. 6.5 (a) for Q = 48, the 

pilots are located at k 48 € {1,12,25, 36,49, 60, 73,84}. In this case, the order of the 

filter D  is 8. Although the pilot locations k 4§ are slightly non-uniformly distributed, 

the interpolation is still valid as long as their sampling instants deviate less than 

(l/7r) In 2 a: 0.22 from its corresponding Nyquist (or oversampling) instant [100]. For 

the pilot arrangement kig, the maximum deviation is 1/12 ~  0.083, assuming the
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following uniform pilot arrangement {1,13,25,37,49,61,73,85}.

The interpolation of the channel estimates at the £th subcarrier in active OFDM 

symbols can be obtained using (2.58) with k48 as the pilot locations and with k G 

{1 , 2 , . . . ,  12, 25, 2 6 , . . . ,  36,49, 50 , . . . ,  60, 73, 7 4 , . . . ,  84} as the time index. Similarly 

for B-IFDMA in Fig. 6.5 (b), k G {1,2 ,3 ,25,26, 27, 50, 51, 52, 73, 74, 75}, in which the 

pilots can be located. The pilots are assumed to be located at k12 =  {1,25,50,75}, 

as shown in Fig. 6.5 (b). In this case, the deviation of sampling instants (from 

the uniform sampling instants) is 1/24 «  0.04, assuming the following uniform pilot 

arrangement {1,26,51,76}. The effectiveness of multi-frame channel estimation de

pends on the speed (or the maximum Doppler frequency) of the vehicle. The uniform 

pilot spacing in time, denoted as Dt, is upper bounded by the sampling theorem, 

given in the right side of (2.47).

6.5 Performance Evaluation

Channel realizations for 2000 frames are used to obtain the averaged MSE perfor

mance, while either 10000 frames of channel realizations or a threshold of 100000 

errors are used for FER performance. Channel coding is used over a frame (NB = 12) 

of 12 OFDM symbols for chunk-size, IFDMA and full bandwidth systems, while for 

B-IFDMA systems with sleep mode, the coding is performed over 3 OFDM symbols. 

For multi-frame channel estimation, coding is still performed over one frame (12 or 

3 OFDM symbols) such th a t the effect of codeword length on FER performance can 

be neglected.

6.5.1 Averaged MSE  
Chunk Size System s

Fig. 6.6 shows the averaged MSE of different channel estimators for the five user 

chunk size system (Fig. 6.2) using parameters Set 2-A. The MSE performance using 

W2 x ID Wiener filter with all Chu pilot symbols are included for comparison. The
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Figure 6.6: MSE Performance of Different Channel Estimators for Chunk Size Systems
using Parameters Set 2 and the 5 User Chunk System Shown in Fig. 6.2

time-averaged MSE is calculated over all chunks or sub-chunks within a frame, given 

as

E  E E - H S  <6-9)M S E  =
1 Nbik~ 1

W j N uk
fceK„ £eLn

where Nt is the number of active OFDM symbols per frame, N f  is the number of 

subcarriers per block, Nuk is the number of blocks of subcarriers per OFDM symbol, 

L„ is the set of frequency indexes for the n th  chunk and K n is the set of time indexes 

for the n th  chunk. Note th a t for IFDMA, N f  = 1 and Nf = Nc for B-IFDMA. The 

cascaded 2 x ID Wiener filtering outperforms the LLSLF interpolator for Eb/No < 15 

dB. For this specific example, when Eb/N 0 > 15 dB, the LLSLF/LLSLF interpolator 

gives better MSE performance. The IDDCE using the frequency replacement (FR) 

algorithm without hard decision re-encoding outperforms the non-iterative channel 

estimators, especially in the high Eb/N 0 region where more reliable decisions can be 

used. The MSE performance of the IDDCE using FR algorithm with known symbols 

is also included for reference. To improve the decision errors at the low Eb/N 0 region,
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the hard decision re-encoding of the estim ated data  bits can be used.

Comparing the optimum MSE performance of 2 x ID Wiener channel estimation 

with all the symbols in a chunk being Chu pilot symbols, using frequency domain 

IDDCE requires about 2 dB more of SNR to  achieve the same MSE performance. 

The difference is due to  fact th a t fewer pilots are available for the initial channel 

estimation and th a t Chu pilot symbols have constant magnitude response, which 

avoids the issue of noise enhancement. Note however tha t the pilot overhead is 100% 

when all pilots are transm itted within a chunk. The MSE performance of the channel 

estimation for full bandwidth systems is in general better than  th a t of the chunk size 

systems as there are more pilots for the full bandwidth systems.

Sub-chunk Size System s

We next evaluate the averaged MSE of the non-iterative and iterative channel estima

tion for IFDMA for estimation over one (Q = 12), two (Q = 24) and four (Q = 48) 

frames, for the half and full duplex cases, as shown in Fig. 6.7 and 6.8. If full duplex 

FDD (frequency division duplex) is used, the transmission periods (labeled as “TX”), 

shown without pilots in Fig. 6.5, are eliminated, resulting in a possible denser pilot 

arrangement. The figure legends indicate which OFDM symbols contain pilots. For 

example “[1 8 16 24]” in the full duplex FDD case means tha t there are two successive 

frames (therefore 24 adjacent OFDM symbols) with pilots in the 1st, 8th, 16th and 

24th OFDM symbols. “[1 12 25 36]” in the half duplex FDD case means th a t there 

is a 12-OFDM symbol gap between two received frames, so pilots occur in the 1st 

and 12th OFDM symbol of the first received frame, and also in the 1st and 12th 

OFDM symbol of the second received frame. This shows clearly th a t multi-frame 

channel estimation is more effective in the full duplex FDD scenario, because succes

sive received frames are adjacent (so th a t denser pilots can be used), but there is still 

some improvement for half duplex FDD. Similar conclusions can be obtained for the 

averaged MSE performance of full bandwidth systems (shown in Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.8
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for comparison), chunk size (or 2B-IFDMA) and B-IFDMA6 using non-iterative and 

iterative channel estimators.

o>

□  Q =12, [1 12], Half/Full
O  Q =24, [1 8 16 24], Full

-  *  -  Q =24, [1 12 25  36], Half
A  Q =48, [1 7  14 21 28  35  4 2  48], Full

-  $  -  Q =48, [1 12 25 36  49  60  73  84], Half

20
Eb/N o [dB]

Figure 6.7: Average Mean Square Non-iterative Channel Estimation Error for IFDMA for 
Estimation over Several Frames in Half and Full Duplex Cases

6.5.2 Effects of Vehicle Speed on MSE Performance of B- 
IFDM A System s over M ultiple Frames

We know th a t the pilot spacing is upper bounded by (2.47). For a vehicle speed of 

240 km /hr, f c = 3.7 GHz and Ts = 28.8 fis, D t < 21. Consider the pilot scheme in 

Fig. 6.5 (b). The pilot spacing is 24, which is slightly larger than  the maximum pilot 

spacing allowed by the sampling theorem for a vehicle of 240 km /hr. In this case, 

the MSE of the channel estimation would be higher, as shown in Fig. 6.11, where 

the maximum delay spread and the vehicle speed are known for the calculation of 

the Wiener filter taps. However, increasing the vehicle speed from v = 80 km /h r to 

v = 200 km /hr only results in slightly increasing in MSE performance of the channel

6Note that the MSE performance for chunk size (or 2B-IFDMA) and B-IFDMA systems are not 
shown here for simplicity.
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Figure 6.8: Average Mean Square Iterative Channel Estimation (A =  0.3) Error for IFDMA 
for Estimation over Several Frames in Half and Full Duplex Cases
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Figure 6.9: Average Mean Square Non-iterative Channel Estimation Error for Full Band
width Systems for Estimation over Several Frames in Half and Full Duplex Cases
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Figure 6.10: Average Mean Square Iterative Channel Estimation (A =  0.3) Error for Full 
Bandwidth Systems for Estimation over Several Frames in Half and Full Duplex Cases

estimation for both  non-iterative and iterative channel estimators.

6.5.3 Frame Error R ate (FER)
Chunk Size System s

Fig. 6.12 shows the FER performance of FDM pilots using frequency domain IBSDFE 

equalizer with non-iterative channel estimations over one frame and Fig. 6.13 with the 

proposed frequency domain IDDCE (A =  0.3) channel estimation over one frame for 

the 5-user chunk size systems, described in Sec. 6.2. The performance degradation 

with respect to  th a t of known CSI, at FER  =  10-2 , for 2 x ID Wiener filtering is about 

2 dB for FET and 3 dB for FDSPT pilots, respectively. Using the low complexity 

LLSLF estim ator in time and frequency direction requires additional 0.5 dB of SNR for 

the same FER. Note however th a t the LLSLF estim ator does not require any channel 

statistics. Using the proposed frequency domain IDDCE (A =  0.3), the performance 

degradation reduces about 0.5 dB when the decoder is not used and about 1.5 dB
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Figure 6.11: Effects of Vehicle Speed on Averaged MSE of Non-iterative and Iterative
Channel Estimation for B-IFDMA System over Q = 12 Half Duplex Frames, Eb/N0 = 12 
dB and Pilot Arrangement =  F2T1 (Parameters Set 2-B).
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Figure 6.12: FER Performance of FDM Pilots for Coded Systems using Frequency Domain 
IBSDFE Equalizer with Non-Iterative Channel Estimations over One Frame for Chunk Size 
Systems (Parameters Set 2-A)
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Figure 6.13: FER Performance of FDM Pilots for Coded Systems using Frequency Domain 
IBSDFE Equalizer with Iterative Channel Estimations over One Frame for Chunk Size 
Systems (Parameters Set 2-A)

when the decoder is used. Notice th a t using FET and frequency domain IDDCE 

(A =  0.3) with decoding, the FER  performance is about 0.5 dB away from the FER 

performance with known CSI, while for FDSPT the performance is about 1.8 dB 

away from the performance with known CSI. The results for chunk size systems also 

suggest th a t coding/decoding should be used in the iteration process when using the 

proposed frequency domain IDDCE.

Sub-chunk Size System s

For simulation results shown in Fig. 6.14 to  Fig. 6.18, parameters Set 2-B and FET 

pilots are used and we assume the maximum actual delay echo is equal to the CP 

length (3.2 ps) and the vehicle speed is assumed to  be 100 km /hr, which is mis

matched to the actual vehicle speed of 50 km /hr. FER for IFDMA systems with non-
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iterative and iterative channel estimation (ICE)7 is shown in Fig. 6.14, where Q is the 

number of OFDM symbols used for channel estimation interpolation and smoothing. 

Also shown for comparison is the case of known channel state information (indicated 

by “K-CSI” ). Using ICE gives roughly a 1 dB improvement over the corresponding 

non-iterative channel estimation, and smoothing over 4 frames (Q=48) gives about

0.6 to 1 dB improvement over smoothing over just one frame. The FER  performance 

of 4-frame smoothing combined with ICE is about 1 dB worse than  the case of known 

channel state information.

10 '

-110
LL

— B —  Q =12, W -F1T 2
-  X  -  Q =24, W -F1T 2  

0  Q =48, W -F1T 2
-  Q =12, IC E-F1T2
-  ©  -  Q =24, ICE-F1T2
 A  Q =48, ICE-F1T2
 Q =12, K-CSI

-210'

6 8 93 4 5 7 10 11 12
Es/N o [dB]

Figure 6.14: FER for IFDMA with FET Pilot Arrangement F1T2, with Non-iterative (W) 
and Iterative (ICE) Channel Estimation over Multiple Half Duplex Frames (Parameters Set 
2-B)

FER for multi-frame smoothing with the F1T1 pilot pattern  for B-IFDMA is

shown in Fig. 6.15. B-IFDMA is just slightly (~  0.1 dB) better than  IFDMA for

known CSI8, but with channel estimation with F1T1, it is 0.6 dB to almost 2 dB

7Note that the iterative channel estimation (ICE) in Fig. 6.14 to Fig. 6.18 refers to the proposed 
frequency domain IDDCE with A =  0.3.

8The FER for IFDMA with known CSI is not shown in Fig. 6.15 for simplicity.
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worse than  the corresponding IFDMA, since B-IFDMA with F1T1 has only one pilot 

per block. Under the simulation conditions C2 channel with 50 km /hr, the channel is 

not constant over a 4 x 3 block. Note th a t although F1T1 incurs less pilot overhead 

than  F2T1 - 1/12 instead of 2/12, it is considerably more than  the full bandwidth 

system pilot overhead of 4/96, where the pilot spacings in frequency and time are 

4 and 12, respectively. Fig. 6.16 shows corresponding results for B-IFDMA with

,010 '

•110'

— B —  Q =3, W -F1T1
-  X  -  Q =6, W -F1T1 

■0  Q =12, W -F1T1
-  Q =3, IC E-F1T1
-  0  -  Q =6, IC E-F1T1 

A  0 = 1 2 , IC E-F1T1
 Q =3, K -C SI

-210

6 84 10 12 14
Es/N o [dB]

Figure 6.15: FER for B-IFDMA with FET Pilot Arrangement F1T1, with Non-iterative 
(W) and Iterative (ICE) Channel Estimation over Multiple Half Duplex Frames (Parameters 
Set 2-B)

the F2T1 FET pilot arrangement (same overhead ratio as for the IFDMA case). B- 

IFDMA still shows up worse than  IFDMA with each type of channel estimation, but 

the difference is less than  for the F1T1 case.

The “full-chunk” case, 2B-IFDMA, where fully-occupied chunks (Nc = N f  =  8 

subcarriers per OFDM symbols per chunk) are separated by 32 subcarriers, is shown 

in Fig. 6.17. The pilot overhead (4/96) is much less than th a t of the IFDMA and 

B-IFDMA cases, and the FER performance for ICE with smoothing over 4 frames
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Figure 6.16: FER for B-IFDMA with FET Pilot Arrangement F2T1, with Non-iterative 
(W) and Iterative (ICE) Channel Estimation over Multiple Half Duplex Frames (Parameters 
Set 2-B)

is about the same as tha t of IFDMA with the same channel estimation m ethod9. In 

general, the FER performance loss due to  imperfect channel estimation is shown to 

be more for B-IFDMA than  for IFDMA, full chunk size and full bandwidth systems. 

Finally, the full bandwidth case, in which a user occupies the entire system bandwidth, 

is shown in Fig. 6.18. The known-CSI performance is slightly worse (about 0.8 dB) 

than  th a t of IFDMA because of more fading correlation among the subcarriers used, 

but the performance with ICE and 4-frame smoothing is about the same as tha t 

of IFDMA. The diversity gains achieved by IFDMA and B-IFDMA are somewhat 

diminished by their less effective channel estimation capabilities (due to  sparse pilot 

locations) in the C2 channel with 50 km /hr.

9Note that comparison of full bandwidth and 2B-IFDMA cases with IFDMA and B-IFDMA is 
imprecise, since each of these cases involves different numbers of data symbols, and hence different 
code block sizes.
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Figure 6.17: FER for 2B-IFDMA with FET Pilot Arrangement F2T2, with Non-iterative 
(W) and Iterative (ICE) Channel Estimation over Multiple Half Duplex Frames (Parameters 
Set 2-B)
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Figure 6.18: FER for Full Bandwidth with FET Pilot Arrangement F256T2, with Non
iterative (W) and Iterative (ICE) Channel Estimation over Multiple Half Duplex Frames 
(Parameters Set 2-B)
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6.6 Summary

The channel estimation techniques for full bandwidth systems can be used for chunk 

and sub-chunk (IFDMA and B-IFDMA) size systems with various FDM pilot ar

rangements. We evaluated the MSE performance of LLSLF, 2 x ID W iener filtering 

and the frequency domain IDDCE with FR algorithm with and without inclusion 

of a decoder. Similar to the full bandwidth case, it was found th a t the proposed 

frequency domain IDDCE with decoder gives the best MSE performance. The ad

vantage of 2 x ID Wiener filtering over LLSLF diminishes when the number of filter 

taps is small. In general, the MSE performance of the channel estimation for chunk 

and sub-chunk size systems using FDM pilots is worse than  th a t of the full bandwidth 

systems.

Moreover, we showed th a t using multiple half or full duplex FDD frames can 

further improve the performance channel estimation for full bandwidth, chunk and 

sub-chunk size systems. The effectiveness of multi-frame channel estimation depends 

on the pilot spacing in time, which is upper bounded by the sampling theorem. 

The FER performance loss due to  imperfect channel estimation is shown to  be more 

for B-IFDMA than  for IFDMA, full chunk size and full bandwidth systems. The 

diversity gains achieved by IFDMA and B-IFDMA are somewhat diminished by their 

less effective channel estimation capabilities (due to sparse pilot locations) in the C2 

channel with 50 km /hr.
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Chapter 7

PA PR  Reduction using FDM  Pilot 
Sequences

In this chapter, we investigate the feasibility of applying a PAPR reduction method 

using pilot sequences, originally proposed for OFDM signals [109], for SC signals with 

FDM pilots. The idea is to select the FDM pilot sequence for which the transm itted 

signal produces the lowest PAPR. We also investigate the applicability of the sum of 

square error (SSE) selection rule for high order modulation of SC signals [110]. The 

SSE rule selects the pilot sequence which produces the minimum SSE between the 

transm itted signal and a pre-defined threshold, proportional to  the saturation level of 

a high power amplifier (HPA). The effects of out-of-band radiation for SC and OFDM 

signals with PAPR reduction using FDM pilot sequences after HPA are also included.

7.1 Introduction

From Chapter 4, we know tha t the multiplexing of FDM pilots for SC modulation 

induces higher PAPR than  th a t of the SC signal without FDM pilots, or with TDM 

pilots [6]. Although the PAPR of the SC signal with FDM pilots is still lower than  

th a t of an OFDM signal, it is desirable to  reduce the PAPR of an SC signal with FDM 

pilots in order to  reduce the power backoff requirement of the high power amplifier 

(HPA). It is intuitive to consider using the existing techniques for PAPR reduction of 

an OFDM signal. The issue of high PAPR is common for OFDM and there are many
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well-known methods to  reduce the high PAPR of OFDM signals in the literature, 

such as deliberately clipping and filtering of the signal [105], the partial transm it 

sequence technique [106], the selected mapping technique [107], the tone reservation 

technique [108], etc. In [109], the authors proposed a m ethod of reducing the PAPR 

for OFDM signal with orthogonal pilot sequences (Walsh-Hadamard sequences) by 

selecting the pilot sequence such th a t the OFDM signal with pilots gives the lowest 

PAPR. In this chapter, we want to  use this method to  reduce the high PAPR of the 

SC signal with FDM pilots. First, we investigate the feasibility of using orthogonal 

W alsh-Hadamard (W-H) sequences as the pilot sequences for SC modulation. Second, 

orthogonal cyclic shifted Chu (CS-Chu) sequences [112] are used to  replace the W-H 

sequences and their PAPR reduction capability for both SC and OFDM systems is 

investigated. Finally, a different selection rule for SC modulation, based on sum of 

squared errors (SSE) [110], is used to compare its PAPR reduction capability with 

th a t of using the minimum PAPR selection rule. The pilot-aided PAPR reduction for 

SC signals is described next.

7.2 Pilot-Aided PAPR  Reduction for SC Signals

The idea of pilot-aided PAPR reduction for SC signals is similar to th a t for OFDM 

signals [109]. Fig. 7.1 depicts the basic idea of PAPR reduction using pilot sequences. 

N s is defined as the number of pilot sequences for selection, i.e. N s is the selection 

size. The signal produced by the generalized multi-carrier (GMC) m odulator [4] at 

the A:th branch can be w ritten as,

(7.1)

where W  l xM is the L x  M  discrete Fourier transform (DFT) m atrix [111], L  =  M I  is 

the number of samples per transmission block, I  is the upsampling factor, H denotes 

Hermitian transpose and e  C Mxl contains the frequency samples of the data  

and k th  pilot sequence. Depending on the pilot arrangement schemes, X ®  can be
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Figure 7.1: Block Diagram of PAPR Reduction using Pilot Sequences (a: data sequences; 
p® : fcth pilot sequences; N s: number of pilot sequences to be selected)

defined as, for FET pilots (see Section 4.2.2),

X (*) =  [pW , Ao , . . . ,  A k _2, P[k\ A K^  . . . ,  A M- n - i]t  (7.2)

and for FDSPT pilots (see Section 4.2.1)

X w  =  [ i f ,  A u . . . ,  A k - U P lk), A K+1, . . . ,  A m - i]t  (7.3)

where A  =  [A0, A \ , . . . ,  A M- 1] is either the D FT of the data  sequence a  for SC modu

lation or the data  sequence a  for OFDM modulation and =  [P0̂ , . . . ,  P jy l^

is the vector of frequency samples of the kth pilot sequence to  be selected. In addition 

to  the sequence of CS-Chu sequences, we consider orthogonal W-H sequences, which 

are used in [109] for blind detection of the index of the transm itted pilot sequence to 

remove the required side information for an OFDM system. The CS-Chu sequence 

has constant amplitude in both time and frequency domains [112]. The constant time 

domain amplitude makes the CS-Chu sequence a good selection for the pilot sequences 

to reduce PAPR, as shown in the next section. Since CS-Chu sequences are orthogo

nal [112], the blind detection technique developed in [109] can also be used. 1 Using

1We also evaluated the PAPR reduction capabilities of using Chu sequences with different r 
values. It was found that using the Chu sequences with different r values produces similar PAPR 
reduction capabilities as that of using CS-Chu sequences. Note however that side information is 
required in this case since the Chu sequences with different r values are not orthogonal.
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(2.7), a CS-Chu sequence with k  steps of cyclic shifts is defined as

 ̂ =  [Cfc mod N i  C(fc+1) mod N ■> • • • t C ( N + k —1) mod Af] ('^•^)

where mod N  denotes modulo N .  The kth  block of the pilot frequency samples using 

CS-Chu sequence can then be obtained by taking the iV-point DFT of (7.4), i.e.

P(fe) =  W NxNcW (7.5)

where k = 0 ,1 , . . .  , N  — 1. The motivation for considering the W-H sequences is to 

know if they can also be used for SC signals so th a t the same blind detection technique 

in [109] can be employed for a SC system.

In addition to the PAPR selection rule, the SSE selection rule (proposed in [110]) 

is used to choose the optimum pilot sequences among the finite selection set of pilot 

sequences. The motivation to use the SSE selection rule for SC signals is th a t the 

number of peaks in a SC block without FDM pilots is greater than  th a t of an OFDM 

block [110]. The PAPR of a block is defined as

m a4|:rW [n]|2) 0 < n < i _ 1 (76)

where L = M I  is the number of samples per block and I  is the upsampling factor. 

The SSE is defined as [110]
L—1

e(k) =  y > “ V ] i2 (7 .7 )
n=0

e(fc)Ul =  J | z(fc)MI -  KVsat, \x^[n}\ > KVsat ,7 g,
1 J 1 1 1  rv^VlAVTTTlOrt '  '

where

pOOtnl =  /
0, otherwise

where 0 <  k < 1 is a threshold factor, Vsat is the saturation level of the HPA and 

x^[n]  is the n th  sample of the kth  branch, defined in (7.1). It was observed in [110] 

th a t k =  0.9 gives the best performance results for a moderate amount of non-linearity 

up to the saturation level2. The m athematical model of the non-linear HPA will be

2From [110] k can be computed as k =  2p̂ /(l/r )2P° — 1, where r (smaller than one) is a constant 
ratio of the input threshold value (or KVsat) to the output threshold value. Note that Vsat is 
proportional to the input power backoff (3 (see (7.12)).
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described in Section 7.5. Depending on the selection rules, the optimum index of the 

pilot sequence, denoted as kapt , can be found as, for minimum PAPR rule,

7.3 PAPR  Reduction Capability of Walsh-Hadamard 
and Cyclic-shifted Chu Sequences

It is obvious th a t if the pilot signal is added destructively to the da ta  signal, the high 

peaks can be reduced. On the other hand, more high peaks can be generated if 

the data and pilot signal are added in a way th a t the resulting magnitude is larger 

than  th a t of the data  signal. The applicability of the W-H sequences for SC signals 

depends on the high peaks of the non-constant envelope of the time domain signal 

W fxMP '^ . For W-H sequences, the distributions and the magnitude of the peaks 

depend on the choice of the particular sequence. The magnitude of the peaks is 

smaller for smaller values of N  and is larger for larger values of N .  The CS-Chu pilot 

signal has a relatively constant signal envelope. Its waveform variations are solely due 

to  the oversampling and filtering processes inherent in zero-padding before the IDFT 

operation. Many high peaks of the W-H pilot signal can cause even more high peaks 

for both SC and OFDM signals.

mm
k& {l ,2 , . . . ,N s}

(7.9)

and for SSE,

kept =  arg min e1
fc€{l,2,...,iVs}

(7.10)

where N s is the selection size.

In the time domain, the transm itted signal xSk^[n\ can also be w ritten as the sum of 

the data  and the pilot signals,

x W «xMA  +  W "xMP' (7.11)

where A =  [0, A 0, . . . ,  A K_2, 0, A k _i, . . . ,  A M- n - i ] T for FET and for FDSPT A =
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Fig. 7.2 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of 

the magnitude of x[n], denoted as \x[n]\, for M  = 64, N  =  8 and 7 =  4 and Fig. 7.3 

for M  =  512, N  =  128 and I  — 4. Note th a t no spectrum-shaping filter is used for 

simplicity. N s is the number of pilot sequences for selection. The FDM pilot scheme 

is the FET and the selection rule used in the simulation is the PAPR rule3. The 

CCDF of the magnitude of a SC signal without pilots in both  figures is included for 

a benchmark comparison. Moreover, the CCDF of the magnitude of a SC signal with 

a fixed, i.e. N s =  1, Chu sequence as the FDM pilots is also included for comparison. 

For small block size (and thus small value of N),  e.g. M  =  64, the W-H sequences 

can be used to  reduce the PAPR of SC signals with FDM pilots and OFDM signals 

with pilots since the probability of high peaks has been lowered, as shown in Fig. 7.2. 

However, for large block size, e.g. M  =  512, the use of W-H sequences generates high 

peaks with higher probability than  th a t of using a fixed Chu sequence for both  SC 

and OFDM signals, as shown in Fig. 7.3 (diamond and solid line without markers). 

Many high peaks of the time domain W-H pilot signal for large block size account 

for this undesirable result. Note th a t in [109] the experiments were conducted only 

for small block size (M  = 64) of OFDM signals. We also observe th a t using CS- 

Chu sequences as the pilot sequences can reduce, for small and large block size, the 

probability of high peaks for both  SC and OFDM signals, as shown in Fig. 7.3 (square 

and cross markers). Since a CS-Chu sequence has a constant envelope in the time 

domain, fewer peaks will be generated by adding the pilot signals at the expense of 

more values close to  the median.

7.4 Effects of Selection Size and Rules

The selection size affects the PAPR reduction capability. The larger the selection set, 

the better the PAPR reduction capability. However, a larger value of N s means more

3The FDSPT with PAPR selection rule produces similar results, so its results are not included 
here.
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Figure 7.2: CCDF of Magnitude of OFDM and SC Signals with Parameters: M  = 64, 1 
4 ,N  = 8, QPSK, FET, Selection Rule =  PAPR, W-H and CS-Chu Pilot Sequences
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Figure 7.3: CCDF of Magnitude of OFDM and SC Signals with Parameters: M  =  512, 1 
4, N  =  128, QPSK, FET, Selection Rule =  PAPR, W-H and CS-Chu Pilot Sequences
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complex transm itter and receiver processing and longer processing delays. Fig. 7.4 

depicts the CCDF of |x[n]|, generated using CS-Chu sequences with M  — 416, N  =  

104 and 7 =  4 and different values of N s. W ith a selection size of 16, i.e. N s = 16, 

the CCDF curve is about 0.4 dB off th a t using all the available CS-Chu sequences 

(Ns = 104) with N  =  104 at the probability of 10-4 .

Fig. 7.5 shows the CCDF of |x[n]| generated using CS-Chu sequences and SSE 

selection rule with different input power backoff (IBO) values, defined as

/3 =  - io io g 10^ l b 4 i i  (7.12)
■Csat

where (3 denotes the IBO in dB and Psat = \Vsat\2 is the power of the saturation level 

of the amplifier. Note th a t a higher order modulation scheme (such as 16-QAM) is 

used since the SSE rule is more efficient when used for higher order SC modulation 

[110]. W ith a typical value of IBO, e.g. (3 = 7 dB, the CCDF curve is similar to 

th a t of using the PAPR rule. The SSE rule is sensitive to  the values of IBO. From

(7.7), we know th a t the SSE rule calculates the SSE with respect to the saturation 

level Vsat. Fewer peaks are used for calculation of SSE for larger values of Vsat. On 

the other hand, from the definition of IBO in (7.12), it is obvious a larger value of (3 

gives a larger value of Vsat, given the average signal power is fixed.

7.5 Effects on Out-of-Band Distortion after HPA

We want to  investigate the effects of the HPA on the out-of-band radiation for signals 

with PAPR reduction and compare with th a t without the PAPR reduction. The 

non-linear model for the HPA used in the simulation is the Rapp model [113], whose 

AM/AM  curve has the following relationship,

Vaut = ----------- —  3T (7.13)
/  / \ 2p0\  2Po
(1+fe )  )

where vin is the input voltage, vout is the output voltage, Vsat is the saturation level 

of the amplifier and pa is the amount of non-linearity up to the saturation level. The
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Figure 7.4: CCDF of Magnitude of OFDM and SC Signals with Parameters: M  — 416, 1 
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Figure 7.5: CCDF of Magnitude of SC Signals with Parameters: M  =  416, 1 = 4, N  = 104, 
16-QAM, FET, CS-Chu Sequences
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Figure 7.6: AM /AM  Curves of Rapp Model with Different Values of pQ

larger the value of pQ, the larger the linear region of the curve, as shown in Fig. 

7.6. Fig. 7.7 and Fig. 7.8 show the power spectra density (PSD) of the SC signals 

and OFDM signals with and without pilot sequences for M  = 64 and M  = 416, 

respectively with p0 =  10. A time domain (TD) window with a rolloff factor of 5.5% 

is used to  shape the transm itted spectrum. We see th a t in both cases the out-of-band 

radiation is reduced for OFDM and SC signals with PAPR reduction using CS-Chu 

sequences. Fig. 7.9 shows the PSD of the SC and OFDM signals using a HPA with 

a larger portion of non-linearity, e.g. p0 = 2. There is almost no improvement in 

terms of out-of-band radiation when the PAPR reduction m ethod is utilized. This 

can be explained by looking at the CCDF curves in Fig. 7.3. The curves w ith and 

without PAPR reduction using pilot sequences almost coincide for A <  5.5 dB. Since 

the saturation level is (3 =  7 dB, the high peaks will be trimmed by the non-linear 

portion of the HPA even after the PAPR reduction. The SSE rule produces similar 

results as th a t with PAPR rule for high order modulation of SC signals, as shown in 

Fig. 7.10.
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Figure 7.7: PSD of SC and OFDM Signals with Parameters: M  =  64, N  =  8 , 1 =  4, QPSK, 
FET, CS-Chu Sequences, TD Window Rolloff Factor=5.5%, PAPR Selection Rule, p0 =  10 
and /3 =  5 dB
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Figure 7.8: PSD of SC and OFDM Signals with Parameters: M  =  416, N  =  104, 1 =  4, 
QPSK, FET, CS-Chu Sequences, TD Window Rolloff Factor=5.5%, PAPR Selection Rule, 
p0 =  10 and (3 =  7 dB
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Figure 7.9: PSD of SC and OFDM Signals with Parameters: M  = 416, N  = 104, 1 = 4, 
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Figure 7.10: PSD of SC Signals with Different Selection Rules (M  =  416, N  =  104,7 =  4, 
16-QAM, FET, CS-Chu Sequences, TD Window Rolloff Factor=5.5%, N s  =  32, p0 =  10 
and (3 = 1 dB)
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7.6 Summary and Discussions

The feasibility of using the PAPR reduction m ethod proposed in [109] for SC signals 

with FDM pilots has been investigated. The idea is to  select the pilot sequence with 

the lowest PAPR. We also investigated the applicability of the SSE selection rule, 

proposed in [110], for high order modulation of SC signals. It was found th a t the 

PAPR reduction capabilities of W-H sequences and CS-Chu sequences are similar for 

small block size, e.g. M  =  64, but not for larger block size, e.g. M  = 512. CS-Chu 

sequences can be used for different block sizes. W ith an appropriate choice of the value 

of /?, the SSE selection rule produces similar results as th a t of PAPR selection rule. 

The effects of out-of-band radiation for SC and OFDM signals with PAPR reduction 

after HPA depend on the nonlinear characteristic of the HPA below saturation. Out- 

of-band radiation improvement is obvious for a HPA th a t approximates an ideal linear 

clipper (p0 =  10). To use PAPR reduction using pilot sequences with blind detection, 

slightly larger processing delay and implementation complexity in the transm itter and 

receiver side are required.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions, Design  
Recom m endations and Future 
Work

This chapter provides the conclusions and some recommendations for system designers 

on frequency domain channel estimation and equalization for SC systems as well as 

the future work.

8.1 Conclusions

To fulfill our main objective of designing and developing FDM pilots for uplink SC 

systems in time-varying frequency selective fading channels, we developed two types 

of FDM pilots (FET and FDSPT pilots) using the GMC approach and analyzed 

their impacts on SC signals in terms of PAPR and power backoff requirements. We 

also proposed and evaluated (using MSE and FER  performance) non-iterative and 

iterative frequency domain channel estimation techniques for SC signals with FDM 

pilots. Moreover, we evaluated and compared their performance (BER and FER) with 

th a t of an OFDM system with similar pilot scheme and overhead. We also applied 

and analyzed our proposed non-iterative and iterative channel estimators for chunk 

and sub-chunk size systems over single and multiple full and half duplex frames.

It was found th a t the multiplexing of in-band FDM pilots induces higher PAPR 

and power backoff requirement of an SC signal, comparing with th a t of an SC signal
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without FDM pilots, although the PAPR and power backoff requirement are still 

lower than  th a t of an OFDM signal. We then proposed a PAPR reduction technique 

for SC signals with FDM pilots, using a set of CS-Chu pilot sequences. It was found 

th a t out-of-band radiation improvement is obvious for a HPA th a t approximates 

an ideal linear clipper. In general, the FER performance of a coded system for our 

proposed frequency domain channel estimation techniques using TDM and FET pilots 

are similar, while using FDSPT pilots loses about 1 dB of SNR with respect to th a t 

of using FET or TDM pilots.

To further improve the performance of systems using FDSPT pilots, we proposed a 

frequency domain decision-directed interference cancellation technique, for which the 

loss of using FDSPT pilots reduces by 0.5 dB. It was also found th a t the performance 

of channel estimation for chunk and sub-chunk size systems is worse than  tha t of a full 

bandwidth system due to  frequency diversity and limited number of available pilots 

per chunk or sub-chunk. It was shown th a t multiple half or full duplex frames can 

be used to improve channel estimation for chunk size, sub-chunk size and full band

width systems at the expense of slightly increasing the implementation complexity. 

In addition to FET pilots, FDSPT pilots can also be used for OFDM systems with 

channel coding. Taking into account the required power backoff of a HPA, a serial 

modem with FDM pilots could be designed with a power amplifier with about 2 dB 

lower maximum power rating than  th a t of a corresponding OFDM modem.

We also studied, analytically and semi-analytically in the frequency domain, the 

impact of imperfect channel estimates on the MSE of the equalizer output, which is 

used to  estimate the BER of an uncoded SC system. It was found tha t the MSE 

of the equalizer output with imperfect channel estimate is the sum of the MSE for 

the known CSI and the scaled MSE of the channel estimates. The results can be 

used as alternative tools for estimating the BER performance without simulating the 

complete system. Moreover, the design process of channel estimation and system 

performance evaluation can be decoupled.
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A comparative study of the performance comparison between IFDMA and DS- 

CDMA systems, with and without carrier frequency offset and Wiener phase noise, 

was included since IFDMA can be considered as a sub-chunk size system (see Ap

pendix B). For systems with carrier frequency offset and Wiener phase noise the 

performance degradation of the IFDMA system is sensitive to the number of active 

users although it outperforms the conventional CDMA system when it is not at full 

capacity. The performance degradation becomes larger when the frequency offset and 

phase noise increase. The two systems perform closely at full capacity.

8.2 Design Recommendations

From this thesis, we have the following recommendations for designing channel esti

mators for SC systems using FDM pilots in broadband wireless channels:

1. Frequency domain signal generation of SC signals using the GMC approach 

facilitates flexible and efficient assignment of signals to  available spectrum.

2. Most of the existing frequency domain channel estimation techniques for OFDM 

systems can be adopted for SC systems1.

•  It is worth looking into the existing techniques for OFDM systems before 

designing similar frequency domain techniques for SC systems as there 

are many matured frequency domain techniques for OFDM systems. One 

should always bear in mind th a t in frequency domain the envelope of a SC 

signal is Gaussian-like, while the envelope of an OFDM signal depends on 

the particular signal constellation used. Moreover, a block of da ta  symbols 

for SC systems spreads over the whole signal bandwidth, while each data  

symbol for OFDM systems occupies a specific subcarrier.

:Note that other frequency domain techniques for OFDM systems using FDM pilots, such as 
synchronization techniques, may also be applicable for SC systems.
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3. The fewer blocks (in a coded frame) with FDM pilots, the lower the power 

backoff requirement of a HPA for SC systems.

•  We should always make use of the property of low PAPR of SC signals 

when FDM pilots are not present in a block. For example, only the first 

and the last block of a frame are equipped with FDM pilots for the system 

considered in this thesis. The rest are just blocks with regular SC signals 

with low PAPR. It should be noted th a t high PAPR of OFDM signal

always exists whether FDM pilots are used or not.

4. FDSPT pilots should be considered first for their zero pilot overhead when they 

gives satisfactory performance requirement.

5. It is more effective to  use FDSPT pilots for coded systems than  for uncoded 

systems.

6. The model of channel estimation errors using a Gaussian random variable can

be used to evaluate the system performance with channel estimator, before

actually implementing the channel estimators.

7. Using multiple frames to improve the performance of channel estimation should 

be considered, especially for chunk size systems.

8.3 Future Work

In this chapter, we provide the possible extensions of our current work on frequency 

domain channel estimation and equalization techniques for GMC (SC and OFDM) 

systems for future research, which are summarized as follows:

1. Extension to channel estimation for GMC systems with FDM pilots in time- 

varying frequency selective MIMO fading channels.
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•  Multiple input and multiple output (MIMO) systems [114,115] can be 

used to  increase the system capacity or user da ta  rates for future wireless 

systems. It is intuitive to extend this work for SISO channels to  MIMO 

channels. The key challenges include pilot overheads, robustness to  in-cell 

and out-of-cell interference and implementation complexity.

2. Performance improvement using more complex equalization techniques.

•  Iterative joint channel equalization and decoding (turbo equalization) [16, 

116] can be shown to  outperform IBSDFE, with higher decoding and equal

ization complexity. Turbo equalization with TDM pilots has been consid

ered in [16]. It will be interesting to evaluate and compare the performance 

and complexity of using turbo equalization for GMC (OFDM and SC) sys

tems using FDM pilots (especially FDSPT pilots) in MIMO channels.

3. Study of the effects of frequency offset and phase noise on B-IFDMA systems.

4. Analysis of channel estimation errors on BER performance with iterative equal

ization and iterative channel estimation.
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A ppendix A  

D etails of Derivation

A .l Derivation of (3.11)

Ja  =
2 M - 1M - 1

He -  A H
\ H e \ 2 +  a 2 

H*

\He\2 + a 2
M - 1A H.H*.

\He\2 + a 2

M - 1 A if / / / ;

| ^ | 2 +  ^ 2

2 M - 1

2 M—1

^  l ^ | 2 +  ^ 2

t f /P +  a 2
(A.l)
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A .2 D erivation  o f (3.15)

£ { N 2} -  e
1 ^  \H>

M

A H fH f

i

= E l M
I V

- M —l

-  T T > E e

\ E

- ' \ h £

rr |2 +  <r2

2 -  A H e H*t

o 1 

H e

H e \2 +  a 2 

2 -  A H t H*t

1 \ H *

M  2 s

A H kH

k= 0 \Hk\2 + CJ2

£=0 | ^ | 2 +  a 2

M 2

A f - l  M —l

E E £f=0 fc=0 l^k k^t

AH,H*e H k A H*kH*k

( | ^ | 2 +  a 2)  ( | t f fe|2 +  a 2)
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I H e W c r 2=o (\He\2 + a 2^

m —i  m —i  \He\2\Hk\2 -  \Ht \2E [A H * kH k] -  \Hk\2E  [AH*t Ht ]

1 E  {AHeAH*kHeHk}

M 2
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M —l

a  s . ( i& p+«»)  ( w + F )

—  FA/f2
W ( W  +  *L*)

M 2 ^  (\He\2 + a2f

m 2\Hk\2

e = o
J M —l M —l

M55 £ ( i fl'i2+<T2Hitf*i2+ff2)
(A.2)

where Assumption lb , lc, Id, le, 2 and 4 are used in the derivation.
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A .3 D erivation  o f (4.4)

x's(n) = j  AiQieJ 2™‘
e=o

M - 1 M —l  N - 1

£= 0 f= 0  i= 0
1 J V -1

, 1 —  O i  \ — r  ■■ 2 - K n r K

= a'n - — j ^ 2 ^ A rKeJ L
r = 0

.. N - 1 M - 1
. 1 — Ot \ ^ —"V 2 - K m r K  . 2 - j r n r K

=  j ^ 2^ 2^ a™e L e L
r = 0  m = 0 
A f - 1  N - l  

_  „ .7 2 7 r f ^ - ^ W r

n i
m = 0  r = 0

=  (l- - ( l - a l - V o  sine ( f  — m) , ( , _ 5)K(W_1)
1 " ) i £ s ' ams i n c ( K ( f - S ) ) e

where from (A.3) to (A.4), we use the following identity, given as

i
\  '  p j 2 n x n  __

N

where i GR.

sine (iVx)^ WjV_n 

N  ^  ~ sinc(x )
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A ppendix B

Performance Comparison of 
IFDM A and D S-C D M A  System s 
in the Presence of Frequency 
Offsets and Phase N oise

This appendix provides the performance comparison between interleaved frequency 

division multiple access (IFDMA) and direct sequence code division multiple access 

(DS-CDMA) systems with and without carrier frequency offsets and phase noise1. 

Our motivation to spread the frequencies (subcarriers) over broader bandwidth is 

to enhance frequency diversity, while constant interleaved distance results in better 

PAPR. We want to investigate the suitability of IFDMA for uplink transmission. We 

first describe the frequency domain LMMSE equalizer for IFDMA and DS-CDMA 

systems, followed by the performance comparison between IFDMA and DS-CDMA 

systems without frequency offsets and phase noise. An analytical result on average 

SNR performance for single-user IFDMA systems with constant carrier frequency 

offset and Wiener phase noise is also included. This result can be used as a perfor

mance bound for the IFDMA systems with frequency impairments. We then compare 

the performance between IFDMA and DS-CDMA multi-user systems with constant 

carrier frequency offset and phase noise. Finally, a brief summary is included.

1Note that we include this topic in the appendix for the coherence of the thesis. The results in 
this appendix can serve as one of the motivations for considering IFDMA systems in Chapter 6.
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B .l  Frequency D om ain  LM M SE R eceiver for D S-
C D M A  and IF D M A  System s

Consider a CDMA system with spreading factor K s and M  data  symbols for the p th

The da ta  is transm itted in blocks and preceded by a CP so th a t in the receiver the 

circular convolution can be applied. Each of the Pu users in the system has N a 

receiving antennas. Note th a t Pu < K s. We assume the receiver is sampling at chip 

rate, 1/TC, such th a t M K S received samples are obtained per block.

B.1.1 Frequency Domain LMMSE Receiver for DS-CDM A  
System s

After removing the CP and taking the M K S-point FFT  of the received samples and 

assuming perfect synchronization, the received frequency samples from the n th  re

ceiving antenna can be expressed as

where n  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  N a , £ =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  M  — 1 and k = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  K s — 1. In vector form, 

the received frequency samples from the N a antennas can be w ritten as

Pu

R , =  + V *  (B-2)
t=i

sponse for the ith  user and V / =  [VM, Vu + M , . . . ,  • • •, VNj , . . . ,  Vat^+(/c3-i)m]T

is the corresponding noise samples. Assuming p th  user is the desired user, the fre

quency domain LMMSE equalizer taps can be found by solving

user {o! ^ } ^ =q, which are zero mean and normalized uncorrelated random variables.

P n , t+ k M n ,t+ k Mn ,i+ k M (B.l)

where FL — [ R i , e ,  R i , e + M ,  ■ ■ ■, R i , e + ( K 3- i ) M ,  • • •» R n / ,  ■ • (+(k._ ,)„ ] t , H® =  [/?“ , 

]T is the channel frequency re-

(B.3)
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where =  (W ^, ■ • •, W ite+(Ks-i)M, ■ ■ ■ •> W N,e, • • •, W Nte+(Ks-i)M ]T? and the

MMSE can be expressed as

M —l

M K S= 1 -  i n r  £  W ? H “  <B '4)

Solving (B.3), the optimum equalizer taps can be found as

Pu
W e = Y ^ B f )n f ) (B.5)

i=i

where =  [0lx(p_i), 1, Oix(Pu_p_i)]T, Q* G CPuXPu with (i, j ) th  element being

q(i,3) = ^ u T UK T + o n  (B.6)

and B {2\  . . . ,  B (Pû ]T . Consider a special case when there is no interferer

(i.e. Pu = 1) and single receiving antenna (N a =  1). The filter taps can be simplified 

as
fj(!)

W u+kM = -------- l 't+kM 2-------  (B.7)

K,

and the corresponding MMSE is

1 sr^Ks-l TT̂ 
2^k=o n i

(i) 
e + k M + a 2

2 M —l  ^

J n  =  77 5 2 -------------------------- 2------- (B-8)M  c—(\ JL V ' ^ 3_1 H-d) ,„2M  _i_ sr^K3- i  tt(i
K s ^fe=0 “ i

( 1) 
,e+ kM + a

where d stands for DS-CDMA.

B .l .2 Frequency Domain LMMSE Receiver for IFDM A Sys
tem s

Assuming perfect synchronization for IFDMA systems, the received frequency samples 

for the pth  user can be expressed as

R  r ^ K . u f A f  +  V „  /  =  p + IK ,
\  0, otherwise

where /  =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  M K S- 1, R ,  =  [ R f \  R f A) ]T , H f  = [H$>, H % , 1T\ n a  j

and V / =  [v j1̂ , v j 2\  . . . ,  v j NA ]̂T. The optimum linear MMSE equalizer taps for the
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p th  user can be found as

1 H (p)

W ? } =  p+\Ka  (B.10)
V s n-p+eKs^-p+eKs +  °

where £ =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  M  — 1. The corresponding MMSE can then be calculated as

2 M —l 1
j (p) =  i________  (B

1 M  ^  +  <r2'e=o r L p + e K s r L p + e K s ' °

W hen N a =  1 and Pu — 1, (B.10) and (B .ll)  can be simplified as

i H ^w (i) _ ---------------p+eK,
y /K l rrW

p + £ K s

2 (B.12)
+  c 2

and
o M —l

*  -  x ?  E  b  2 <B-13)
+  a 2M  7.̂  I Ffd)

where /  stands for IFDMA. Note th a t using (B.8) and (B.13), (4.17) can be used to 

find the average SNR for IFDMA and DS-CDMA systems using LMMSE equalizers.

B.2 Comparison of the DS-CDM A and IFDM A  
Systems without Frequency Impairments

This section provides the comparison between the IFDMA and DS-CDMA systems 

in terms of the number of users, signal to  noise ratio, denoted by E s /N o , and number 

of antenna elements, without frequency offset and phase noise. For the DS-CDMA 

system, (B.4) is used to obtain the average SNR, while for for IFDMA system (B .ll)  

is used. The system parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table B .l. The 

channel model used is the 3-path SUI-5 fixed wireless channel with large delay spread 

(10 fis) [60]. 1000 channel realizations are used to obtain the average SNR.

B.2.1 Effect of Number of Users, P u

Fig. B .l shows the average SNR for the system using IFDMA and DS-CDMA in SUI5 

channel. We observe th a t the performance of the IFDMA system is independent of
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Table B.l: Simulation Parameters for Evaluation of IFDMA and CDMA Systems

Parameter Value
Chip Rate [Mcps] 19.2

Spreading Factor, K s 64
Code Index Selection Randomly select from { 0 ,1 ,..., K s — 1}

Symbols per Block, M 16
Cyclic Prefix [samples] 230

SNR [dB] 20
Channel Type SUI-5 channel [60]

Delays [/is]/Power [dB] [0 4 10]/[0 -5 -10]
Doppler Frequency [Hz] 0

Channel Coding No
Modulation BPSK

Oversampling Factor 1
Pulse Shaping Filter Rectangular

Number of Channel Realizations 1000

■  IFDMA 
- A -  DS-CDMA

/
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i

^ A
' A .

I ►

is H ----H -1

\
1

X
%

' 4
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Figure B.l: Effect of the Number of Users Pu on Avg. S N R  for IFDMA and DS-CDMA 
Systems in SUI5 Channel (E s/N o  =  20 [dB], K s — 64, M  =  16)
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the number of users in the system, Pu, which is consistent with (B .ll) . Moreover, for 

lower number of users, e.g. Pu <  50, the DS-CDMA system outperforms the IFDMA 

system. As the number of user increases, the performance of the DS-CDMA system 

decreases due to  the interference from the other users in the system (see (B.4)). For 50 

or more users, the IFDMA system outperforms the DS-CDMA system. The averaging 

effect (frequency diversity) of the channel frequency response accounts for the better 

performance of DS-CDMA system with lower number of users. This averaging effect 

can be seen by considering (B.8) and (B.13). From (B.8) and (B.13), if we let K s = 1 

and p = 0, (B.8) and (B.13) are equivalent. In this case, no spreading is used and 

the two systems are identical. Fig. B.2 shows the effect of K s on the average SNR 

for Pu — 1. As the spreading factor K s increases, the performance of DS-CDMA 

system is enhanced due to  the averaging term  in the denominator of (B.8). For 

the IFDMA system, the effect of K s is insignificant as there is no averaging term  

in the denominator of (B.13). The averaging effect becomes less significant for the 

DS-CDMA system when K s is greater than  8 for SUI-5 channel.

18.5

17.5

S 16.5

15.5

14.5

■  IFDMA 
-  ▲  -  DS-CDMA

A -

Spreading Factor, K

Figure B.2: Effect of K s on Avg. S N R  for IFDMA and DS-CDMA Systems in SUI5
Channel (E s/N o  — 20 [dB], Pu =  1)
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B .2 .2 Effect of E s / N o

Fig. B.3 depicts the average SNR for the IFDMA and DS-CDMA systems with 

different values of E s /N o  in SUI5 Channel. As E s /N o  increases, the absolute value 

of the performance difference between the IFDMA system and the DS-CDMA systems 

also increases for the case of single user and 64 users. For higher E s/N o ,  the difference 

is more obvious since at higher E s /N o  the averaging affect dominates th a t of the white 

Gaussian noise.

Q  IFDMA, P  =1 w u
- A  -  D S-C D M A , P u=1 

-  B  -  D S-CD M A , P u=64

o>

20
E s/N o [dB]

Figure B.3: Effect of E s/N o  on Avg. S N R  for IFDMA and DS-CDMA Systems in SUI5 
Channel

B .2.3 Effect of Number of Antenna Elements, N a

Fig. B.4 shows the average SNR for IFDMA and DS-CDMA systems with different 

number of antenna elements in SUI5 Channel, where a single user system is consid

ered, i.e. Pu =  1. For a single antenna element, the performance difference is about 

3 dB, while for two antenna elements the difference is reduced to  about 1.5 dB and 

about 0.5 dB for four antenna elements. Thus, multiple antenna elements can be used
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to reduce the performance difference between the DS-CDMA and IFDMA systems 

for small number of users.

a  24

— ■ —  IFDMA 
- A  -  DS-CDMA

Number of Antenna Elements, N.A

Figure B.4: Effect of Na on Avg. S N R  for IFDMA and DS-CDMA Systems in SUI5
Channel (E s/N o  = 20 [dB], Pu = 1)

B.3 Analytical Results for Single-user IFDM A Sys
tem s with Constant Frequency Offsets and W iener 
Phase Noise

In general, let us model the single-antenna (N a =  1) IFDMA received signal with 

frequency offset or phase noise as

r'(n) = r(n)e>^n), n = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  M K a -  1 (B.14)

where is the time-varying frequency impairments and r(n) is the n th  received

IFDMA samples without frequency impairments, given as

Pu K s - 1 M —l

r (n ) =  ^  — e ^  a ^ / i ^ ( n  — m  — kM ) + v (n ) (B.15)
p = l  k= 0 s m = 0
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where h^v\ n )  is the CIR (including pulse shaping filters) of the p th  user and v(n) is

the uncorrelated noise samples. Consider the case when Pu = 1 for simplicity. In the

frequency domain, (B.14) can be w ritten as

R\f) =
1 M K , - 1

=  m F  E  « (« ')« ( /- O  (B.16)
s £'=0

where <g> represents the circular convolution operation and $ ( / )  is the DFT of e ^ n\  

given as
M K s - l

$ ( / )  =  2  (B.17)
n = 0

If we sample R '( f )  at f  = p  + £KS, we have

MKs-l

M K ,R' (p+tK, ) =  y .  [s(o+no]*(p+«c.-o
 ̂ M —l

S(P +  « . ) $ ( ( *  -  d ')K 9) +  V ’(p + IK S)
^"=0

=  5(p +  £Ks) r 0 +  r f +  r ( p  +  ^ s) (b .i s )
‘V 1

in te r f e r e n c e  te r m

where £ = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  M  — 1, S(p + £KS) is defined as,

S(p  +  £KS) =  y /K sH{p +  £Ks)Ap+eK3, (B.19)

To and F  ̂ are defined as

M K . - 1

r ° = m  =  w r  £  eMn) (R2°)

and
M —l

r '  =  aSTF £  s {p  + ((e -  r 1K ‘1 ■ <B-21)M K S
s t "=0e"^e

respectively. From (B.18), we see th a t the useful data  signal S(p  +  £KS) of the 

received IFDMA frequency samples with frequency impairments is first scaled by 

r 0 and interfered with by the other subcarriers scaled by DFT of the frequency
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impairment term  1^, which sometimes is called inter-carrier-interference (ICI) in the 

OFDM context. Note th a t when 4>(n) =  0 for n = 0,1 , . . . , M K S — 1, it can be

shown th a t r 0 =  1 and =  0 for I  =  1,2, . . . , M  — 1. In this case, we have

R'(p + £KS) = R(p + £Ks).

Using (B.18), we want to  find the MSE of the FD-LMMSE equalizer for IFDMA

systems w ith constant frequency impairments. Our motivation is to analytically inves

tigate the performance degradation due to  the frequency impairments if no frequency 

compensation is employed at the receiver. The single user case can be considered as 

a performance bound for Pu > 1. Given the received frequency samples R'( and the 

equalizer taps We, the MSE of a FD-LMMSE equalizer can be w ritten as
1 M —l

=  T B  E  O ' 4 '  -  (B.22)
<!=0

where (•} is either time or ensemble average operator. Substituting (B.12) and (B.18) 

into (B.22) and assuming th a t the channel frequency response is deterministic, (B.22) 

can be expanded and simplified as

M —l

^  =  j g  £  W p + e K - ^ B '  ( W p  +  t K - ) \ 2 0 r ° l 2> +  " 2 +  0 r ' l 2) '
e = o  '  s  '

- 2 \H ( p  + £Ks)\2B e ^ { ( \Y 0\) + l}  (B.23)

where 9ft{2:} is the real part of z,

1 M —l

( l u l 2) = J77f T ,  \m p  + l K , ) W \ m - l " ) K , ) ? )  (B.24)M K ,
l " =  0 l^l"

where $(£) is defined in (B.17) and

Be = \H(p + £KS)\2 + a 2' (B‘25)

Consider the simple AWGN channel. (B.23) can be simplified into

jA W G N  _  1 1 f  h r  \2 \  \ rr2 \ 1 / l r ' l 2 \ ^  23fH < r 0 > }  I i

= (|r0|2) + a2 2jR{(r0)} 1 ^
(1 +  a2)2 1 +  <t2 M 2ATs(1 +  (72)2 ^ ( >
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where

1 M —l

<ir ' i2) =  i i f i r E < i * ( * - * " ) i 2> (b .27)
s  £ " = 0

M K ,
î te"

M —l M K S- 1 M , - l

=  1 +  E  E  E  1 (B.28)
e" = 0  n = 0  n ' = 0tjtt" n^n' nV«

Prom (B.23) and (B.26), the key to  evaluate the MSE performance of the IFDMA

systems with frequency impairments is to evaluate the following three ensemble av

erages: (ro), ( | r 0|2) and ( |r^ |2). The following sub-sections calculate these assemble 

averages for systems with constant frequency offset and Wiener phase noise.

B.3.1 Analytical Results for Constant Frequency Offset

In the time domain, the constant carrier frequency offset can be modeled as

o3<t>{n) =  ̂ n =  0 ,1 , ,  M K S — 1 (B.29)

where A /  =  A FC x M K STC is the normalized constant carrier frequency offset with 

respect to  the block duration without CP, A F C is the frequency offset in Hz and Tc 

is the chip duration. Note th a t a zero phase shift at the beginning of the processing 

block is assumed. Using (B.29), the assemble averages for (B.26) can be calculated 

as the follows:

M K , - 1
.  .  1 /  i2*Afn
<r »> =  j a c  E  <c "

sine f j n A f ( M K . - l )

. ; 4 \ e ' (B'30)
“ ( h ;)

1 M K S- 1 \  /  M K . - 1
/ I  | 2 \  /  I  1  ] 2 n A f n  \  I  1  Y — '  & * A f n

< | r o l >  =

1
M 2K l

sinc(A/ )  '
(B.31)
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and
M - l  M K S- 1 M K S — 1

<IUI2> =  i  +  E  E  Z
( l l - o n = 0  n '—O
£̂ £ff n̂=nf nf^n
M  — l  M K S — 1 M K S — 1

i V '  V ' '  j 2 n (n -n  ) (A } -£  -£)

= 1 + E E  L '  " (R32)
£ / /_  o n = 0  n '= 0

t^ln n^n/ n/^n
Substituting (B.30), (B.31) and (B.32) into (B.26), we have the MSE performance for 

single user IFDMA system with constant carrier frequency offset in AWGN channel. 

Fig. B.5 shows the consistency between the theoretical results and the simulation 

results for a single-user IFDMA system with constant frequency offset in AWGN 

channel. For constant frequency offset, the effect of block size M K S is insignificant.

5 14

Q  simulation, M=16, K =64 W  s
_  _  -  theoretical, M=16, K =64

s
, - A -  , theoretical, M=4, K =4■■ s

0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
A f

0.01 0.1

Figure B.5: Comparison of the Theoretical Results with the Simulation Results for IFDMA 
System with Constant Frequency Offset in AWGN Channel (E s / N o  — 20 [dB], Pu =  1)

B .3 .2 Analytical Results for W iener Phase Noise

The phase noise is the difference between the phase of the carrier and the phase of the 

local oscillator and can be modeled as a continuous-path Brownian motion (Wiener- 

Levy) process [32,91,103] with zero mean and variance 27r/3fjt|. The corresponding
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power spectral density (PSD) is the Lorentzian PSD spectrum of the free-running 

carrier generator w ith the 3-dB bandw idth P i (linewidth of the oscillator), as shown 

in Fig. B.6 [103]. The discrete-time Wiener-Levy process can be generated as

0.9

0.8

0.7

W 0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

-1 .5 -0 .5
normailized frequency

0.5
frequency

Figure B.6: Illustration of the Two-Sided 3-dB Bandwidth of the Lorentzian PSD

rp(n + 1) =  <f)(n) +  ui(n), (f)(0) — 0 and n = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  M K S — 1 (B.33)

where u (n )  is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance of, =  2ttPlc,

P l c  =  P l T c is the normalized 3-dB bandw idth of the PSD with respect to the chip

duration Tc. From (B.33), we have the following statistics [91]:

E{(f>(n)} = 0, E  {\<f>(n)\2} = 2npLc\n\ (B.34)

and

E  {<p(ni)(f)(n2)} =  2-kPlc min{n!, n 2}. (B.35)
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Similar to  the case of constant carrier frequency offset, using (B.33), the assemble

averages for (B.26) for Wiener phase noise can be calculated as the follows:

M K S- 1

<r»> = m  E <̂ w>
s n = 0 

1 M K S- 1

= M K ,  E « " * * * . (B.36)
s n = 0

M . - 1  \  /  1 M K . - l

<'r°i2> -  (( m k ,  5  H  ( m  5  e* w
1 M K S- I M K S- 1

hr, E EM 2K 2s n=0 r=0
1 M K S- 1  M K s - l

nr, E E <B-37>M 2A 2
s ra=0 r=0

and

1 M —l

< n 2 > =  j ^ E d ^ - m 2 )
e"=o

M K ,

1 M - i M j r a- i M j r s - i

I Z  5 Z  5 Z  ( e j{4’{n)- 4,{r))) e - j 2n{e~eM (n~r)
e"=o n = 0 r=0ê e"

,  M —l  M K S — 1 M K S — 1

= m r'Z  E E (B.38)
s £"=o ra=0 r=0

where 0(n) is defined in (B.33). Substituting (B.36), (B.37) and (B.38) into (B.26), 

we have the MSE performance for single user IFDMA system with Wiener phase 

noise in AWGN channel. Fig. B.7 shows the performance degradation for IFDMA 

systems with Wiener phase noise with various block length in AWGN channel. We 

observe th a t the theoretical results are consistent with the simulation results and

th a t the performance degradation is dependent on the block size, resulting from the

increasing variance of the Wiener process as the block size increases.
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Figure B.7: Performance Degradation for IFDMA System with Wiener Phase Noise in
AWGN Channel (E s/N o  = 20 [dB], Pu =  1)

B.4 Comparison of IFDM A and DS-CDM A M ulti
user Systems with Frequency Offset and Phase 
Noise

In this section, we compare the performance degradation between the DS-CDMA and 

IFDMA multiuser systems with constant frequency offset and phase noise, using simu

lation, in AWGN channel and SUI5 channel. We assume th a t a FD-LMMSE equalizer 

is used but no adaptation of the optimum equalizer tap  weights is attem pted when 

the frequency impairments occur. In addition to the deterministic carrier frequency 

offset, we also model the carrier frequency offset for each user, denoted as A /(p), 

as an uncorrelated Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance &fpy  In 

addition to modeling the phase noise as the Wiener-Levy process, the phase noise 

is also modeled as an uncorrelated Gaussian random process w ith zero mean and a 

fixed variance. In general, the received signal for the pth  user in multiuser systems
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with frequency impairments can be modeled as

pu K s- 1 . M —l

r'(n) = Y  e ^ (n) Y  ~ 7= ^  Y  am h(j>)(n  - m - k M ) +  v(n) (B.39)
p =  1 fc=0 s m = 0

where is the frequency impairments for the p th  user. (B.4) and (B. l l )  are used

to obtain the average SNR.

B.4.1 Comparison of System s with Constant Frequency Off
set

We first assume all of the users in the system have the same constant frequency off

set. Fig. B.8 shows the performance for the system with constant frequency offset in 

AWGN channel. As the number of users increases, the performance for the IFDMA 

system degrades, resulting from the fact th a t the frequency offset destroys the or

thogonality in the frequency domain for different users and more users contribute 

more interference to the desired reference user. For a single user system, the IFDMA

5 14

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08

■  IFDMA. P =1 “ u
_  DS-CDMA, P =1u
 IFDMA, P =8u

A  DS-CDMA, Pu=8 
O  IFDMA, Pu=32 
X  DS-CDMA, P =64** u

A f

Figure B.8: Average SNR for IFDMA and DS-CDMA System with Constant Frequency 
Offset in AWGN Channel (E s/N o  = 20 [dB], NA = 1)

system outperforms the DS-CDMA system by about 0.5 dB at A /  =  0.02 and 1.2
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dB at A /  =  0.1. Fig. B.9 depicts the performance degradation for both  systems in 

SUI5 channel. First consider the performance of the IFDMA system. As the number

f  10

IFDMA, Pu=1
DS-CDMA, P =1 u
IFDMA, P =32u
DS-CDMA, P =32 

u
IFDMA, Pu=64 
DS-CDMA, Pu=64

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
A /

Figure B.9: Average SNR for IFDMA and DS-CDMA System with Constant Frequency 
Offset in SUI5 Channel (E s/N o  =  20 [dB], NA = 1)

of users increases the performance becomes worse. Similar to  the case in AWGN 

channel, it shows the dependency of the number of users presented in the system. For 

DS-CDMA system, the dependency of the number of users is not obvious.

Let us evaluate the performance degradation due to frequency offset when the 

offsets are modeled as uncorrelated Gaussian random variables with the same variance 

Fig. B.10 shows such performance in AWGN channel. Similar to  the previous 

case where all the frequency offsets for different users are the same, the IFDMA system 

outperforms the DS-CDMA system. Another observation for the DS-CDMA system 

is th a t the degradation is almost independent of the number of users, while for the 

IFDMA system the SNR performance depends on the number of users. Notice tha t 

the performance for full capacity of the IFDMA system (Pu =  K s) is similar to th a t of 

the DS-CDMA system. For example, the SNR loss for both systems at the normalized 

standard deviation for carrier frequency offsets of 2% is about 2 dB. Fig. B . l l  shows
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0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1

■  IFDMA, P =1 — u
 DS-CDMA, Pu=1
■ -  IFDMA, P =32uA DS-CDMA, Pu=32 

O  IFDMA, Pu=64 
X  DS-CDMA, Pu=64

Figure B.10: Average SNR for IFDMA and DS-CDMA System with Frequency Offset
Modeled as an Uncorrelated Gaussian R.V. in AWGN Channel (E s/N o  — 20 [dB], N a  = 1)

the performance for DS-CDMA and IFDMA systems with frequency offsets modeled 

as an uncorrelated Gaussian random variable in SUI5 channel. The performance 

degradation is similar to  th a t of the systems modeled as the same constant frequency 

offsets (see Fig. B.9), except th a t the x-axis is the Gaussian standard deviation of 

the random variable.

B.4.2 Comparison of System s with Phase Noise

Consider the performance of multiple user DS-CDMA and IFDMA systems with 

Wiener phase noise in AWGN channel, as shown in Fig. B.12. For an IFDMA system, 

the performance degradation due to  Wiener phase noise is sensitive to the number of 

users, while for DS-CDMA system the performance degradation is more robust to the 

number of users. However, a t full system capacity, both types of system have similar 

performance degradation due to  Wiener phase noise. For the SUI-5 channel, similar 

conclusions can be drawn as in the case of th a t in AWGN channel, as shown in Fig. 

B.13. The DS-CDMA system with Wiener phase noise is insensitive to the number of
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Figure B .ll: Average SNR for IFDMA and DS-CDMA System with Frequency Offset
Modeled as an Uncorrelated Gaussian R.V. in SUI5 Channel (E s/N o = 20 [dB], N a = 1)

Z  12

IFDMA, P =1 ■  u
—  DS-CDMA, Pu=1
 -  IFDMA, P =32u
- A -  DS-CDMA, Pu=32 

Q  IFDMA, Pu=64 

x DS-CDMA, P =64** u

/1024 x lO-”

Figure B.12: Average SNR for IFDMA and DS-CDMA System with Wiener Phase Noise 
in AWGN Channel (E s/N o  = 20 [dB], NA = 1)
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active users, while the IFDMA system is more sensitive to the number of active users 

in the system, especially for larger values of Plc- Note th a t there is a performance 

loss for DS-CDMA system when the number of users increases.

—■ —  IFDMA, Pu=1
 DS-CDMA, Pu=1

—A — IFDMA, Pu=16 
 DS-CDMA, Pu=16

0 1 2 3
/1024

4 5
P

Figure B.13: Average SNR for IFDMA and DS-CDMA System with Wiener Phase Noise 
in SUI5 Channel (E s/N o  = 20 [dB], NA = 1)

If the phase noise is modeled as an uncorrelated Gaussian random process with 

zero mean and variance 2,k<j \ n  (normalized with respect to  the chip duration Tc), 

the performance degradation is the same for both  DS-CDMA and IFDMA systems in 

AWGN channel, as shown in Fig. B.14. We assume th a t all the users have the same 

value of crpN Moreover, both systems are sensitive to the number of active users. For 

the SUI-5 channel, if we project the performance difference due to  different schemes 

(IFDMA or DS-CDMA), we have similar results to tha t in AWGN channel, i.e. the 

systems have the same degradation performance of which both  are sensitive to  the 

number of active users, as shown in Fig. B.15.
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Figure B.14: Average SNR for IFDMA and DS-CDMA System with Variance of Phase
Noise Modeled as an Uncorrelated Gaussian R.V. in AWGN Channel (E s/N o  — 20 [dB],
Na = 1)
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Figure B.15: Average SNR for IFDMA and DS-CDMA System with Variance of Phase
Noise Modeled as an Uncorrelated Gaussian R.V. in SUI5 Channel (E s/N o  — 20 [dB], 
N a = 1)
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B.5 Summary

In this Appendix, we considered the performance comparison between IFDMA and 

DS-CDMA systems and channel estimation techniques for chunk size systems, where 

each user occupies partial system bandwidth. IFDMA signals can be considered as 

a special case of chunk size system with each user having M  smallest chunk size 

or with M  users having one smallest chunk, which is one subcarrier. Analytical 

results for single-user IFDMA systems with either constant frequency offset or Wiener 

phase noise is also presented. The results can serve as the performance bound for 

IFDMA systems with constant frequency offset and Wiener phase noise. For systems 

without frequency offset or phase noise, it was found th a t DS-CDMA system, in a 

SUI-5 channel, outperforms IFDMA system for few users in the system due to the 

averaging effect (frequency diversity). However, for larger number (about 3 /4  of the 

system capacity) of active users, IFDMA system outperforms the DS-CDMA system. 

W ith multiple antenna elements, the performance difference can be compensated.

For systems with constant frequency offset, in either AWGN or SUI5 channel, the 

IFDMA system is sensitive to the number of active users although it outperforms 

the DS-CDMA system when it is not at full capacity. The performance difference 

becomes larger when the frequency offset increases. Nevertheless, the two systems 

perform closely at full capacity. For systems with phase noise, depending on the 

phase model used, the DS-CDMA and IFDMA systems behave differently. W hen the 

phase noise is modeled as an uncorrelated Gaussian random process, the two systems 

have exactly the same performance, which depends on the number of active users in 

the system. W hen the phase noise is modeled as a Wiener process, the performance 

relations between DS-CDMA and IFDMA systems are similar to th a t of the systems 

with constant frequency offset in AWGN and SUI5 channels.
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